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Abstract
Heat pipes are used to transfer heat through phase change in a liquid/vapor contained in
a metal tube. They are passive devices that require no pumps to circulate the fluid and can transfer
heat far more efficiently than a solid copper rod of the same diameter. They are commonly used
in laptop computers where copper heat pipes filled with water take heat away from the CPU and
transfer the heat to air through a heat exchanger. Heat pipes were also used in the Kilopower
nuclear reactor where higher temperatures required sodium as the working fluid with stainless
steel tubes.
Computer models of heat pipes are complicated due to the two-phase flow within the pipe
and one- or two-dimensional flow is typically modeled. One possible failure mode within a nuclear
reactor that uses heat pipes to remove heat produced by fission involves possible failure of a single
heat pipe. This could result in high temperatures within the reactor fuel at the location of the
failure and induce failure in adjacent heat pipes, resulting in catastrophic overheating of the
reactor. This "cascade failure" must be computationally modeled if heat pipes are to be used in
future nuclear reactor designs and requires a full three-dimensional code to capture the transient
two-phase flow and heat transfer within a heat pipe. The code must also be capable of coupling to
existing reactor heat generation and neutronics codes, such as Abaqus and MCNP. For this work,
a new computer code, Blinky, was developed to analyze heat pipes.
The results from Blinky were validated through comparison with the SAFE-30 sodium
heat pipe experiment conducted at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. Additional results were
obtained from Blinky to model asymmetric heating of a heat pipe because this is expected during
cascade failure within a reactor. The effect of asymmetric heating affects the temperature
distribution near the evaporator section of a heat pipe, but the asymmetry dissipates as the fluid
within the vapor core reaches the condenser end of the pipe. Blinky serves as the first 3D transient
computer model of a heat pipe for two-phase flow and can be coupled to other reactor codes to
model reactor performance and accident scenarios.
iii
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1
1.1

Introduction

Overview
Heat pipes have been used for cooling a wide variety of technologies from laptops to

satellite radiators, and aspiring engineers have been hoping to add nuclear reactors to that list for
decades. With the design and successful testing of KRUSTY, the Kilopower Reactor Using Stirling
Technology, in 2018 (Wittry, n.d.), this dream took a substantial step forward. Now many design
initiatives, both government and private, have been endeavoring to capitalize on this progress for
further development of nuclear reactors cooled by heat pipes.
The first use of the term "heat pipe" is credited to George Grover from the Los Alamos
National Laboratory. There he developed capillary-based heat pipes and filed a patent for his work
in 1963. His patent built upon the Perkins tube, a thermosyphon device used on steam
locomotives and he proposed multiple working fluids to fill his heat pipe, including water and
lithium. He also proposed the use of glass frit or a wire mesh to transport the liquid phase from
the condenser to the evaporator by capillary action. He noted that this would allow operation of
the heat pipe in space where gravitational acceleration could not be counted on to return liquid to
the condenser, as in a thermosyphon (United States Patent No. 3229759, 1966).
Heat pipes are passive, enclosed heat exchangers that operate through phase change of an
internal working fluid. Their internal thermodynamics give them a much higher thermal
conductivity than a rod made of the same material as their shell. The heat pipe contains both
liquid and vapor states of the working fluid during operation. This phase change is optimized for
the heat source’s temperature and heat removal requirement, by selecting a working fluid that
will vaporize in those conditions and condense in the sink’s conditions. For use in nuclear
reactors, heat pipes show great benefits. They can be designed to operate at very high
temperatures, resulting in high thermodynamic efficiency. They also operate passively, requiring
no pump or mechanism to circulate the working fluid contained within them that transfers heat.
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The most common heat pipe has a water working fluid and copper shell, but shell materials
like titanium and tungsten are often modeled or experimented on to find the best options for more
unique applications, such as novel satellites. The less common heat pipes have alkali metal
working fluids that allow heat pipes to operate at much higher temperatures and heat fluxes, and
so are vital for high-temperature applications. They constitute a family of working fluids based on
their chemical similarities and high temperature range, much like the low-temperature working
fluids that include water, ammonia, and R-134a. There are many variations of heat pipes, so the
following descriptions will be limited to an annular wicked heat pipe, which is the most common
and desirable design for modern high-temperature, alkali metal heat pipes. A basic annular wick
heat pipe layout is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1
Heat Pipe Operation

Note. Sections of a wicked heat pipe with internal flow, heat input, and heat output.

2

The heat pipe is divided into three axial sections: the evaporator, adiabatic section, and
condenser. These correspond to the heat source, an optional transportation space with no heat
flux in or out, and the heat sink, respectively. The flow also self-separates radially such that the
vapor flows axially along a center column, and the liquid flows in a surrounding azimuthal ring in
the opposite direction. The liquid section can take many forms, but in a heat pipe, it must include
a porous media that allows for capillary-driven liquid flow, called a wick. While the vapor is driven
by a pressure drop between the heat source and sink, the liquid section is driven by the capillary
force in the wick and, if available, gravity. Thermosyphons are similar to heat pipes but do not
have a wick structure facilitating liquid flow, so require gravity to compel the liquid flow by
orienting the heat pipe with the condenser on top and the evaporator on the bottom.
Heat pipes may be physically elegant and efficient, but their physics are best summarized
as complicated. As an enclosed, looped, two-phase system encountering multiple simultaneous
flow regimes, their internal performance can be incredibly difficult to model. When nonstandard
operation is considered, such as startup, limit modes, and with a noncondensible gas, this
complexity increases even more. The heat pipe performance is entirely dependent on the working
fluid and shell material selection, so while there may be many models or experiments for one kind
of heat pipe, others may be all but neglected in the literature.
Of the alkali metal heat pipe experiments and models, most were performed on heat pipes
with a lithium working fluid. Lithium has the highest temperature and heat flux range which can
be very useful for specific applications. Sodium has a slightly lower range, which sometimes is a
better match for a given high-temperature application. While lithium is capable of moving more
heat than sodium, designs are often safer and more controllable when they are lower temperature,
so the trade-off between the two must be considered on a case-by-case basis. For this work,
sodium was recommended due to its useful range for the suggested nuclear reactor designs, and
its minimal representation compared to the other working fluids in the same family. Additionally,
sodium-filled heat pipes were proposed in 2012 by Gibson, et al. for use in the Kilopower reactor
3

series. This resulted in the design and testing of KRUSTY, the first small fission power experiment
to demonstrate nuclear reactors for use in space exploration. (Gibson, et al., 2014)
With few applications for high-temperature and low-pressure sodium besides heat pipes,
the property data for them is very limited. Of the few available sets, many had errors and unit
conversion mistakes. As an unanticipated necessity, this work presents the most thorough and
complete set of high-temperature sodium property data to date, and as a C++ library.
The most detailed and recent sodium heat pipe experiment was SAFE-30, performed in
2000 (Reid, Sena, & Martinez, 2000) at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. It analyzed a single
sodium heat pipe with transient incident heat flux and is frequently the reference for sodium heat
pipe performance. The best alkali metal heat pipe models for design and analysis include HTPIPE
(1976), THROHPUT (1988), and HPTAM (1995). HTPIPE is still used today at Los Alamos
National Laboratory, and THROHPUT has been receiving updates also through Los Alamos
National Laboratory in an effort to progress alkali metal heat pipe modeling. All three include
sodium working fluids but make assumptions that inhibit a complete analysis. HTPIPE is onedimensional and steady-state, while THROHPUT and HPTAM are two-dimensional and
transient, and even consider startup. The third dimension missing in all three models is
azimuthal, or the path following the circular curve of the heat pipe. Many have speculated about
the relevance of this angle on heat pipe performance in a nuclear reactor, particularly if a
neighboring heat pipe fails and hot spots develop on small sections of a heat pipe. Without
experiments or models that can determine the effect of azimuthally-uneven heating, this question
is left unanswered but often assumed.
Nuclear reactors are generally complex but can provide novel opportunities to incorporate
multidisciplinary technologies. Their operation utilizes the physics of radiation, the chemistry of
elements and nuclear decay, structural, thermal, and safety engineering, and any other
application they may be applied to, such as aerospace engineering for nuclear rockets. The
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thermal engineering is one of particular significance and interest, as it is the mechanism to control
the output of a reactor.
Nuclear reactors function to produce energy, usually in the form of electricity, which is
created by converting the raw output of a nuclear reactor: heat energy. In models such as nuclear
thermal propulsion rockets, this raw heat is used to directly heat a propellant to be used as thrust.
In conventional nuclear power plant reactors, the raw heat produced by nuclear fission is used to
stimulate a thermodynamic cycle with water as the working fluid that ultimately generates
electricity through a Rankine cycle. Regardless of the desired output, all nuclear reactors must be
cooled to maintain safety and to harness the heat for their output, meaning all nuclear reactors
require a heat exchanger to transfer heat from within the reactor to some outside heat sink or
thermodynamic cycle. Heat pipe arrays are an excellent option for nuclear reactor heat transfer
systems, as they are remarkably efficient, have been in use for decades, have a wide variety of
configurations for different design requirements, and are closed units that do not cause the entire
system to fail if one fails, unlike open systems.
While heat pipes can be experimented on quite safely and readily provided the funds exist
to support them, nuclear reactors are not so simple. The public scrutiny and opposition from
industry competitors and government officials has left them in a state of tremendous regulatory
burdens. Many companies and research groups still seek to develop novel nuclear reactors cooled
by heat pipes but are faced with demonstrating the safety and value of an experiment before it can
be performed. This is a complete reversal of the previous standard of scientific progress, in which
a hypothesis would be tested, and models could be created and validated based on the results.
Now, models must be created first using a combination of mathematics and any relevant
experiments on the system or component level. They must be validated without experiments
specifically for their setup, and their results must be used to support efforts for experiments that
could then validate them.
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Nuclear reactors are generally modeled with a combination of a particle transport code
and a thermal program. A popular choice is two standalone programs, MCNP and Abaqus. The
former is a Los Alamos National Laboratory code for simulation of all possible nuclear behavior
that uses nuclear physics and statistical probability. The latter is a commercial Dassault Systemes
program used for FEA (Finite Element Analysis). A heat pipe is modeled in Abaqus as a constant,
high thermal conductivity cylinder, with the thermal conductivity approximated based on the best
understanding of a similar heat pipe. Some researchers have sought to create an entire suite of
multiphysics programs that operate effectively together, with the most notable being the MOOSE
framework created by Idaho National Laboratory. This suite includes a nuclear particle program,
a thermal program, and a heat pipe program still in development. These all have their advantages
and limitations, but most notably regarding heat pipes, they are simplified to a degree of variable
acceptability depending on the application and necessary fidelity.
With all these complexities, components, and limitations, it became clear to professional
nuclear reactor designers and analysts that a heat pipe modeling program was necessary to
analyze all three dimensions of operation, and work in conjunction with the rest of the nuclear
reactor analysis suite for transient, high-fidelity analyses. The work presented in this dissertation
was developed and completed to serve this purpose, and by standing on the shoulders of past
modeling and experimentation giants, it is anticipated that this work will enable the development
of novel nuclear reactor designs with decreased difficulty and cost of analysis.
1.2

Computational Method
The fundamental physics of a heat pipe must be simulated to understand its operation.

This requires analyzing the fluid and heat transport within the heat pipe, as the working fluid’s
behavior defines the heat pipe’s performance. This behavior is defined by a set of equations that
can be modified based on assumptions made, and most models will be governed by some variation
of the same base equations. They describe the continuity of the system, the motion of the fluid,
and the energy transfer within it.
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Most professionals have written some computational method for fluid and heat transfer
within their education and career. When analyzing a system, one can make their own model or
use an outside program, which is generally commercial software. While many commercial thermal
programs can model heat pipes, this is not their focus or specialty. They are generally designed
for different kinds of thermal systems, so their heat pipe models are simplified to be optimal in
their system. Commercial programs’ heat pipe models are often time- and resource-consuming,
include many assumptions such as one-dimensional analysis, and are generally best-suited for
the more common, low-temperature heat pipes. Consequentially, analysts who model hightemperature heat pipes in nuclear reactors often use the approximation of a fixed and highconductance cylinder to represent the heat pipe in the system (Lawdensky, Poston, Galloway,
Trellue, & Blood, 2020). This is especially important when there are tens or hundreds of heat
pipes in the model, which would be slowed down tremendously by long computations.
Many designers use a simple program that they write up for the experiment or situation
of interest, and some create models that are robust enough to analyze other cases as well. The
dedicated heat pipe models that designers and analysts can use are often limited by their
application. They must be able to model the same heat pipes in terms of working fluid and
structure. They also must be coupled to the nuclear reactor analysis if the system is transient but
can be standalone if its operation is steady. These applications also help determine the
assumptions that would define the system’s governing equations. The rest of this discussion will
focus on the three sets of previously mentioned equations to analyze the heat pipe performance
The equations of continuity, motion, and energy are generally well-known but bear
repeating. They are referenced from (Bird, Stewart, & Lightfoot, 2007).

𝜕𝜌
+ (𝛁 ∙ 𝜌𝐯) = 0
𝜕𝑡
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(1)

𝜕𝐷𝐯
= 𝛁𝑝 − [𝛁 ∙ 𝛕] + 𝜌𝐠
𝐷𝑡

(2)

𝜌𝑐𝑝 𝐷𝑇
𝜕 ln 𝜌 𝐷𝑝
= −(𝛁 ∙ 𝐪) − (
)
− (𝛕: 𝛁𝐯)
𝐷𝑡
𝜕 ln 𝑇 𝑝 𝐷𝑡

(3)

(1) is the equation of continuity, which defines the conservation of mass in a system. It
balances the mass entering and exiting the system as a quantity, the mass rate of change. (2) is
the tensor equation of motion, which defines the conservation of momentum in a system. It
balances the momentum entering and exiting the system, plus any external forces on the system,
as the rate of momentum change. It is most often presented and used in the form of the NavierStokes equation. (3) is the equation of energy, which defines the conservation of energy in a
system. It balances all forms of energy entering and exiting the system, by all modes of energy
transport and conversion, as the rate of energy change (Bird, Stewart, & Lightfoot, 2007).
These differential equations are based on balances across a control volume. For reference,
Figure 2 shows a 3D Cartesian control volume of dimensions Δx by Δy by Δz as applied to
conservation of mass per unit area through each surface of the control volume.
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Figure 2
3D Cartesian Differential Control Volume

Note. Control volume of fluid with mass entering and exiting at each surface.

(1), (2), and (3) are most commonly and easily solved by the finite difference method,
which uses Taylor series expansions, and a matrix solution technique. When the viscous terms in
(2) and (3) are not neglected by assuming inviscid flow and at least two dimensions of velocity
and change occur, the equations are nonlinear. This is because two dependent variables are
multiplied together, which is considered a nonlinearity. The most common form of this
nonlinearity in these equations is two derivatives that are multiplied together. They cannot be
separated to solve in a matrix method, so another method must be chosen when none of those
assumptions are made. For this work, the nonlinear solution scheme of MacCormack’s Method
was selected.
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1.2.1 Finite Difference and MacCormack’s Method
This work was developed based on MacCormack’s work as described in Tannehill’s
textbook, Numerical Methods for the Navier-Stokes Equations (1997), and Perrin and Hu’s paper
in which they used the method (2006). MacCormack’s Method of numerically solving nonlinear
partial differential equations uses a finite difference scheme with alternating difference directions
to ensure that the dissipative and dispersive errors are balanced.
The finite difference method uses algebraically modified Taylor series expansions to
numerically approximate derivatives within an equation based on their nearest nodal neighbors.
The basic Taylor series expansion around xi is given by (4) (Chapra & Canale, 2012).

𝑓 (𝑥𝑖+1 ) = 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝑓 ′ (𝑥𝑖 )𝛥𝑥 +

𝑓 ′′ (𝑥𝑖 ) 2
𝑓 (𝑛) (𝑥𝑖 ) 𝑛
𝛥𝑥 + ⋯ +
𝛥𝑥 + 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟
2!
𝑛!

(4)

The first derivative term can be solved for, with all higher-order terms truncated. That
gives (5), a forward divided difference, called such because it uses the forward neighbor at i+1.
The error associated with the difference between this approximation and an analytical solution is
the order of the first truncated term. This is generally denoted by the step size, h, raised to the
applicable exponent. In this case, that error is associated with h = Δx. With the use of a Taylor
series expansion centered around xi-1, the backwards divided difference is shown in (6). When the
two Taylor series expansions are subtracted, the centered divided difference is created. The
second derivative term cancels and the resulting truncation error is reduced to the order of
(Δx) 2. (This is considered a reduction because h is generally very small, and squaring a small
number makes it smaller). It does not consider the node i, only the forward and backward nearest
neighbors, i+1 and i-1. This makes it slightly more difficult to work with, but more accurate
(Chapra & Canale, 2012).
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𝑓′(𝑥𝑖 ) =

𝑓(𝑥𝑖+1 ) − 𝑓 (𝑥𝑖 )
+ 𝑂(Δ𝑥)
Δ𝑥

𝑓′(𝑥𝑖 ) =

𝑓(𝑥𝑖 ) − 𝑓(𝑥𝑖−1 )
+ 𝑂(Δ𝑥)
Δ𝑥

(6)

𝑓 (𝑥𝑖+1 ) − 𝑓(𝑥𝑖−1 )
− 𝑂(Δ𝑥 2 )
2Δ𝑥

(7)

𝑓 ′(𝑥𝑖 ) =

(5)

There are also second-order divided differences, determined through more creative
manipulations of the Taylor series expansions. They also have the forward (8), backward (9), and
centered (10) differences. As with the first-order divided differences, the forward and backward
differences have a truncation error on the order of Δx, while the centered divided difference’s is
on the order of Δx 2 (Chapra & Canale, 2012).

𝑓′′(𝑥𝑖 ) =

𝑓 (𝑥𝑖+2 ) − 2𝑓 (𝑥𝑖+1 ) + 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 )
+ 𝑂(Δ𝑥)
Δ𝑥 2

𝑓′′(𝑥𝑖 ) =

𝑓 (𝑥𝑖 ) − 2𝑓 (𝑥𝑖−1 ) + 𝑓 (𝑥𝑖−2 )
+ 𝑂(Δ𝑥)
Δ𝑥 2

(9)

𝑓′′(𝑥𝑖 ) =

𝑓 (𝑥𝑖+1 ) − 2𝑓 (𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝑓(𝑥𝑖−1 )
+ 𝑂(Δ𝑥 2 )
Δ𝑥 2

(10)

(8)

These derivative approximations are used to replace derivatives in a differential equation
so that it can be approximated using values of the independent variable at each node. The
resulting equation can then be set up in a matrix and solved using any matrix solver technique,
but in a nonlinear system, solutions must be obtained iteratively. MacCormack’s Method uses the
forward and backward finite differences in its approximation but solves using iterations of the two
so that it effectively reaches the accuracy of a centered divided difference. This is an advantage
over systems that use just forward or backward differences, and even over the more accurate
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centered differences, as it helps balance the errors associated with odd-order truncations against
the errors associated with even-order truncations.
Although most engineering examples use Cartesian geometry, many real systems are
cylindrical and spherical. The cylindrical geometry used for this work is shown in Figure 3. An
unconventional clockwise orientation was established for the azimuthal direction (φ) in order to
align with the conventional view of heat pipe operation. When looking at a heat pipe in the same
orientation as Figure 3, it is more convenient and logical to consider the nodes to be increasing
from top to bottom rather than bottom to top

Figure 3
3D Heat Pipe Geometry

Note. Heat pipe coordinate system denoting the radial, azimuthal, and axial directions. The
evaporator is to the left (z=0) and the condenser to the right (z=L), by convention. The vapor core
is to the center (r=0) and the liquid in the outer two regions (near r=R).
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2
2.1

Theory

Heat Pipes
Heat pipes are functionally elegant but mathematically complex. When considering phase

change used to exploit constant temperature heat addition during that process, the advantages
and applications are clear. However, the working fluid within the heat pipe can experience unique
physical phenomena that can be challenging to model, such as two-phase flow, turbulence, choked
flow, film boiling resulting in failure of the thermodynamic cycle, and startup, where the solid
state of the working fluid is melted slowly in a vacuum. To best understand what approximations
can be made in modeling a heat pipe and what phenomena are vital to capture in a model, heat
pipe design and operation are explained here.
2.1.1 Heat Pipe Operation
Basic heat pipe operation is shown in Figure 1, where heat enters the pipe on the left side
in a region designated the “evaporator.” In this region, liquid in the thin wick and even thinner
annular gap between the wick and wall is vaporized. Because of how thin these regions are, during
nominal operation, the vaporization is often assumed to occur directly on the boundary with the
next inner node because the boiling heat transfer effects are negligible unless the boiling limit is
reached. After vaporizing, the fluid expands into the central channel while absorbing heat through
the change in enthalpy, (dm/dt) Δhfg. The expanding vapor travels along the evaporator and into
an adiabatic section where no heat passes through the walls of the heat pipe. This section may or
may not be present in a given heat pipe, because its purpose is to span a distance between the heat
source and heat sink that may not be present. After traveling through the adiabatic section, the
vapor reaches a condenser section where heat is removed through some external process. In the
condenser, the vapor condenses back into a liquid while depositing its heat or vaporization,
(dm/dt) Δhfg, before moving outwards into the liquid sections, the wick and annular gap.
When the liquid changes phase and moves from the wick and annular gap into the core as
a vapor, it leaves small voids (or vapor pockets) in the wick and gap. These voids are generally
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assumed to be spherical or ovoid segments that the remaining liquid surrounds. This affects the
liquid’s surface tension by effectively impeding its space. This then results in capillary action that
draws the liquid through the wick from the condenser to the evaporator, where the liquid can be
vaporized again to repeat the cycle. Gravity can also assist this liquid return when the heat pipe is
oriented with the condenser on top of the evaporator. Thermosyphons are a form of a heat pipe
without the wick, so they can only function when the gravity can pull the liquid back to the
evaporator. Heat pipes were developed partly because of the need for liquid return even without
the presence of gravity, such as in space.
The heat passed from the evaporator to the condenser provides energy to circulate the
working fluid, so no pump is required to make the heat pipe function. The heat transferred by a
heat pipe can exceed the heat that would be transferred by a solid copper rod of the same size by
over 2,000 times, which shows that heat pipes are highly efficient in the transfer of heat.
This outline of the normal operation of a heat pipe can also point out some limitations in
their application. Figure 4 shows four of the five different heat pipe limits plotted to determine
the operational envelope for an alkali metal heat pipe. If too much heat enters the evaporator, the
liquid may be vaporized at too high of a rate to move to the core and make room for returning
liquid, resulting in “dryout.” When the liquid is not in the gap and wick to absorb the incident
heat, the much lower thermal conductivity vapor is the recipient instead. In this condition, film
boiling occurs on the inner surface of the heat pipe. Because the vapor also cannot change phase
to absorb more heat, the heat and temperature increase rapidly in the dry area. This is called the
boiling limit and is considered the ultimate failure limit because it destroys the heat pipe if it
occurs. The heat pipe will usually fail outright due to the scorching on the wall, but it if it does not
fail, it will never operate at full functionality again.
The capillary limit can also result in dryout and therefore heat pipe failure. When the wick
becomes saturated with liquid and there are no voids to drive capillary action, there may be no
force returning the liquid to the evaporator, and the heat will be deposited into the vapor rather
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than the liquid, like with the boiling limit. This can also occur when the capillary force is simply
overcome by the opposing pressures. There is also the entrainment limit, which occurs in wickless
heat pipes or thermosyphons where the high-speed vapor is in contact with the low-speed liquid
moving in the opposite direction. The vapor will pull off some liquid droplets from the opposing
flow and carry them to the condenser. If this occurs at a rate that diminishes the liquid return flow
enough to leave large voids in the wick and annular gap, it will result in dryout and ultimately
failure. However, this does not occur in heat pipes due to the physical separation of the liquid and
vapor regions afforded by the wick. Some heat pipes are designed with intentional condenser
pooling, though, where the heat pipe is designed with more fluid than necessary and spare liquid
rests at the bottom of the condenser. This additional liquid helps to avoid the dryout failure limits
by ensuring that there will be available liquid, provided it can be transported to the evaporator.
There are also self-correcting limits that do not result in heat pipe failure. The most
common is the sonic limit, which occurs at very high vapor velocities. The vapor flowing through
the central channel in the heat pipe can reach the speed of sound and become choked. This is
where the flow cannot exceed a Mach number of 1. When the flow reaches this condition, the sonic
limit is reached. It does not cause failure, but rather maintains choked flow conditions. This flow
is inefficient for heat and fluid transfer because it caps the vapor velocity and will not change
unless the operation is changed. The viscous limit defines the viscous opposition to a flow at low
temperatures, and the limit is reached when the pressure driving the vapor flow cannot overcome
the viscous forces. It is not shown in Figure 4 because it does not occur in a fully melted heat pipe
but is an obstacle during startup conditions.
This work pays special attention to the capillary and boiling limits. The capillary pressure
is specifically addressed in Blinky, as Blinky directly calculates the pressure due to capillary force.
This is discussed further in Chapter 4. The boiling limit has a reasonable risk of occurrence and is
the most severe limit, partially because it cannot be self-corrected. It results in dryout and
ultimate failure of the heat pipe, which is one way to cause cascade heat pipe failure and one result
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of cascade heat pipe failure. Because Blinky’s purpose is to investigate the impacts of cascade heat
pipe failure for future analyses of nuclear reactors experiencing it, the boiling limit is important
to remember when considering the 3D behavior that Blinky simulates.

Figure 4
Alkali Metal Heat Pipe Operational Limits

Note. Based on HTPIPE analysis for a nominal alkali metal heat pipe. (Lawdensky, Poston,
Galloway, Trellue, & Blood, 2020)

2.1.2 Startup
During startup, a heat pipe transitions from a room temperature passive state where its
working fluid is likely in the solid state, to the fully operational state of two-phase annular flow
driven phase change from the incident heat flux. It is quite different from the fully operational
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state of a heat pipe because it involves the solid working fluid, possibly all three phases present,
vacuum conditions, and a phase front. During startup, the heat pipe behaves as if it has a much
smaller effective length. Because there is limited available vapor while the solid is melting, the
vapor travels as far as it can reach before condensing, which at first is well within the evaporator.
Figure 5 shows a smaller effective loop compared to Figure 1 that would occur during startup. As
the heat continues melting the solid working fluid, the vapor goes further, ultimately reaching the
physical condenser before it condenses. Once the solid is fully melted and the heat pipe is
operating at its designed length, the heat pipe is considered fully operational and no longer in the
startup condition.
Sodium-filled heat pipes for use in removing heat from a nuclear reactor require special
consideration during startup. Liquid sodium has excellent heat transfer properties resulting in a
Prandtl number of about 0.01, compared to 7.56 for water at room temperature. Prandtl number
is the ratio of viscous diffusivity to thermal diffusivity and low Prandtl number fluids will transfer
heat better at low fluid velocities when compared to high Prandtl number fluids. Sodium melts at
371 K and boils at 1156 K. If the reactor and heat pipe system starts up at a temperature below 371
K, then solid sodium must be melted within the heat pipes before they can reach saturated
conditions and operate as designed. As indicated earlier, solid sodium will transfer heat at less
than (1 / 2,000) times the heat transfer rate expected when the heat pipes are at normal operating
(saturated) temperatures.
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Figure 5
Heat Pipe Startup

Note. Heat pipe operation during startup. It behaves as a normal heat pipe, but with a much
smaller effective length due to the limited amount of available vapor while the solid sodium is still
melting.

2.1.3 Existing Heat Pipe Models and Simulations
The different applications and working fluids for heat pipes often dictate the ease of their
design. Low temperature heat pipes are simpler due to the innate nature of more manageable
temperatures, but especially because of their commonality. As a result, heat pipe design and
analysis tools for low-temperature heat pipes, especially copper/water heat pipes, are widespread
and easily available. Manufacturers offer simple calculators for sizing heat pipes based on lengths,
orientation, and thickness that yield the maximum heat within operating limits. There are also
many models and analyses that are even three dimensional for these heat pipes, many of which
are specifically for flat heat pipes which can be analyzed in Cartesian coordinates. Even oscillating
or pulsating heat pipes have been analyzed (Nazari, et al., 2018). Additionally, the better-known
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commercial programs which analyze heat transfer and fluid flow contain heat pipe models or can
be used to model heat pipes, such as Abaqus and ANSYS.
These programs perform effective and useful heat pipe simulations but are often limited.
As already noted, these simulations are meant for low-temperature water-filled heat pipes. They
often allow for more diverse shell options, but other working fluids tend to be limited. Water is
common and well-understood in terms of thermodynamics and properties, so it is easy to
implement and to work with. When working with high-temperature fluids, the computer model
requires a different set of properties and possibly some other different phenomena, such as
consideration for dimer, trimer, and tetramer fractions of vapor molecules impacting the
thermodynamic properties. These models also frequently make assumptions, such as
incompressibility. These restrictions may preclude the model from use in certain applications,
such as the models for flat heat pipes or water, but the assumptions are often not significant to a
given heat pipe analysis. However, high-temperature sodium heat pipes with nonuniform heating
are unlikely to be analyzed properly in these models, even with a few changes to accommodate a
new fluid, creating a need for heat pipe models specifically for alkali metals that includes the
effects of compressibility.
Alkali metal heat pipe models are specifically created for a specific application and their
high saturation temperatures are ideal for high-temperature operation. New designs for nuclear
reactors call for high operating temperatures (~850°C) to produce higher thermodynamic
efficiency and alkali metal heat pipes are the ideal heat exchanger for removing heat from these
reactors. The most prominent computational models for alkali metal heat pipes are HTPIPE,
THROHPUT, HPTAM, and Sockeye. Each of these programs has a slightly different goal and
implementation, but they all model sodium heat pipes.
The oldest program of these is HTPIPE, a legacy heat pipe code developed in 1976 at Los
Alamos National Laboratory (Woloshun, Merrigan, & Best, 1988). It is one of the more robust
heat pipe simulations as it is simple to use with many configurations for wick, working fluid, and
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inputs/outputs. It can determine the limit curves for the heat pipe geometry and fluid (like those
found in Figure 4), or the axial vapor temperature, liquid pressure, and vapor pressure profiles.
It allows for wickless heat pipes (or thermosyphons) and wick options including homogeneous,
annular gap, screen-covered grooves, artery, and helical gutter. It can model lithium, sodium,
potassium, mercury, water, freon-11, methanol, silver, lead, and cesium working fluids,
demonstrating a variety of options across all temperature ranges. The properties of these fluids
are approximated using polynomial curves. Unfortunately, it only analyzes in the axial dimension
and only in steady conditions. It calculates the limits and maximum operational values to provide
a design envelope but is not intended to analyze performance in a more detailed way. It often
serves as a benchmark or sanity check against a simplified case when working with heat pipes, as
it is a reliable and well-understood model.
The next major heat pipe model is THROHPUT, the result of a dissertation completed by
Michael Hall in 1988 (Hall, Numerical modeling of the transient thermohydraulic behavior of
high temperature heat pipes for space reactor applications, 1988) and further developed
throughout his career (Hall, Transient Thermohydraulic Heat Pipe Modeling: Incorporating
THROHPUT Into the Caesar Environment, 2002). It began as a 2D, transient, alkali metal heat
pipe model that had the incredibly novel impact of analyzing startup. Startup is the melting of the
alkali metal at room temperature when heat is first added to the heat pipe at room temperature,
and the process of it warming up to its operational state. Startup requires an additional set of
material properties, and it is a complex physical phenomenon involving a phase front that
requires thorough analysis to understand the overall behavior. Startup has been a component in
heat pipe models since THROHPUT, likely due to its influence, and is a now a readily available
mode for heat pipe design and analysis.
THROHPUT’s governing equations are fundamental and robust. They rely on the
equations of continuity, motion, and energy in partial differential equations and are solved for
solid, liquid, and a vapor mixture that can include a noncondensible gas. The vapor and
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noncondensible gas mixture were evaluated in a combined mixture equation, and their bulk
velocity was approximated using Fick’s law of diffusion rather than assuming that they would be
the same velocity. They are capable of being expanded to 3D but were left 2D because boundary
conditions for the model were treated as azimuthally-independent (1D). Radial and azimuthal
velocity were assumed to be negligible and omitted. To complement these axial equations, a radial
model was used to govern the radial heat transfer across heat pipe regions. The axial and radial
governing equations were solved through matrix inversion, which was possible because of the
separation of concepts into models and higher forms. For example, the heat transfer due to
conduction is a term in the equation of energy and is often approximated by Fourier’s law of heat
conduction, which results in a set of second-order spatial derivatives. Although second-order
derivatives are not in themselves nonlinear, they can still add complexities to a solution.
THROHPUT kept this term as the heat transfer rate and solved for it accordingly. Additionally,
viscosity often results in nonlinear terms for the equations of motion and energy, but THROHPUT
omitted these terms and applied a friction model on the boundaries of each region, which allowed
for the linear matrix solution.
Like HTPIPE, THROHPUT models multiple wick and working fluid configurations, but in
Hall (1988) and Hall (2002), lithium was the working fluid used. For its properties, the vapor and
noncondensible gas densities were approximated using the ideal gas law, the liquid density was
calculated using a pressure- and temperature-dependent relationship, and the solid density was
approximated using a temperature-dependent relationship. The other properties, including
internal energy and enthalpy, viscosity, thermal conductivity, and specific heat capacity were
calculated from empirical curve fits, assumptions of constant value for a given state and species,
and simple polynomial or exponential relationships from many different sources, including
HTPIPE. At the end of the dissertation, Hall (1988) noted the need for experiments that
characterize the internal behavior of heat pipes, especially alkali metal heat pipes, as did the next
heat pipe program, HPTAM.
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HPTAM was another heat pipe model developed for a dissertation by Jean-Michel
Tournier (Tournier, "HPTAM", a Two-Dimensional Heat Pipe Transient Analysis Model,
Including the Startup from a Frozen State, 1995) and advised by Mohamed El-Genk, a heat pipe
researcher who had performed many experiments and created many models for high-temperature
heat pipe models. Like THROHPUT, HPTAM focused heavily on a startup model and was further
developed after completion of the dissertation (Tournier & El-Genk, Current Capabilities of
"HPTAM" for Modeling High-Temperature Heat Pipes' Startup from a Frozen State, 2002). It
took a similar approach in modeling but tried to enhance some areas of Hall’s work, such as
solving the 2D governing equations instead of splitting them into models.
In the governing equations, both incompressibility and viscosity are considered as well as
radial and axial velocity and dependence. HPTAM uniquely uses the conservation of enthalpy
rather than energy in the liquid region and like THROHPUT, approximates the isobaric
compressibility to be -1 due to the assumption that the working fluid behaves as an ideal gas. This
leaves the substantial derivative of the pressure with a coefficient of -1. Additionally, the startup
was modeled as a water heat pipe and the steady, post-startup operation used a lithium heat pipe
in Tournier (1995). A sodium heat pipe was modeled from startup in Tournier (2002). Even in
1995, HPTAM included properties for lithium, sodium, potassium, and water working fluids, but
these properties were from many different sources and were often simplified as polynomial
relationships with temperature and pressure dependence if needed, determined from the
thermodynamic relationship between one property and another (such as enthalpy based on a
reference enthalpy and the integral of the specific heat capacity), and the assumption that the
vapor in the heat pipe follows the ideal gas law without compressibility.
In the past decade, renewed interest in high-temperature heat pipe analysis launched the
development of Sockeye, a standalone or couplable transient heat pipe model. It is intended to
effectively model any heat pipe used in a nuclear reactor and has focused most on validating for
sodium heat pipes (Hansel, Berry, Andrs, Kunick, & Martineau, 2021). It takes a similar approach
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as THROHPUT by solving a set of 1D, transient governing equations but relating the radially
divided regions, resulting in a 2D analysis. These governing equations are solved using the
MOOSE finite element framework’s differential equation solvers and can also be coupled well
within the same framework. It also approximates the viscosity as a friction factor, and like
THROHPUT and HPTAM, relates the liquid and vapor regions by a phase change mass transfer
term, Γ.
Sockeye was developed predominantly by software developers with advisement by heat
pipe experts, so it has multiple solution methods that can be used. This results in a better possible
analysis, but often a more confusing and error-prone experience for a user. As of 2021, Sockeye is
not yet capable of modeling sodium startup, so their sodium heat pipe validation used segments
of the SAFE-30 experiment data after the pipe was melted and in standard operation. Sockeye
calculates the internal behavior of the heat pipe, particularly the void fraction, velocity,
temperature, pressure, and density along the axial length of the heat pipe for each state (liquid or
vapor). This numerically determined information has been the subject of debate among heat pipe
subject matter experts regarding the profiles and magnitudes of these variables. Without
analytical approximations or experiments, these questions persist, adding to the sentiment noted
by Hall 33 years ago and Tournier 26 years ago. Heat pipe models require experimental
information about the inner workings of alkali metal heat pipes. Without this information,
modelers will continue attempting to best approximate these and other untested phenomena to
stack additional evidence supporting the need for detailed experiments.
2.2

Nuclear Reactors
Nuclear reactors come in a variety of forms based on their scale, application, and fuel. The

most prevalent modern reactors are pressurized water reactors and boiling water reactors, both
of which use water as a primary and secondary coolant for the reactor, and then the heat removed
from the reactor is used to generate electricity. These designs are often large, which requires
substantial shielding, protection, and funds. They also often rely upon an adjacent river, lake, or
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ocean to serve as a heat sink, which limits the number of viable locations where they can operate
safely. Other reactors that do not share these limitations are being proposed, designed, and tested
every day. Small modular reactors and microreactors are more confined units that provide less
power, but are transportable, require less shielding, and are cooled by smaller-scale heat
exchangers such as heat pipes. Even nuclear thermal propulsion rockets for spacecraft could
potentially offer electricity and thrust as bimodal systems (Lawdensky & Culbreth, 2019). One
such design is presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6
Example of a Heat Pipe in a Bimodal Nuclear Thermal Propulsion Rocket

Note. From MCNP analysis of a bimodal nuclear thermal propulsion rocket. Components are
labelled with the same color scheme as the other heat pipe images presented.
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These novel reactors come to the world in a time where nuclear testing is severely limited,
but computational power is accessible and substantial. With the public sentiment of concern over
nuclear power and the significant regulatory requirements associated with reactor licensing and
even simpler nuclear tests, computational models are a necessity. These computer-based analyses
are used as substitutes and prerequisites for nuclear experimentation. In the past,
experimentation was often used to test hypotheses directly, such as in the case of the Rover and
NERVA nuclear thermal propulsion rocket experiments of the 1950s-70s. These experiments
would then be used to created empirical relationships and to validate numerical models which
could then be used to predict reactor behavior without additional tests or guide new hypotheses
to progress to more deliberate experiments. Now that nuclear testing is difficult to get approved
and extremely expensive, models and simulations are used to attempt to test hypotheses. If they
succeed in supporting a worthy design or question, then researchers may use the information
gained to demonstrate the need for confirmatory experiments. They also generally need the
results from computational models to demonstrate the safety of an experiment for approval from
the relevant regulatory authorities. It is truly unfortunate that the cycle of hypotheses,
experimentation, and model development has been inverted such that confirmation of the models
by experimental results cannot be obtained until after the models have been developed and used
to plan the experiments that will confirm them.
Heat pipes are not immune to the challenges of model development with insufficient
experimental data. For use in reactors, they are prone to the same issues as part of the entire
system. They also individually face the challenge of being less safe at higher temperatures due to
the nature of high-temperature experiments and the dangers of the working fluids used for hightemperature heat pipes and are costly for the same reasons. High temperature alkali metal heat
pipes are also not used in many other applications, so are unlikely to have funding and research
performed outside of this application.
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Heat pipes in a reactor have a clear designation for their regions based on the full system.
The evaporator is any region where heat is added, therefore it is the entirety of the reactor
surrounding it. The condenser is any region where heat is removed, therefore it is the entire space
where the heat pipe is in contact with the heat conversion system or another heat exchanger and
is depositing heat to those surfaces. The adiabatic region is any one which has heat neither added
nor removed, such as the additional length for transporting between the heat source and sink in
the vacuum of space.
A reactor will generally contain an array of heat pipes placed periodically to remove heat
most efficiently from the system and send it to the heat exchanger. These heat pipes are closed,
individual systems that operate within a larger one and as an array, they collectively move heat to
the heat exchanger. This allows an array to function as a single system, but with the ability to
avoid single points of failure. In other systems where the same working fluid may be used for the
entire thermodynamic cycle, a single failure will result in the entire system failing without
intervention. But if a single heat pipe fails, the rest of the array is unimpacted functionally, and
simply must operate in a new condition with slightly more incident heat and a slightly higher
boundary temperature. This escape from single-point failure is an incredible selling point for heat
pipe reactors, as they require less prevention and intervention because component errors and
failures do not destroy the entire system.
The new condition of more heat and higher temperatures does have the potential to cause
other heat pipes to fail even without a direct connection between the heat pipes. When this
happens, it is called cascade heat pipe failure and is demonstrated in the Abaqus model presented
in Figure 7. Heat pipes have a wide operating envelope and are generally designed with factors of
safety on top of a certainty that they will remove heat at the most extreme anticipated operating
conditions. When a heat pipe fails, its nearest neighbors could be exposed to heats and
temperatures that exceed their operating limits, and one or all of them may fail. This would then
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result in the newly failed heat pipes’ nearest neighbors to follow suit until the entire reactor’s
cooling components have failed.

Figure 7
Cascade Heat Pipe Failure in a Nuclear Reactor

Note. Abaqus simulation of a nuclear reactor with constant thermal conductivity approximations
for heat pipes. Created by AJ Fallgren, used with permission.
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Simulating this situation has been limited to assuming that for a heat pipe with x neighbors
and a given nominal incident heat rate applied to its surface in the reactor-evaporator, the failure
of one of those heat pipes results in an additional 1/x of the incident heat rate applied to the entire
surface uniformly. This does not truly define the system, though, as the discrete point of greater
heat addition could possibly cause localized dryout and ultimately failure where the heat pipe
could otherwise handle the assumed uniformly distributed heat. That is to say, it is possible that
approximating heat pipes as having uniform incident heat flux neglects physical behavior that is
relevant to operation and capabilities in a nonuniform reactor. Considering even nominal reactor
operation has a nonuniform heat distribution in all directions depending on the symmetry of the
design, the impacts of these boundary conditions on a heat pipe should not be disregarded without
evidence to support that decision.
It can be difficult to seek new information, particularly when one does not know that they
do not know that information. This is the case for many when it comes to azimuthal variations on
heat pipes. There were a few researchers at Los Alamos National Laboratory who saw the
possibility of effects on heat pipes when azimuthal uniformity was assumed that were
unaccounted for, and due to the modern order of modeling and experimentation, recognized the
need for a model that could evaluate azimuthally-dependent heat pipe behavior. This has been
avoided in the past due to the substantial complexity associated with an additional dimension in
computational analyses, as it requires much more computational power and introduces additional
complexities, such as making linear equations nonlinear. But in order to understand the heat pipe
reactors to the degree necessary for experimentation and licensing, azimuthally-dependent
behavior could be too significant to neglect. This prompted the motivation to develop Blinky, the
first 3D, transient, alkali metal heat pipe model.
To demonstrate these impacts, a unique opportunity was presented through the SAFE-30
experiment. Reid, Sena, & Martinez (2000) reported the heat pipe’s incident evaporator heat rate
as a single value summation of the heat supplied by the heating elements. Subsequent analyses of
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this data treat the heat pipe as having this heat applied uniformly to the entire evaporator of the
heat pipe. The actual experiment included cylindrical heater cartridges against the heat pipe. They
were placed in a hexagonal pattern but only included four heaters, leaving two zone (or 1/3 of the
heat pipe’s evaporator surface) unheated and exposed to the ambient conditions. The reported
incident heat rate is the sum of these four heaters’ power. Although this summed heat rate is
generally applied uniformly, the reported results are actually the result of incident heat
distributed only along 2/3 of the heat pipe’s evaporator. Blinky evaluated the heat pipe operation
in both the assumed-uniform condition of SAFE-30 and the nonuniform heater cartridges
condition, which are compared in Section 5.3.1.
2.2.1 Multiphysics Suites for Nuclear Reactor and Alkali Metal Heat Pipe
Modeling
Computational modeling of individual heat pipes and modeling nuclear reactors with heat
pipes can be quite different. Heat pipe models can range from simple design calculators to 3D
analyses with internal thermohydraulic behavior. These computational models of heat pipes must
predict their behavior as part of a larger model, generally needed only to correctly determine the
data that impacts the rest of the reactor. This data must include the temperature of the heat pipe
in contact with the reactor and should also include whether it has failed and how much heat it is
removing if the reactor analysis does not already determine this. There are multiple methods for
determining the performance of a heat pipe reactor, from a full heat pipe model combined with
the reactor model, to assumptions and simplifications added to the reactor model.
THROHPUT is part of one such coupled heat pipe/reactor model. It was first developed
as a standalone program but was later integrated into the CAESAR Environment as a package.
The CAESAR Environment models partial differential equations and supports complex
computational analyses (Hall, Transient Thermohydraulic Heat Pipe Modeling: Incorporating
THROHPUT Into the Caesar Environment, 2002). As part of this environment, THROHPUT is
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more able to work with a simplified reactor analysis written into the CAESAR Environment, or
any other reactor analysis program that can couple to the environment.
RELAP5 is the Reactor Excursion and Leak Analysis Program, developed through Idaho
National Laboratory. It models transient behavior for nuclear reactor design and analysis, and
recently absorbed a sister code, ATHENA. ATHENA is a “one-dimensional, two-fluid, nonhomogeneous, non-equilibrium, six-equation transient thermal-hydraulic analysis code” (Yoder,
Jr., et al., 2004) that can be used to model heat pipes. It is clearly a simplified model for
approximating heat pipe behavior, and as it is intended for modeling a wide variety of heat
transfer systems, it is not optimized for the specific behaviors of heat pipes which can make them
so difficult to model. Like other programs with many applications besides alkali metal heat pipes,
it has the benefit of seamless integration with a larger system, but the detriment of errors resulting
from simplifying assumptions.
Sockeye was previously discussed as an independent heat pipe program, but its main
purpose is for coupling in a larger nuclear reactor analysis. It was designed particularly to
complement other analysis programs in the MOOSE suite, including Rattlesnake, the radiation
transport program, and MAMMOTH, the reactor multiphysics analysis program which itself uses
other programs from within MOOSE. The entire suite has been built over the course of years for
better multiphysics analyses, and Sockeye contributes to these nuclear reactor system models as
a 2D heat pipe program that currently specializes in sodium heat pipes. Although the entire
MOOSE suite is publicly available, it is currently used predominantly by government and
university researchers and does have sufficient complexity to require some experience or training
for use.
MOOSE was recently used with the Argonne National Laboratory reactor analysis
program, SAM, by a team of two international university researchers for a nuclear reactor system
analysis (Zhou, et al., 2021). SAM relies on the MOOSE framework for modeling the reactors, and
in doing so, can take advantage of the other programs in the MOOSE suite. MOOSE was used to
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model the heat conduction across the reactor in three dimensions, and SAM was used to model a
simplified heat pipe in two dimensions. SAM assumed “extremely high thermal conductivity,
neglecting the vapor flow behavior in the core area” for the heat pipe model. Like with ATHENA,
this simplifying assumption can result in errors that are acceptable for preliminary analyses and
nominal operation but would likely be inadequate in safety analyses for experimentation and
licensing.
Other analysis approaches include these assumptions that allow researchers to use
familiar reactor analysis models, reduce the complexity of a small reactor component, and ensure
a well-understood and timely computational analysis. Every researcher must at some point
consider whether an assumption can be made, because in doing so, the analysis can become
possible, and at least much simpler. Removing a single dimension or time-dependence from the
governing equations can allow them to be solved using more common and reliable computational
methods or even a simple analytical solution. Assuming inviscid or incompressible flow similarly
decreases the complexity substantially. Furthermore, depending on the nature of the flow,
neglecting these terms and dependencies may have little to no impact on the difference between
the real system being modeled and the computational analysis. These assumptions could be
invalid, though, and result in an easily found solution that does not describe the physical
phenomena being modeled. Therefore, these assumptions must be made with care and evidence.
The following examples of approximations to commercial analysis programs demonstrate the
current capabilities for nuclear reactor analyses with heat pipes.
The best-known approximation that motivated the development of Blinky is within the
coupled nuclear reactor analysis suite of Abaqus and MCNP. Abaqus analyzes the thermal
behavior of the reactor based on the heat generated from the nuclear reactions. MCNP uses
temperature to determine material properties, which the heat generated is highly dependent
upon. By analyzing in both thermal and nuclear software, the reactor behavior can be determined
with greater certainty for more confident results. This modeling scheme has the drawback of no
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viable heat pipe simulations. Abaqus cannot effectively simulate alkali metal heat pipes within the
reactor on the necessary scale, nor with the necessary accuracy.
Modelers generally assume the heat pipe to be a cylindrical void and give it a constant,
high thermal conductivity boundary condition to approximate the effective heat transfer of the
heat pipe. This is a simple and fast approach that heat pipe professionals tend to find incomplete
but support due to the limited alternatives and reasonable associated error. With their knowledge,
they can provide a reasonable estimate for the effective thermal conductivity. It is more acceptable
in a steady analysis, where there are no changing conditions to affect the heat removal capability
of the heat pipe. This approach works well in standard operation but is not viable in more unique
cases where the heat removal is variable with respect to the reactor behavior, such as during
startup, failure modes, and any nonuniform heating across the reactor. Blinky is intended to fill
the figurative and literal cylindrical void left in Abaqus by determining the heat pipe behavior
during an Abaqus time step to ensure that any changes to the system are seen by the heat pipe,
and its reaction can impact the system in turn.
Other such analyses and approximations include using analytical approaches to simulate
the heat pipe performance in combination with a computational analysis of the rest of the nuclear
reactor. One study used a 2D thermal resistance network in the radial and axial dimensions to
model the potassium or sodium alkali metal heat pipe, and the CFD software STAR CCM to
analyze the reactor in three dimensions (Zhang, et al., 2021).
Another presented a design for a fuel element/heat pipe hybrid for use in nuclear reactors
(Mueller & Tsvetkov, 2020). It also noted the many limitations of 1D and 2D heat pipe analyses,
particularly that “important 2D and 3D phenomena is ignored making the models most
appropriately used with heat-pipes that can be reduced to an accurate 2D representation. With
3D geometries that are interacting with surrounding heat-pipes, knowledge of the 3D effects is
necessary to obtain accurate safety and operational information” (Mueller & Tsvetkov, 2020). To
demonstrate, Mueller presented a thermal resistance network in three dimensions assuming
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lumped parameters. The heat conduction equations were evaluated using a finite difference
approximation solved by OpenFOAM, which they determined was most useful for high thermal
conductivity working fluids, particularly sodium and potassium (Mueller & Tsvetkov, 2020).
With the recent questions about three-dimensional heat pipe analyses and these available
capabilities for modeling nuclear reactors cooled by heat pipes, Blinky’s need becomes apparent.
Its exclusive ability to determine sodium heat pipe behavior in three dimensions in a high-fidelity
model can answer the question of whether azimuthal behavior impacts the outputs and is
therefore necessary for future reactor analyses. Should this be the case, Blinky allows for analysis
of all kinds of reactor configurations, from the nominal operation including axial sine
distributions of power, to failed heat neighboring heat pipes and the cusp of cascade heat pipe
failure. It can help researchers understand prevention and possibly control of the boiling limit
and dryout failure, and hopefully facilitate the creation of the best possible nuclear reactors in the
coming decades.
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3
3.1

Sodium Properties

Fluid in a Heat Pipe
Heat pipes have many fluid options depending on their application and operational

requirements. The working fluid is generally selected based on the temperature of the source and
heat being removed. The outer shell containing the working fluid is selected based on the
structural needs, the melting temperature of the shell material, and the potential for chemical
interaction with the working fluid or the external environment. Heat pipes are widely used, for
example, to remove heat from the CPU in a typical laptop computer. For this purpose, a copper
heat pipe is used with water as the working fluid operating at a temperature of around 50°C. The
KRUSTY nuclear reactor used 304 stainless steel heat pipes with sodium as the working fluid and
working temperatures of approximately 800°C.
The most commonly used heat pipes are in the lower-temperature range including water,
ammonia, and R-134a, as they effectively cool most technology that experiences heats and
temperatures in a human-safe range. Technology that is hotter than humanly safe requires the
use of high temperature working fluids: alkali metals. These metals include sodium, potassium,
NaK, and lithium. Lithium is an exceptionally effective fluid for removing heat but requires the
highest temperatures for vaporization. Potassium operates in the lowest temperature range, and
NaK and sodium operate between the two ranges. Nuclear reactors operate in this alkali metal
range, and the middle temperature range with sodium has been popular for most designs as a
trade-off between function and more manageable and safe low temperatures. Consequentially,
sodium was selected as the first fluid to be modeled in this program.
Subcooled liquid is not included in the program because it does not occur in a fully
operational heat pipe. Solids and subcooled liquids are both present in heat pipe startup, but this
program does not model startup and therefore did not require properties at colder states than
saturation. In a fully operational heat pipe, saturated and superheated states are the most
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fundamental properties. Previous heat pipe models including those created by Hall (1988) and
Tournier (1995) do simulate heat pipe startup but did not model sodium.
Sodium properties in the high-temperature, low-pressure range needed for heat pipes are
not common for other applications and were consequentially exceptionally difficult to find. Many
sources described the saturation conditions within the desired range, but superheated properties
were needed for the vapor state. Superheated properties are generally more complex than
saturated properties and deviate substantially from the saturated properties. Stone, et al. (1965)
was the only available source of superheated sodium properties with thermodynamically-derived
equations that were experimentally validated. The equations were implemented wherever they
would be relevant and not impede a liquid/vapor relationship. Such relationships include density
and enthalpy, both of which must create a saturation dome when the vapor and liquid properties
are plotted together.
The saturated properties are therefore all from Fink & Leibowitz (1995), except for
enthalpy, which came from Stone, et al. (1965). The superheated properties are all from Stone, et
al. (1965). The Stone, et al. (1965) properties had the additional advantage of containing a
compressibility factor modification to the Ideal Gas Law, which would help define the vapor
properties.
3.2

Computational Modeling of Sodium-Filled Heat Pipes
Computational modeling of the performance of a heat pipe is significantly affected by the

discontinuities that can occur in the properties of alkali metals. The first priority is to ensure that
the saturated liquid and vapor properties align along a saturation curve, and the second priority
is to ensure that there are no discontinuities or jumps between the saturated vapor properties and
the superheated vapor properties. If this could not be accomplished, it was important to ensure
the calculations never crossed the vapor/liquid discontinuity, or the saturated/superheated
discontinuity. Calculations within the vapor core especially suffered from property
discontinuities, but mostly because the computational scheme oscillated the calculated
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temperature into the liquid range, which was not physically accurate and created greater
computational instabilities and errors. To correct this, core properties were created and used for
the vapor core, which use only the saturated or superheated values regardless of the phase.
To initialize the heat pipe with minimal errors in regard to the phase discontinuities, the
nodes are assigned initial conditions of saturated properties at the given temperature based on
the input boundary conditions. The vapor core is set to vapor saturation properties, and the liquid
section to liquid saturated properties. To ensure that the nearest neighbor technique does not
interact across phase changes in a way that would not be sensible in the main equations, the liquid
nodes also have a vapor density matrix that is set to the saturated vapor density at its temperature.
The saturated/superheated discontinuity ultimately required that the saturated vapor
enthalpy be changed to the Stone et al. (1965) values to ensure that they would align with the
superheated vapor enthalpy values. When they did not, the gap resulted in severe errors due to
the energy equation’s compressibility modification that incorporated enthalpy. To avoid a similar
liquid/vapor enthalpy gap, the liquid enthalpy was changed to the Stone et al. (1965) equation as
the only liquid property from that source. Density likely would have faced a similar dilemma, but
it is calculated in the continuity equation for only the vapor core, so it is used rather that calculated
in the sodium subroutine.
Density plays a unique role in this program. Because the vapor section was assumed to be
compressible while the liquid section was assumed to be incompressible, density is calculated in
the vapor sections and not the liquid sections. Consequentially, the density property in the sodium
subroutine is required for the liquid region, which uses the quality of the fluid to determine the
density from the saturated vapor and liquid equations. The density property is not used in the
vapor core nodes, but the density calculated in the main program’s continuity equation is instead
used as the second thermodynamic property required for determining the state or quality in those
nodes. Non-saturated properties are often defined by temperature and pressure, but due to the
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nature of this equation set, temperature and density were used instead. As a result, pressure is
determined in the sodium subroutine from the virial equation of state (Stone, et al., 1965).
The virial equation of state includes a series of virial coefficients that represent a
compressibility factor to modify the Ideal Gas Law. Pressure is calculated in the virial equation of
state, but molar mass is required for this calculation and pressure is required to calculate molar
mass. Therefore, the pressure is calculated with an initial guess and iterates until it is within 0.5%
of the previous result.
3.3

Saturated Properties
As previously mentioned, all saturated properties except for enthalpy are from Fink &

Leibowitz (1995). These values include some reference properties, notated by the subscript, “crit”
and defined in the Nomenclature section. Fink & Leibowitz (1995) has significant errors, including
unit conversion errors and missing factors. The most glaring issue was the many formulas which
referenced other values in the text, but the other values were calculated in one unit and used in
another unit, and the formula referencing them did not include a conversion factor. They were
discovered when results from the stated equations did not match the provided tabulated values,
and they were corrected once the first problem was recognized and applied to the other erroneous
formulas. These errors plus the simplified formulas without empirical validation and lack of
superheated data demonstrated the need for alternative properties if available, which led to the
inclusion of the Stone et al. (1965) values to supplement Fink’s set.
All values are in SI units, including temperatures in kelvin.
3.3.1 Density -- [kg/m3]

𝜌𝑓 = 𝜌𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 + 275.32 ∗ (1 −
𝜌𝑔 =

𝑇
𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

) + 511.58 ∗ (1 −

1
1000 ∗ ℎ𝑓𝑔 1
𝑇 ∗ 𝛾𝜎 + 𝜌𝑓
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𝑇
𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

0.5

)

(11)

(12)

Where 𝛾𝜎 is the temperature derivative of the pressure, a value used in multiple equations and
defined in Section 3.3.11.
3.3.2 Enthalpy – [kJ/kg]
Due to the necessity of matching liquid and vapor properties and the superheated
properties being exclusive to Stone et al.’s work, the liquid enthalpy used is from Stone et al.
(1965). The vapor enthalpy is used from the same source but listed in the superheated Section 3.4.

ℎ𝑓 = 0.389352 ∗ 𝑇 − (0.552955 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑇 2 ) + (0.113726 ∗ 10−7 ∗ 𝑇 3 ) − 29.023

(13)

The Fink vapor enthalpy and enthalpy of vaporization were not useful to the program, as
they were not valid in the superheated range and the enthalpy of vaporization was not always the
difference between the vapor and liquid enthalpies recommended by the same source. These were
tested but not used in the final routine, and were instead replaced with the values from Stone at
the relevant state.
3.3.3 Specific Heat Capacity – [kJ/kg*K]
The specific heat capacity is the only property with superheated values that includes
saturated values from Fink & Leibowitz (1995) and superheated values from Stone et al. (1965).
The superheated values were necessary for the main program, but Stone’s values did not function
properly in a forced saturation by defining the pressure as the saturation pressure at the given
temperature. Therefore, both sets were used in the final code. The vapor core was forced to use
only the superheated vapor values to avoid the saturated/superheated discontinuity.

𝑐𝑝,𝑓 = 𝐶𝜎,𝑓 +

𝑇 ∗ 𝛼𝑓 ∗ 𝛾𝜎
1000 ∗ 𝜌𝑓
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(14)

𝑐𝑝,𝑔 = 𝐶𝜎,𝑔 +

𝑇 ∗ 𝛼𝑔 ∗ 𝛾𝜎
1000 ∗ 𝜌𝑔
𝛽𝑆,𝑓
𝛽𝑇,𝑓

(16)

𝑇 ∗ 𝛼𝑔 ∗ 𝛾𝑉
1000 ∗ 𝜌𝑔

(17)

𝑐𝑣,𝑓 = 𝑐𝑝,𝑙 ∗

𝑐𝑣,𝑔 = 𝑐𝑝,𝑔 −

(15)

Where 𝐶𝜎 is the heat capacity at saturation conditions for that state, 𝛾𝜎 is the temperature
derivative of the pressure, and 𝛾𝜎 is the thermal pressure coefficient. They are defined in Section
3.3.11.
3.3.4 Pressure – [Pa]
The pressure is presented in mega pascals, but this is not useful for conversions within the
other equations or human readability, so it and the additional equations involving any pascal units
(not including viscosity) are converted to pascals within their equation in the sodium subroutine.

12633.73
−0.4672∗ln(𝑇)
𝑇

𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡 = (1 ∗ 106 ) ∗ 𝑒11.9463−

(18)

Due to the implicit nature of the above equation used to solve for saturation pressure, the
temperature cannot be determined from it without iterations. A similar curve fit to solve for the
saturation temperature ([K]) in terms of a specified temperature was given to avoid the need for
iterative solvers.

𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 =

2∗𝐶
−𝐵 + √𝐵2 + 4 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝐶 − 4 ∗ 𝐶 ∗ ln (

Where

𝐴 = 7.8270
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𝑃
)
(1 ∗ 106 )

(19)

𝐵 = 11275.
𝐶 = 4.6192 ∗ 105

3.3.5 Thermal Conductivity – [W/m*K]
The thermal conductivity is necessary for solving the energy equations but was not given
for vapor in Fink & Leibowitz (1995) or Stone et al. (1965). The vapor thermal conductivity was
therefore determined from Dunning (1960)’s data set as the only property used from this source.
Other vapor properties are assumed to share the liquid value when the vapor value is not provided,
but the thermal conductivity is vital to the energy equation.

𝑘𝑓 = 124.67 − (0.11381 ∗ 𝑇) + (5.5226 ∗ 10−5 ∗ 𝑇 2 ) − (1.1842 ∗ 10−8 ∗ 𝑇 3 )

(20)

𝑇
𝑇 2
𝑇 3
𝑘𝑔 = 𝑎0 + (𝑎1 ∗
) + (𝑎2 ∗ (
) ) + (𝑎3 ∗ (
) )
2573
2573
2573

(21)

Where

𝑎0 = 0.00138485
𝑎1 = 0.0455761
𝑎2 = −0.0510955
𝑎3 = 0.0392079

3.3.6 Viscosity – [Pa*s]
Much like the thermal conductivity, the viscosity is necessary for solving the energy
equation but is also required to solve the equations of motion, and only a liquid property was
available. The vapor viscosity was approximated as the liquid viscosity due to its good
performance in the main program.
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556.835
𝑇

𝜇𝑓 = 𝑒 −6.4406−(0.3958∗ln(𝑇))+

(22)

3.3.7 Surface Tension – [N/m]
The surface tension available in both property sources was also only available for liquid,
but it is only used to determine the vapor volume fraction in the liquid regions, so only the liquid
value was necessary.

𝜎𝑓 =

240.5
𝑇 1.126
∗ (1 −
)
1000
𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

(23)

3.3.8 Speed of Sound – [m/s]
The speed of sound is used only for calculating the sonic limit, which is often reached in a
high temperature heat pipe but was not included in this version of the main heat pipe program. It
is still included here, though, as the sonic limit will need to be considered in future work. The
speed of sound is given for temperatures less than or equal to 1773K.

𝑎 = 2660.7 −

0.37667
− (9.0356 ∗ 10−5 ∗ 𝑇 2 )
𝑇

(24)

And for temperatures greater than 1773K.

𝑎=

1
√𝜌𝑓 ∗ 𝛽𝑆,𝑓

(25)

3.3.9 Adiabatic and Isobaric Compressibility – [1/Pa]
These formulas deviated from the tabulated values provided in Fink & Leibowitz (1995)
the most, and it was not determined what caused the errors. They are the equations given
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explicitly, with mismatched units accounted for by conversion factors, but they deviate notably
from the tabulated values. While they were not used as functions for the main program, they are
used to calculate other saturated properties and may be used in the main program in the future.

𝛽𝑇,𝑓 =

𝑇
(𝛽𝑆,𝑓 ∗ 1000 ∗ 𝐶𝜎 ) + ( ∗ 𝛼𝜎 ∗ (𝛼𝜎 + (𝛽𝑆,𝑓 ∗ 𝛾𝜎 )))
𝜌𝑓
𝑇
1000 ∗ 𝐶𝜎 − (𝜌 ∗ 𝛾𝜎 ∗ (𝛼𝜎 + (𝛽𝑆,𝑓 ∗ 𝛾𝜎 )))
𝑓

(26)

Where

𝜕𝜌𝑓
𝛼𝜎 = − 𝜕𝑇
𝜌𝑓

𝛽𝑇.𝑔 =

𝛽𝑆,𝑓

𝛼𝑔
𝛾𝑉

𝜃
1.717 ∗ 10−4 1 + 𝑏
=
∗
1 ∗ 106
1−𝜃

(27)

(28)

(29)

Where

𝜃=

𝛽𝑆,𝑔

𝑇 − 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡
𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 − 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑡

𝛽𝑇,𝑔
𝑐𝑣,𝑔
=
∗
1 ∗ 106 𝑐𝑝,𝑔
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(30)

(31)

3.3.10

Thermal Expansion Coefficient – [1/K]
Much like the compressibilities, these formulas deviated from the tabulated values

provided in Fink & Leibowitz (1995) the most, and it was not determined what caused the errors.
They are the equations given explicitly, with mismatched units accounted for by conversion
factors, but they deviate notably from the tabulated values. While they were not used as functions
for the main program, they may be used in the main program in the future.

𝜕𝜌𝑓 1
𝛼𝑓 = − (
∗ ) + 𝛽𝑇,𝑓 ∗ 𝛾𝜎
𝜕𝑇 𝜌𝑓

𝜕𝜌𝑔 1
∗ )
𝜕𝑇 𝜌𝑔
𝛾
1 − 𝛾𝜎
𝑉

−(
𝛼𝑔 =

(32)

(33)

3.3.11 Additional Sub-Equations
Some saturation or derivative values were used throughout the other formulas but were
not needed as functions for the main code and are summarized here.
The first is the temperature derivative of the pressure. It is the derivative of pressure with
respect to temperature along the saturation dome. Units of [Pa/K].

𝛾𝜎 = (1 ∗ 106 ) ∗ (−

Where

𝑏
𝑏
𝑐
+ ) ∗ 𝑒 𝑎+𝑇+(𝑐∗ln(𝑇))
2
𝑇
𝑇

𝑎 = 11.9463
𝑏 = −12633.73
𝑐 = −0.4672
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(34)

The next is the thermal pressure coefficient in units of [Pa/K]. For temperatures up to
1600K.

𝛾𝑉 = (1 ∗ 106 ) ∗ (−

𝑏
𝑏
𝑐
𝑎+ +(𝑐∗ln(𝑇))+(𝑑∗𝑇)+(𝑒∗𝑇2 )
𝑇
(
))
+
+
𝑑
+
2
∗
𝑒
∗
𝑇
∗
𝑒
𝑇2 𝑇

Where

(35)

𝑎 = 8.35307
𝑏 = −12905.6
𝑐 = −0.45824
𝑑 = 2.0949 ∗ 10−3
𝑒 = −5.0786 ∗ 10−7

And for temperatures above 1600K.

𝛾𝑉 = (1 ∗ 106 ) ∗ ((4.6893 ∗ 10−2 ) − (2.5696 ∗ 10−3 ) ∗ (1 −

𝑇
𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

0.5

)

+ (3.5628 ∗ 10−5 )
(36)

∗ (1 −

𝑇
𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

))

Next is the heat capacity at saturation. It is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure
along the saturation dome for liquid in units of [kJ/kg*K].

𝐶𝜎,𝑓 =

𝜕ℎ𝑓
𝛾𝜎
−
𝜕𝑇 1000 ∗ 𝜌𝑓

And for vapor
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(37)

𝜕ℎ𝑓
𝜕ℎ𝑓𝑔
𝛾𝜎
𝐶𝜎,𝑔 = (
− 0.5 ∗
)−
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑇
1000 ∗ 𝜌𝑔

(38)

Next are the derivatives of the densities, liquid and vapor, with respect to the temperature.

𝑇 0.5−1
(1
)
511.58
∗
0.5
∗
−
𝜕𝜌𝑓
275.32
𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
=−
−
𝜕𝑇
𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
(
)

𝜕𝜌𝑔
= −𝜌𝑔2 ∗
𝜕𝑇

𝜕ℎ𝑓𝑔
ℎ𝑓𝑔
𝑏
𝑏 2 𝑏
(
∗ (𝑐 − 𝑇)) − ( 𝑇 ∗ ((𝑐 − 𝑇 ) + 𝑇))
𝜕𝑇
𝑏
𝑏 2
1000 ∗ 𝑇 𝑐 ∗ 𝑒 𝑎+𝑇 ∗ (𝑐 − )
𝑇

𝜕𝜌𝑓
− 𝜕𝑇
𝜌𝑓2

(39)

(40)

Then the derivative of liquid enthalpy with respect to temperature, for temperatures up to
2000K.

𝜕ℎ𝑓
2992.6
= 1.6582 − (8.479 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑇) + (4.4541 ∗ 10−7 ∗ 𝑇 2 ) − ( −2 )
𝜕𝑇
𝑇

(41)

And for temperatures above 2000K.

𝜕ℎ𝑓
𝜕ℎ𝑓𝑔
196.685
= 0.86496 +
− 0.5 ∗
𝜕𝑇
𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
𝜕𝑇

(42)

Finally, is the derivative of the enthalpy of vaporization with respect to temperature.
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𝜕ℎ𝑓𝑔
393.37
=−
−(
𝜕𝑇
𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

3.4

4398.6 ∗ 0.29302 ∗ (1 − 𝑇

𝑇

𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

0.29302−1

)

𝑇𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

)

(43)

Superheated Properties
Stone et al. (1965) gave two different approximations to define the sodium superheated

properties: the virial or quasi-chemical methods. The methods yield small differences in final
results, but the virial method was chosen for this work due to Stone et al.’s reasons for doing the
same: greater confidence in the fundamental thermodynamic relationship of the virial method,
substantial errors due to some assumptions associated with the quasi-chemical method, and
simpler formulas to determine the properties. It assumes that the superheated sodium is a
monatomic gas but corrects for the imperfections associated with containing dimers and
tetramers as well, using the virial equations. The alternative quasi-chemical approach assumes
the gas contains all the molecular forms of sodium (monatomic, diatomic, triatomic, and
tetratomic) and uses the enthalpy change due to composition changes to determine the properties,
but also assumes each molecular species is an ideal gas. The values determined from these
approaches were compared against the experimental data which Stone et al. obtained through the
Naval Research Laboratory.
It is important to note that the formulas presented in Fink & Leibowitz (1995) are in SI
units, while those presented in Stone et al. (1965) are in English units. Performing calculations
using SI units is generally simpler and less prone to error, so the integrated property subroutines
employ SI units but perform individual calculations from Stone et al. (1965) using the English
unit equations. Inputs are converted to English units, operated on, and the final value is converted
to SI before being output. The input units are in the following forms:
•

Temperature [F] or [R]

•

Pressure [atm]
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•

Molar mass [lb/lbmol] (which is equal to [g/gmol])

•

Molar volume [ft3/lbmol]

•

Universal gas constant [BTU/lbmol*R]

3.4.1 Molar Mass – [kg/mol]
The molar mass is the mass per mole. It is dependent on the number of monatomic (N1),
diatomic (N2), triatomic (N3), and tetratomic (N4) species present in the fluid. Larger molecules
increase the molar mass. The monatomic, diatomic, and tetratomic forms are considered the only
ones existing in significant quantities at any state of sodium in a fully operational heat pipe.

𝑀 = 𝑁1′ ∗ 𝑀𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 + 2 ∗ 𝑁2′ ∗ 𝑀𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

(44)

Where

𝑁1′ =

√1 + 4 ∗ 𝑘2′ ∗ 𝑃 − 1
2 ∗ 𝑘2′ ∗ 𝑃

(45)

(46)
𝑁2′ = 𝑘2′ ∗ 𝑁1′2 ∗ 𝑃

And

𝑘2′ = 𝑘2 + 3 ∗ 𝑘4 ∗ 𝑃 2 − 2 ∗ 𝑘2 ∗ 𝑘4 ∗ 𝑃 3

(47)

And

𝑘2 = 10

−4.3249+
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7204.2
𝑇

(48)

−10.6798+

𝑘4 = 10

(49)

16325
𝑇

3.4.2 Compressibility – [NDM]

𝑧=1+

𝐵
𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟

+

𝐶
2
𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟

+

𝐷
3
𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟

+⋯

(50)

Where

𝐵 = −𝑇 ∗ 10−4.3519+

𝐶=

𝐷=

6755.3
𝑇

10839
10−0.6137+ 𝑇

13539
−10−0.0995+ 𝑇

(51)

(52)

(53)

And

𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 =

𝑀𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
453.592
∗
1000 ∗ 𝜌 0.30482

(54)

This is called the virial equation of state, one of a few forms of approximations for gas
compressibility. This compressibility is a nondimensional parameter that accounts for imperfect
gases within the ideal gas law. It changes the form of the ideal gas law to
(55)
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𝑃 ∗ 𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 = 𝑧 ∗ 𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑎𝑙 ∗ 𝑇

3.4.3 Enthalpy – [kJ/kg]
Here is the long-anticipated superheated vapor enthalpy from Stone et al. (1965). It is used
as the saturated vapor enthalpy due to a lack of specific saturated vapor properties from Stone et
al. (1965), and the need to ensure no phase discontinuities occur in the main program’s
calculations. It uses the virial coefficients much like the molar mass, as well as the enthalpy of
monomeric sodium given in (46), and molar volume, which is the molar mass converted to volume
using the density.

𝜕𝐵
𝑇 𝜕𝐶
𝑇 𝜕𝐷
𝐵 − 𝑇 ∗ 𝜕𝑇 𝐶 − 2 ∗ 𝜕𝑇 𝐷 − 3 ∗ 𝜕𝑇
𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑎𝑙 ∗ 𝑇
1.05506
ℎ = [ℎ0 +
∗(
+
+
)] ∗
2
3
𝑀𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟
0.453592
𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟
𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟

(56)

Where

43830
𝑇

(57)

6755.3
𝜕𝐵
6755.3 ∗ ln(10)
= 10−4.3519+ 𝑇 ∗ (
− 1)
𝜕𝑇
𝑇

(58)

ℎ0 = 2005.15 + 0.21598 ∗ 𝑇 + 12172 ∗ 𝑒 −

Where B, C, and D are the same as in Section 3.4.2, and

10839 10839 ∗ ln(10)
𝜕𝐶
= −10−0.6137+ 𝑇 ∗
𝜕𝑇
𝑇2

(59)

(60)
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13539 13539 ∗ ln(10)
𝜕𝐷
= 10−0.0995+ 𝑇 ∗
𝜕𝑇
𝑇2

3.4.4 Specific Heat Capacity – [kJ/kg*K]
Like the superheated enthalpy, the specific heat capacity is also dependent on the value
for monomeric sodium, the molar volume, and the virial coefficients.

𝑐𝑝,0 −

𝜕𝐵
𝑇 𝜕𝐶
𝑇 𝜕𝐷 2
𝐵+𝑇∗
𝐶+2∗
𝐷+3∗
𝜕𝑇 +
𝜕𝑇 +
𝜕𝑇 ]
[1 +
2
3
𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟
𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟
𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟

𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑎𝑙
+
∗
𝑀𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑀𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

1+2∗𝑉

𝐵

+3∗

𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟

𝑐𝑝 =

𝐶
2
𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟

+4∗

𝐷

+

3
𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟

(

[

)
2
2
𝜕
𝐶
𝜕𝐶
𝜕
𝐷
𝜕𝐷
𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑎𝑙 ∗ 𝑇
𝜕2𝐵
𝜕𝐵 𝑇 ∗ 𝜕𝑇 2 + 2 ∗ 𝜕𝑇 𝑇 ∗ 𝜕𝑇 2 + 2 ∗ 𝜕𝑇
−
∗ (𝑇 ∗ 2 + 2 ∗
+
+
)
2
𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝑀𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑇
2 ∗ 𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟
3 ∗ 𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟

∗

(61)
]

1.05506 9
∗
0.453592 5

Where

37280
𝑇

𝑐𝑝,0 = 0.21598 + 6.053 ∗ 𝑒 −

𝜕𝐵 𝜕𝐶

(62)

𝜕𝐷

Where B, C, D, 𝜕𝑇 , 𝜕𝑇 , and 𝜕𝑇 are the same as in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, and

6755.3 (6755.3 ∗ ln(10))2
𝜕2𝐵
−4.3519+
𝑇
=
−10
∗
𝜕𝑇 2
𝑇3

(63)
(64)
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10839 10839 ∗ ln(10)
𝜕 2𝐶
10839 ∗ ln(10) 2
= 10−0.6137+ 𝑇 ∗
∗(
+ )
2
2
𝜕𝑇
𝑇
𝑇2
𝑇

13539 13539 ∗ ln(10)
𝜕2𝐷
13539 ∗ ln(10) 2
= −10−0.0995+ 𝑇 ∗
+(
+ )
2
2
𝜕𝑇
𝑇
𝑇2
𝑇

(65)

3.4.5 Pressure – [Pa]
As previously discussed, this is the pressure based on the virial equation of state, which
includes compressibility. It is determined iteratively for vapor due to the molar mass’s (M)
dependence on the pressure.

𝑃=

3.5

1000 ∗ 𝑧 ∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑎𝑙 ∗ 𝑇
𝑀

(66)

Combined Properties
The full sodium property file contains all the equations shown in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. The

saturated formulas each have their own function, including the Sub-Equations of Section 3.3.11.
Each function is named for the property and the state they correspond to, for example
“DensityLiquid()”. The most recent revision introduced a modified framework in which the
properties with available superheated state conditions were defined as their property alone, for
example, “Density()”. The saturated and state-specific properties calculate the property at that
state based on the equations from Fink & Leibowitz (1995) or Stone et al. (1965) in Section 3.3.3,
but this necessitates a program using these functions to always know the state it is experiencing.
The functions without states in their name include a phase check to determine what state
the fluid is in. There are options for solid, subcooled, saturated (including mixture), superheated,
and out of range. The function then has if statements for each of these conditions in which it calls
the relevant state-specific function. The superheated formulas are built into the superheated
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condition, rather than having their own function. This allows an external program to call pressure,
density, enthalpy, or the specific heat capacity at constant pressure, and get a result without
needing to specify the state. The latter three do include input parameters for the liquid volume
fraction in the case of a saturated state, in order to apply the Lever Rule and determine the
properties of the mixture.
The vapor core ultimately required a unique function, for example “DensityCore()”, that
is called explicitly in the vapor core and only uses saturated or superheated vapor properties, but
does still show the phase and quality for debugging purposes. This was introduced because the
computational scheme oscillated into the liquid regime, which generated properties which were
sufficiently different to inhibit a return oscillation but would not physically occur. It caused
variables to converge to impossibly high or low values. This scheme can be eliminated if a more
stable computational method is employed, but currently is necessary.
This property set only calls for inputs of liquid and support material volume fractions, both
of which are optional parameters. The remainder of the independent variables used in the
property formulas are passed to the sodium routines as private attributes. This is done through
the use of getters and setters, where the temperature, past temperature, pressure, and density are
set for a given state within the main program. Specifying temperature, pressure, and density
would over-define a state by up to two values if it is saturated, and the superheated properties
cannot be explicitly solved given any two-state variable. The compressibility is required to solve
for any other variables due to the nature of the virial equations, and it is dependent on the density
(or specific volume).
The main program specifies an initial pressure guess but uses a continuity equation to
calculate density where there is vapor, and volumetric liquid fraction where there is liquid. The
density and liquid fraction can then be used with the temperature to define the state for vapor or
liquid, respectively, and the rest of the parameters can be calculated from this. The superheated
pressure is iterated so that for every new value, the variables in its formula that are dependent on
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pressure can be reevaluated for the new pressure. The only pressure-dependent variable in the
pressure formula is the molar mass, so the iteration converges quickly.
3.5.1 Phase
The phase is determined at the beginning of the four state-undefined functions but is also
its own function. It outputs an integer corresponding to the calculated state. It can be Solid (0),
Subcooled Liquid (1), Saturated Liquid/Vapor Mixture (2), Superheated Vapor (3), or Invalid (4).
The Solid state is not currently defined due to the lack of solid sodium properties available within
this library, and the Invalid state was defined as anything else outside the ranges specified in the
following table. The function defines the regions based on both the saturation temperature and
saturation vapor density. Two variables are required to define a state, so due to the overall
approach of defining vapor states with temperature and density, this was also implemented to
determine the phase rather than using the temperature and pressure.
Due to the possibility of truncation and conversion errors, plus imperfect (<1% difference)
agreement between the saturated values of Fink & Leibowitz (1995) and Stone et al. (1965), a
‘radius’ was defined to give a small range for the saturation condition. Requiring the temperature
and density to be precisely equal to the saturation values would result in no calculated saturated
states. This range can be set to the user’s preferences, but is currently at +0.01 and -0.05, or +1%
and -5% of the saturation value.
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Table 1
Visualized Scheme for Determining the Phase of a Fluid
1

T

<

Tsat * (1-radius)

Subcooled
Ρ

Liquid
2

Tsat * (1-radius)

≤

T

≤

Tsat * (1+radius)

ρsat * (1-radius)

≤

Ρ

=

0

Tsat * (1+radius)

<

T
<

ρsat * (1-radius)

Saturated
Mixture
3
Superheated
Ρ

Vapor

Note. This is not the most intuitive approach due to its reliance on density rather than pressure,
but functions in the same way.

It was necessary to define any fluid with a density of 0 as saturated to account for cases in
which the density is not set prior to calling the phase function. This is unlikely to happen because
the main code initializes all values. The vapor density and pressure are set to the saturated
conditions at that temperature, but if the phase or a function that uses phase is called prior to this
definition, the 0 density causes the program to ultimately crash. By the nature of C++, calling an
undefined value or going out of range does not give a direct error. As a result, it is better to assume
this than to risk undefined behavior. As saturation is a reasonable assumption for sodium’s state
when using this library, allowing it to be the default if the density wasn’t set allows the sodium
routine to work around the density and set it to the saturated vapor value using the saturated
phase result in the density function.
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3.5.2 Quality
The quality of a saturated mixture is the mass fraction of vapor within that mixture. The
main program provides a volumetric liquid fraction to the property file to define the state, which
must be converted to a mass fraction using (56).

𝑥=

𝜌𝑔 ∗ 𝑓𝑣∗
1
=
∗
∗
𝜌
𝑓 1
𝜌𝑓 ∗ (1 − 𝑓𝑣 ) + 𝜌𝑔 ∗ 𝑓𝑣
1 + 𝜌 ( ∗ − 1)
𝑔 𝑓𝑣

(67)

1 − 𝑓𝑙 − 𝑓𝑚
1 − 𝑓𝑚

(68)

Where
𝑓𝑣∗ =

This condition exists in the case of any additional material occupying any space within the
fluid control volume, such as support material. If the control volume contains only liquid and
vapor species, then it is simply as follows.

𝑓𝑣∗ = 𝑓𝑣 = 1 − 𝑓𝑙

(69)

This quality is then used to determine the density, enthalpy, and specific heat capacity of
a saturated mixture in the state-undefined functions. The temperature and pressure remain
constant within the saturation dome regardless of the liquid/vapor composition, but the other
properties vary substantially between the saturated liquid and vapor states. The Lever Rule can
be directly applied to the enthalpy and specific heat capacity saturated liquid and vapor properties
to determine the mixture properties, but it can only be applied to the specific volume, not the
density.
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𝜗𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 =

1
𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒

=

1
1
∗ (1 − 𝑥) +
∗𝑥
𝜌𝑓
𝜌𝑔

(70)

(71)
ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 = ℎ𝑓 ∗ (1 − 𝑥) + ℎ𝑔 ∗ 𝑥
(72)
𝑐𝑝,𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 𝑐𝑝,𝑓 ∗ (1 − 𝑥) + 𝑐𝑝,𝑔 ∗ 𝑥

3.5.3 Isobaric Compressibility – [NDM]
Within the general form of the rate of change in internal energy equation, the equation
can be manipulated into different variables to solve it. In one process, the internal energy is
converted to enthalpy and then temperature using the differential thermodynamic relationships.
As part of this conversion, many new terms arise including a few that cancel out other terms
already-present in the general form. One term that is highly complex and is usually assumed out
through compressibility is the change in specific volume with respect to temperature at constant
pressure, or the isobaric compressibility. This is not the same as the isobaric compressibility of
Section 3.3.9, or the virial equation compressibility factor of Section 3.4.2. It can be rewritten in
the following ways:

(

𝜕ln (𝜌)
𝑇 𝜕𝜌
) = ∗( )
𝜕 ln(𝑇) 𝑃 𝜌 𝜕𝑇 𝑃

(73)

This term goes to zero for fluids with constant density, such as the liquid flows. It goes to
-1 for ideal gases, but sodium does not necessarily or consistently behave as an ideal gas at all
states. This assumption was therefore not held, and a value for the isobaric compressibility was
needed. The function within the sodium library solves just the derivative through a discretized
approximation of the derivative, and the temperature divided by density is multiplied in the
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equation in the main program rather than the property. A radius around the temperature of
interest is defined, with 0.5, or 0.5K, being specified here.

(

𝜕𝜌
𝜌(𝑇 + radius) − 𝜌(𝑇 − radius)
) =
(𝑇 + radius) − (𝑇 − radius)
𝜕𝑇 𝑃

(74)

Where the density is not defined by the functions, but rather virial ideal gas law, so that constant
pressure can be maintained.

𝜌=

3.6

𝑃∗𝑀
1000 ∗ 𝑧 ∗ 𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑎𝑙 ∗ 𝑇

(75)

Thermodynamic Curves
To demonstrate the continuity between saturated liquid and vapor for enthalpy

and density, the following traditional thermodynamic curves are presented. Temperature-entropy
(T-s) is not presented because entropy was not a required property for the main code’s function.
It is available in Stone et al. (1965) but had some minor errors that need to be addressed if it were
to be implemented.
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Figure 8
Temperature-Enthalpy Diagram for Saturated Sodium
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Note. Based on values from (Stone, et al., 1965).

These curves show consistent application across the saturation dome but do reflect a
disagreement regarding the critical temperature. It is defined in Fink & Leibowitz (1995) as
2503.7K and represents the maximum temperature of saturated sodium. Figure 8 shows that the
maximum saturation values are not quite reached at 2503K, indicating that the critical
temperature may be higher based on their experimental values. While this is worth noting to
ensure that the best possible properties are used, sodium heat pipes are unlikely to reach those
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temperatures. In the standard operation cases used to demonstrate the functionality of this work,
the temperatures do not exceed 1000K. Therefore, imperfections at more than twice the
operational temperature are not of immediate consequence but may explain minor imperfections.

Figure 9
Pressure-Density Diagram for Saturated Sodium
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4.1

Main Program: Blinky

Assumptions
The heat pipe to be modeled uses sodium as the working fluid and has a thin annular layer

of liquid water at the outer wall, a mesh wick within the annular layer, and a central channel that
for vapor flow. Heat added to the heat pipe at the evaporator causes liquid in the annular layer
and in the wick to vaporize, producing a flow of vapor in the central channel that takes the vapor
towards the condenser at the end of the heat pipe. At the condenser, the vapor yields its heat of
vaporization to the external wall and condenses into a liquid at the outer wall. Liquid water within
the wick and the annular outer layer is then transported back to the evaporator by capillary action
within the wick and the cycle repeats.
First, a common assumption for modeling heat pipe operation was applied. Boiling heat
transfer was neglected, with all phase change approximated as interface vaporization or
condensation. This omitted the complexity of boiling heat transfer and is a conventionally
appropriate assumption due to the very small liquid region thicknesses, or Δr values, that would
be unlikely to facilitate much boiling heat transfer. This assumption ultimately meant that no
radial variations would be significant in the small liquid regions, and all mass transfer across the
liquid nodes was assumed to be defined by the phase change due to the incident heat flux on the
heat pipe. A term for mass transfer due to phase change across the liquid/vapor interface in the
wick was added to the continuity equation to balance the mass transfer, as it is not a velocity term
that would otherwise be accounted for within the equation.
The next assumption was to analyze the working fluid as a multispecies mixture rather
than a multiphase mixture. While this neglects some heat transfer mechanisms, Blinky uses
sufficiently small time steps (on the order of nanoseconds) such that these mechanisms, which
are mostly dominated by phase change, can be approximated through the other terms in the
governing equations. It gives each node an equation for each species, plus a bulk fluid equation
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with the averaged properties of the combined mixture. This facilitates a solution for each species’
volume or other property. In the current implementation of Blinky, these species are limited to
the liquid state and vapor state. This framework can allow for additional species of fluids to be
incorporated in the future, such as a noncondensible gases, which would allow for even more
complex and modern analyses. Additional equations would need to be added and solved in each
node, but they would closely resemble the existing equations. Both the new and existing equations
would simply need to be modified to apply to only the species in question, which is defined by the
volume approximation described in Section 4.2.
Assumptions also included compressible vapor but incompressible liquid, viscous flow, no
radial velocity or radial rate of change for any other variable, and all other properties are held
constant across the control volume. Dilatational viscosity (κ) represents the irreversible resistance
caused by the isentropic bulk modulus to counter compression of expansion of the fluid. For this
analysis, the dilatational viscosity was assumed to be zero (Bird, Stewart, & Lightfoot, 2007). This
usually corresponds to an assumption of monatomic vapor at low density, but the sodium vapor
contained some fraction of diatomic and tetratomic molecules as well. The fraction was not able
to be determined with the available information, so the dilatational viscosity was neglected, which
is a common assumption.
The boundary conditions selected were of the first kind, temperature at the wall. These
boundary conditions were used to set an initial guess for the internal temperature profiles. The
initial velocities were nonzero to stimulate possible flow and avoid potential numerical errors due
to null values. They were set to small values (0.1m/s in the appropriate direction, + for vapor and
– for liquid in the z-direction) except for the axial vapor velocity, which was given a ramp function
between zero at the ends, and 100 m/s at the center. The initial pressures and densities were
defined as the saturation pressure and density at the node’s temperature for liquid in the liquid
regions, and vapor in the vapor regions.
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The boundary nodes were defined in the same loop, with axially-extended, radiallyextended, and corner boundary nodes. The axially-extended boundary nodes are on either side of
the heat pipe in the z direction (Figure 11), and the radially-extended boundary nodes are on the
outside of the heat pipe in the radial direction (Figure 12). The remaining boundary conditions
were within the heat pipe, called primary nodes, due to the wrapping of cylindrical geometry.
The boundary temperatures were assumed to be isothermal. The axially-extended
boundary nodes were assigned the average of the azimuthal input nodes for the nearest axial input
node. The radially extended boundary nodes were assigned an interpolated value for the input
nodes it fell between, to make the smoothest possible temperature profile and decouple the input
nodes from the thermal software, and the computational nodes needed for Blinky. The velocities
were set to zero for the axially-extended and radially-extended nodes. The densities were set to
the saturation value in the appropriate state for the axially-extended nodes, and the saturation
value for liquid in the radially-extended nodes, because it is the nearest neighbor to liquid nodes.
It became necessary to set up a vapor density variable in addition to the density variable.
The liquid did not have to take any vapor values as a nearest neighbor because it was assumed to
not be changing significantly in the r-direction, but the vapor did have to evaluate terms in the
outermost radial layer by referencing liquid values. This proved to be erroneous due to the
assumption of compressibility, as the liquid density was five orders of magnitude larger than the
vapor density. It created conspicuously incorrect numbers and was deemed impossible because
the variable density is intended to account for density variations within the fluid, not phase
changes, which would be accounted for in other terms. To correct this, the vapor density variable
was also initialized in this matrix and was set to the vapor density at the node’s temperature. It
exists even in the liquid region, and the vapor section uses the vapor density variable rather than
the density variable until the end of the calculation, when it stores the new value to both the vapor
density and density variables.
4.2

Heat Pipe Geometry
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One of the unique features built into Blinky was within the description of the heat pipe
being analyzed. To approximate the heat pipe as a multispecies mixture, a void fraction was
defined as the volumetric sum of the fractions of each species.

𝑓𝑣 + 𝑓𝑙 + 𝑓𝑚 = 1

(76)

For the current implementation of Blinky, these species include the liquid state (l) and
vapor state (v), and the volume must account for space occupied by the metal mesh (m). The void
fraction is an important parameter for evaluating heat pipe behavior in the liquid region because
the liquid/vapor interface drives capillary force. It is defined as the fraction of space in a control
volume that is occupied by the vapor. Additionally, the volume was defined as a geometric or total
volume, given in (77). It was assumed that for each species, i, there exists an effective volume with
dimensions that define the space occupied by that species of fluid, given in (78), and the sum of
all effective volumes will equal the geometric volume. These define the previously mentioned
volume approximation.

𝑉𝑔 = 𝑟(𝛥𝑟)𝑔 (𝛥𝜙)𝑔 (𝛥𝑧)𝑔

(77)

𝑉𝑒,𝑖 = 𝑟(𝛥𝑟)𝑒 (𝛥𝜙)𝑒 (𝛥𝑧)𝑒

(78)

The volumetric fraction of a species, i, can then be defined as the ratio of the effective
volume of that species, to the geometric volume.

𝑓𝑖 =

𝑉𝑒,𝑖 𝑟(𝛥𝑟)𝑔 (𝛥𝜙)𝑔 (𝛥𝑧)𝑔
=
𝑉𝑔
𝑟(𝛥𝑟)𝑒 (𝛥𝜙)𝑒 (𝛥𝑧)𝑒
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(79)

Given the definition of area, the volumetric fraction of a species, i, can also be
approximated as an area.

𝑓𝑖 =

𝐴𝑒,𝑟,𝑖 (𝛥𝑟)𝑒 𝐴𝑒,𝑧,𝑖 𝑟(𝛥𝜙)𝑒 𝐴𝑒,𝑧,𝑖 (𝛥𝑧)𝑒
=
=
𝐴𝑒,𝑟 (𝛥𝑟)𝑔
𝐴𝑒,𝑧 𝑟(𝛥𝜙)𝑔
𝐴𝑒,𝑧 (𝛥𝑧)𝑔

(80)

Note the differential dimensions are defined by Δ, as is common, in the bulk geometric
equation. However, they are defined by δ in the effective volume equation. This definition of base
dimensions allows for algebraic manipulation in the governing equations such that the effective
volume can be inserted. To truly utilize these values, though, isotropy was assumed for the
effective dimensions. That is, the ratio of space occupied by a species, i, in one direction, x (δx i),
to the total space occupied in that direction (Δx), is approximately equal for all directions and
species.

(𝛥𝑟)𝑒 (𝛥𝜙)𝑒 (𝛥𝑧)𝑒
≈
≈
(𝛥𝑟)𝑔 (𝛥𝜙)𝑔 (𝛥𝑧)𝑔
3

3

(81)
3

(𝛥𝑟)𝑒
(𝛥𝜙)𝑒
(𝛥𝑧)𝑒
𝑓𝑖 ≈ (
) ≈(
) ≈(
)
(𝛥𝑟)𝑔
(𝛥𝜙)𝑔
(𝛥𝑧)𝑔

(82)

This void (or vapor) fraction was then able to be used to approximate the capillary pressure
in the heat pipe wick. By assuming the multispecies fluid mixture, both liquid and vapor can exist
in the same node simultaneously. The presence of both in the liquid sections, especially the wick,
is necessary to drive the capillary force that ensures liquid return to the evaporator. Without this
force, gravity would be required to complete the heat pipe fluid loop.
While other programs have approximated the pressure drop due to capillary force based
on a total pressure drop with other independent pressure drops subtracted from it, a direct
approach was proposed for this work and MOOSE’s sockeye. This approach assumes that the
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wick’s liquid flows through mesh holes, and that vapor bubbles with the mesh holes are what
create capillary pressure. Therefore, the vapor bubbles must be approximately the size of the mesh
holes. However, to approximate variations in the shape or size of the bubble, each bubble was
assumed to be a sphere with only a cap extending into the liquid flow. This bubble is shown in
Figure 10. The cap was assumed to be defined by an intersection plane through a sphere,
somewhere between the halfway point and the tip such that it is no more than the size of a halfsphere. The intersection plane is the mesh’s plane, and the angle θ is the wetting angle.

Figure 10
Diagram of Vapor Bubble Geometry in the Wick

Note. Dimensions are shown which are used to evaluate the wetting angle, θ. This defines the
capillary pressure, where the largest pressure change would be at zero radians.
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This wetting angle is the value needed to evaluate the capillary pressure. It is defined by
trigonometry in (83), where rc is half of the mesh opening size, and h is determined from the vapor
fraction.

cos(𝜃) =

2ℎ𝑟𝑐
+ 𝑟𝑐2

ℎ2

(83)

Using a calculated volumetric vapor fraction, the height of the vapor bubbles in a given
node is determined through the site density, or number of mesh holes in a given space, and the
geometric volume of the node. First, the vapor volume is determined in (84). Then it is divided
into as many bubbles as can be present, which results in the volume of an average vapor bubble
in (85). Finally, the volume of the spherical cap segment can be equated to a geometric
relationship between the h and rc in (86).

𝑉𝑣 = 𝑓𝑣 𝑉𝑔

(84)

𝑉𝑔
𝜒𝑝

(85)

𝜋
(3𝑟 2 + ℎ 2 )
6 𝑐

(86)

𝑉1𝑣 =
𝑉1𝑣 =

To solve for h in (86), the cubic formula was applied, shown in (87). h is given in (88)
(Schechter, n.d.).

𝑎ℎ 3 + 𝑏ℎ 2 + 𝑐ℎ + 𝑑 = 0
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(87)

3

−𝑏3

2

−𝑏3

𝑏2

(88)

3

𝑏𝑐
𝑑
𝑏𝑐
𝑑
𝑐
ℎ = √(
+ 2−
) + √(
+ 2 − ) + ( − 2)
3
3
27𝑎
6𝑎
2𝑎
27𝑎
6𝑎
2𝑎
3𝑎 9𝑎

2

3

3

−𝑏3
𝑏𝑐
𝑑
−𝑏3
𝑏𝑐
𝑑
𝑐
𝑏2
𝑏
√
+ √(
+
−
)
−
(
+
−
)
+
(
−
) −
3
2
3
2
2
27𝑎
6𝑎
2𝑎
27𝑎
6𝑎
2𝑎
3𝑎 9𝑎
3𝑎

Where
𝑎=1
𝑏=0
𝑐 = 3ℎ𝑟 2
𝑑=−

6𝑓𝑣
𝜋𝜒𝑝

The value of the wetting angle from (83) is then used in (89) to determine the capillary
pressure drop across that node from the vapor bubbles.

Δ𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑦 =

2𝜎cos (𝜃)
𝑟𝑐

(89)

The maximum and minimum capillary pressures are when the wetting angle is zero
radians and π radians, respectively. The wetting angle cannot be negative. The maximum wetting
angle denotes an amount of vapor that saturates the space such that it is no longer even curved
on the liquid/vapor interface. It is used to define the operational capillary limit of a given heat
pipe, which is shown in Figure 4’s limit curve for a nominal nuclear reactor heat pipe. If the
temperature becomes too low for the incident heat, or the incident heat too high for the
temperature, the capillary limit could be reached. If it is severe enough, the heat pipe will
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ultimately fail as a result of evaporator dry out. Blinky does not currently evaluate the capillary
pressure limit, but it is part of the recommended future work for when Blinky is used for models
that might reach this limit.
The addition of a third, azimuthal dimension to the analysis of fluid and energy flow was
the final unique factor in Blinky. Three-dimensional modeling of cylinders is not at all new, but
sodium heat pipe models have never had to work with the azimuthal direction. To demonstrate
how the nodes were established and defined, a sample case with 12 axial nodes, 10 radial nodes,
and 6 azimuthal nodes is presented here. Nodal positions are identified in terms of (r, φ, z). They
are ordered from most to least Cartesian to best explain the nuances of cylindrical geometry and
this approach to boundary condition. The axial nodes follow the z direction, are indexed by the
integer “k”, and the total number of axial nodes in the heat pipe is defined as “o”. The radial nodes
follow the r direction, are indexed by the integer “i”, and the total number of axial nodes in the
heat pipe is defined as “m”. The azimuthal nodes follow the φ direction, are indexed by the integer
“j”, and the total number of axial nodes in the heat pipe is defined as “n”.
There are primary heat pipe nodes, which are indexed at 1 through m, n, or o (depending
on the direction), and the boundary nodes are indexed at 0 and m+1, n+1, or o+1. Even though
the cylinder wraps around so that there is not physically a unique 0 or n+1 node, the
computational method still requires the ability to access a smaller node. Therefore, the boundary
nodes of 0 and n+1 were left available so Blinky could operate seamlessly. This was important
because of the two methods for computationally solving finite difference equations. The first is to
use a different set of equations for each type of boundary and write it into the equation as a
constant. This results in 27 different if statements and equation sets for a three-dimensional
analysis when accounting for surfaces, edges, and corners. The alternative is to define the
boundaries as additional nodes in the same order as the primary nodes, but only loop through the
primary nodes so that the boundary values are never changed. This was the option chosen for
Blinky, so the boundary nodes are set in the same variables as the primary nodes, but never
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recalculated or output. They simply serve to streamline the calculations and reduce the user
complexity.

Figure 11
Axial Heat Pipe Primary and Boundary Nodes

Note. Nodes 1 through 12 (o) are the primary heat pipe nodes which are operated on in the main
loop of Blinky. Nodes 0 and 13 (o+1) are the boundary nodes which are defined by assumptions
or the thermal boundary conditions.
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Figure 12
Radial Heat Pipe Primary and Boundary Nodes

Note. Nodes 1 through 10 (m) are the primary heat pipe nodes which are operated on in the main
loop of Blinky. Nodes 0 and 11 (m+1) are the boundary nodes which are defined by assumptions
or the thermal boundary conditions.
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Figure 13
Azimuthal Heat Pipe Primary and Boundary Nodes

Note. Nodes 1 through 6 (n) are the primary heat pipe nodes which are operated on in the main
loop of Blinky. Nodes 0 and 7 (n+1) are the boundary nodes which are defined by assumptions or
the thermal boundary conditions.

The boundary nodes i=0, j=0, and j=n+1 are not unique nodes that have a fixed value.
Ordinary boundary nodes are assigned a fixed value that will not change, but in cylindrical
geometry, azimuthal path is wrapped such that the two ends meet and there is no independent
boundary. Rather, the ends simple correspond to the other side of the datum, where the j=n+1 (or
j=7 in Figure 13) node is actually the j=1 node, and the j=0 node is the j=n (or j=6 in Figure 13)
node. Similarly, the radial direction wraps such that the i=0 node at a given node j, is the same as
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the i=1 node at the j node halfway across the circle. In Figure 12, i=0 occurs 3 azimuthal nodes
away from its azimuthal location because there are 6 total azimuthal nodes.
To ensure that these were the values used when referenced, there were two viable options.
One option was to create a series of if statements for every possible instance of encountering a
crossover node like these. This would have been significantly more lines and complexity than the
second option, which was to assign the boundary nodes the value of the primary nodes they
represent. This required the creation of the subroutine, heatpipeindex.cpp, by Los Alamos
National Laboratory employees Sarah and AJ to automatically assign the value of n to 0, and the
value of 1 to n+1. It is included in Appendix 3. Similarly for the radial nodes, it assigns the node
at i=0 the value of the node across from it. This is dependent on the number of azimuthal nodes
in the simulation, but in this example, the value of i=0 for j=1 would be j=4.
4.3

Computational Method
The traditional and robust technique for solving a set of equations is matrix inversion.

While this method benefits the creator in simplicity and clarity and the user in speed, it is limited
to linear problems. As was discussed in Section 1.2, the governing equations with the assumption
of viscous flow in more than one direction are nonlinear and MacCormack’s Method was selected
to solve these equations.
MacCormack’s Method is an iterative predictor/corrector partial differential equation
solver that was implemented in Blinky using the information given by Tannehill in Numerical
Methods for the Navier-Stokes Equations (1997) and Perrin & Hu (2006). Section 1.2 explained
the fundamentals of a finite difference scheme, so the following will explain how MacCormack’s
Method uses those equations to solve the governing partial differential equations described in
Section 4.4.
To set up MacCormack’s Method, the terms are grouped based on their derivative.
Tannehill suggested grouping them as shown in (90), where only the first derivatives are iterated
backwards/forwards. Derivatives within the primary derivatives, such as the viscous stress τ,
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therefore have two applied finite differences. This was deemed more complex than necessary, so
following Perrin’s lead, the terms were grouped in terms of every common derivative, as shown in
(91).

𝜕𝐵 𝜕𝐸 1 𝜕𝐹 𝜕𝐺
+
+
+
=0
𝜕𝑡 𝜕𝑟 𝑟 𝜕𝜙 𝜕𝑧

(90)

𝜕𝐵 𝜕𝐸 1 𝜕𝐹 𝜕𝐺 𝜕 2 𝐻 1 𝜕 2 𝐼 𝜕 2 𝐽 1 𝜕 2 𝐾
𝜕2𝑀 1 𝜕2𝑁
+
+
+
+ 2+ 2
+
+
+
+
+𝑂 = 0
𝜕𝑡 𝜕𝑟 𝑟 𝜕𝜙 𝜕𝑧 𝜕𝑟
𝑟 𝜕𝜙 2 𝜕𝑧 2 𝑟 𝜕𝑟𝜕𝜙 𝜕𝑟𝜕𝑧 𝑟 𝜕𝜙𝜕𝑧

(91)

The predictor equation is a simple finite difference approximation applied to each
derivative. The time derivative of B at the new time step is separate so it can be solved for, resulting
in all other terms divided by the time step. (92) shows the forward predictor form of (90), to better
visualize the numerical form of the equation. (93) shows the forward predictor form of (91), which
was the version used in Blinky.

∗

𝐵𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡+1 = 𝐵𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 −
−

𝛥𝑡
1 𝛥𝑡
(𝐸𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 − 𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 ) −
(𝐹
− 𝐹𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 )
𝛥𝑟
𝑟 𝛥𝜙 𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘,𝑡

𝛥𝑡
(𝐺
− 𝐺𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 )
𝛥𝑧 𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1,𝑡
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(92)

𝐵𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡+1 = 𝐵𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 −

𝛥𝑡
1 𝛥𝑡
(𝐸𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 − 𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 ) −
(𝐹
− 𝐹𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 )
𝛥𝑟
𝑟 𝛥𝜙 𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘,𝑡

−

𝛥𝑡
𝛥𝑡
(𝐺𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1,𝑡 − 𝐺𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 ) − 2 (𝐻𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 − 2𝐻𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 + 𝐻𝑖−1,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 )
𝛥𝑧
𝛥𝑟

−

1 𝛥𝑡
(𝐼
− 2𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 + 𝐼𝑖,𝑗−1,𝑘,𝑡 )
𝑟 2 𝛥𝜙 2 𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘,𝑡

−

𝛥𝑡
(𝐾
− 2𝐾𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 + 𝐾𝑖,𝑗,𝑘−1,𝑡 )
𝛥𝑧 2 𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1,𝑡

−

1 𝛥𝑡
(𝐾
− 𝐾𝑖+1,𝑗−1,𝑘,𝑡 − 𝐾𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘,𝑡 + 𝐾𝑖,𝑗−1,𝑘,𝑡 )
𝑟 𝛥𝑟 𝛥𝜙 𝑖+1,𝑗+1,𝑘,𝑡

−

𝛥𝑡
(𝑀
− 𝑀𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘−1,𝑡 − 𝑀𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1,𝑡 + 𝑀𝑖,𝑗,𝑘−1,𝑡 )
𝛥𝑟 𝛥𝑧 𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘+1,𝑡

−

1 𝛥𝑡
(𝑁
− 𝑁𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘−1,𝑡 − 𝑁𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1,𝑡 + 𝑁𝑖,𝑗,𝑘−1,𝑡 ) + 𝛥𝑡(𝑂𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 )
𝑟 𝛥𝜙𝛥𝑧 𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘+1,𝑡

(93)

The predictor equation uses the values at time step t to solve for the values at the
subsequent time step, t+1. It then stores the values to that next time step, shown in (92) and (93)
as t+1. The corrector equation then operates on the predictor-determined new values at that time
step, and stores them to the same time step, t+1. In Tannehill’s approach, there is an intermediate
value at t+1 denoted by a superscript asterisk, which identifies a temporary value at that time step
which is used because it has not completed a set iteration with the corrector. This was useful for
understanding the concept, but in the process of programming, it was simply stored to the value
at the next time step. The corrector forms of (92) and (93) are shown in (94) and (95).

1
∗
𝛥𝑡 ∗
∗
1 𝛥𝑡 ∗
∗
(𝐹𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 − 𝐹𝑖,𝑗−1,𝑘,𝑡 )
𝐵𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡+1 = [𝐵𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 + 𝐵𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡+1 − (𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 − 𝐸𝑖−1,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 ) −
2
𝛥𝑟
𝑟 𝛥𝜙
−

𝛥𝑡 ∗
∗
(𝐺𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 − 𝐺𝑖,𝑗,𝑘−1,𝑡 )]
𝛥𝑧
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(94)

1
𝛥𝑡
𝐵𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡+1 = [𝐵𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡 + 𝐵𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡+1 − (𝐸𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡+1 − 𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡+1 )
2
𝛥𝑟
−

1 𝛥𝑡
𝛥𝑡
(𝐹𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘,𝑡+1 − 𝐹𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡+1 ) − (𝐺𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1,𝑡+1 − 𝐺𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡+1 )
𝑟 𝛥𝜙
𝛥𝑧

−

𝛥𝑡
(𝐻
− 2𝐻𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡+1 + 𝐻𝑖−1,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡+1 )
𝛥𝑟 2 𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡+1

−

1 𝛥𝑡
(𝐼
− 2𝐼𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡+1 + 𝐼𝑖,𝑗−1,𝑘,𝑡+1 )
𝑟 2 𝛥𝜙 2 𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘,𝑡+1

−

𝛥𝑡
(𝐾
− 2𝐾𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡+1 + 𝐾𝑖,𝑗,𝑘−1,𝑡+1 )
𝛥𝑧 2 𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1,𝑡+1

−

1 𝛥𝑡
(𝐾
− 𝐾𝑖+1,𝑗−1,𝑘,𝑡+1 − 𝐾𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘,𝑡+1 + 𝐾𝑖,𝑗−1,𝑘,𝑡+1 )
𝑟 𝛥𝑟 𝛥𝜙 𝑖+1,𝑗+1,𝑘,𝑡+1

−

𝛥𝑡
(𝑀
− 𝑀𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘−1,𝑡+1 − 𝑀𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1,𝑡+1 + 𝑀𝑖,𝑗,𝑘−1,𝑡+1 )
𝛥𝑟 𝛥𝑧 𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘+1,𝑡+1

−

1 𝛥𝑡
(𝑁
− 𝑁𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘−1,𝑡+1 − 𝑁𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1,𝑡+1 + 𝑁𝑖,𝑗,𝑘−1,𝑡+1 )
𝑟 𝛥𝜙𝛥𝑧 𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘+1,𝑡+1

(95)

+ 𝛥𝑡(𝑂𝑖,𝑗,𝑘,𝑡+1 ) ]

The corrector equation contains the same finite difference as the predictor equation but
with values at the new time step and with a reversed difference direction. This means that if the
predictor used a forward difference, then the corrector would use a backward difference, and vice
versa. It also includes the U value at the previous time step and divides the two in half, functioning
as an average between the initial condition or previous predictor/corrector set’s value, and the
predictor’s value.
MacCormack’s method does not simply run a single predictor and corrector. It will repeat
this set of two approximations for as many iterations as are required to converge. In Blinky,
tolerance of the difference before it was effectively converged was chosen to be 0.001 for these
test cases. Because predictor/corrector sets iterate, setting the predictor equal to t and the
corrector equal to t+1 including for second iterations resulted in the second predictor not using
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the first corrector’s values. To fix this, the first predictor is set to t-1, and every corrector and
subsequent iterator at that node is set to t. The first predictor then uses the initial conditions for
its B and E-O terms, stores them to the first time step, and moves on to the corrector. The corrector
uses the predictor’s values at the first time step, stores them over the predictor’s values at the
same time step, and will either move to the next node if it has converged, or repeat this process
with the predictor using the values at the first time step and storing them over the previous
corrector’s values. In this case, the B value at time t in (94) and (95) would remain fixed as the
initial condition. At subsequent time steps, it would simply be the values at the previous time step.
As was previously mentioned, MacCormack’s Method alternates between forward and
backward differences. The alternating differences occur across predictor and corrector, each
iteration, and the vector terms themselves. In the first iteration of a predictor/corrector set, all of
the terms in the predictor are forward differenced, and all of the terms in the corrector are
backward differenced. In the second, the E and G terms are backward differenced in the predictor,
while the G term is forward differenced, and vice versa for the corrector. This continues following
the pattern in Table 2.
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Table 2
Forward/Backward Order for Iterations and Predictors/Correctors
Predictor

Corrector

Iteration

E

F

G

E

F

G

1

Forward +

Forward +

Forward +

Backward

Backward

Backward

2

Backward

Backward

Forward +

Forward +

Forward +

Backward

3

Forward +

Forward +

Backward

Backward

Backward

Forward +

4

Backward

Forward +

Backward

Forward +

Backward

Forward +

5

Forward +

Backward

Forward +

Backward

Forward +

Backward

6

Backward

Forward +

Forward +

Forward +

Backward

Backward

7

Forward +

Backward

Backward

Backward

Forward +

Forward +

8

Backward

Backward

Backward

Forward +

Forward +

Forward +

9

Forward +

Forward +

Forward +

Backward

Backward

Backward

Note. While this may seem like a lot of information, it is a simple pattern that ensures every
possible combination of forward/backward occurs. Based on information from (Numerical
Methods for the Navier-Stokes Equations, 1997).

The first-order derivatives were easily defined as forward or backward divided differences
in this way. Blinky simply defined a 2D array for each vector term with 1 or 0 based on the iteration
schedule of Table 2. Each variable in the difference had this array added to it in the calculation.
When the variable was to be forward differenced, the 1 would be added to its index in the
differentiated direction, putting the variable at location x+1. But when it was to be backward
differenced, the 0 would be added to its index, putting it at point x. The same process was used
for the subtracted term in the finite difference, but 1 was subtracted from the index to put it at
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point x for a forward difference and point x-1 for a backward difference. The result was a quick
process for defining alternating forward/backward finite differences.
Meanwhile, the second-order derivatives were approximated using a second-order
centered divided difference to decrease complexity. The centered divided difference is more
accurate but is more likely to suffer from truncation errors than an alternating scheme like was
used in the first-order differences. The governing equations were simplified and grouped by
derivative, so second-order mixed derivatives were often the combination of differently ordered
derivatives, such as d2/dxdy and d2/dydx. These terms are functionally identical and combining
them reduces the number of terms in the equation, which decreases the equation’s complexity.
The mixed derivatives were first attempted in Blinky with the forward/backward scheme of Table
2 by assigning each one of them an E, F, or G role. This did not fit the spirit of the principle, in
which the additional derivatives resulting from the conduction equation and the viscous stresses
were kept separate from the primary derivatives applied to the E, F, and G terms. As a result,
Perrin’s approach of solving second-order derivatives with a centered divided difference was used
instead.
Because of the nature of MacCormack’s method, there was no time step stability criteria
until Tannehill found an empirical formula based on the directional Reynolds numbers
(Numerical Methods for the Navier-Stokes Equations, 1997). This formula is given in (96), with
the intermediate equations given in (97) – (101). It uses the minimum directional Reynolds
number, the inviscid Courant-Friedrichs-Levy condition in (97), and a safety factor that Tannehill
suggested should be 0.9. These equations are all from (Numerical Methods for the Navier-Stokes
Equations, 1997) but are modified for cylindrical geometry.

Δ𝑡 ≤

0.9Δ𝑡𝐶𝐹𝐿
2
1 + 𝑅𝑒
Δ
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(96)

Δ𝑡𝐶𝐹𝐿 ≤

1

(97)

|𝑣𝑟 | |𝑣𝜙 | |𝑣𝑧 |
1
1
1
+
+
+ 𝑎√ 2 +
+ 2
2
Δ𝑟 𝑟Δ𝜙 Δ𝑧
Δ𝑟
𝑟Δ𝜙
Δ𝑧
𝑅𝑒Δ = min (𝑅𝑒Δr , 𝑅𝑒Δϕ , 𝑅𝑒Δz )
𝜌|𝑣𝑟 |Δ𝑟
𝜇

(99)

𝜌|𝑣𝜙 |𝑟Δ𝜙
𝜇

(100)

𝜌|𝑣𝑧 |Δ𝑧
𝜇

(101)

𝑅𝑒Δr =

𝑅𝑒Δϕ =

(98)

𝑅𝑒Δz =

Ultimately, the time step stability for the cases in question was between 1x10 -5 and 1x1010s.

Because the input time steps would almost certainly be larger than this, it became necessary

to create a computational time step that would iterate separately from the physical bounds set by
the inputs. To decouple the input boundary conditions’ time step and the computational time step
needed for stability, the computational time step was defined as the minor time step and it is first
set at 1x10-9s, or 1 nanosecond. At each node, the time step stability is calculated and stored. After
a full time step has completed, each node’s time step stability is compared to find the smallest
value. This value is then used to define the next time step used to define the next iteration’s time.
Minor time step solutions are not stored permanently, only until the subsequent minor time step
has finished as well. This is because the amount of data Blinky generates for this many time steps
crashes the program within seconds due to lack of memory. Once the minor time step reaches the
next major time step, Blinky will save that value to the previous major time step by simply not
overwriting it.
4.4

Equations and Programming
The governing equations of heat pipe fluid flow and heat transfer are the equations of

continuity, motion, and energy. The continuity equation is quite straight forward. It quantifies the
conservation of mass by adding all mass transfer across a control volume into a change in mass.
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Because mass is equal to the product of the density, fluid velocity, and surface area it crosses, this
equation is frequently used to solve for the velocity in extremely simple systems, or the density
when the flow is incompressible. In this case, the velocities were solved for in other equations and
the liquid was incompressible, so the continuity equation was instead used to solve for the liquid
fraction.
The equation of continuity as a mass flow balance in only the azimuthal and axial
dimensions is given in (102). It is usually defined in terms of the geometric area, but here the
equation is for a given species in a mixture with each value corresponding to it, not the bulk fluid
flow. The subscript e again denotes the effective geometry, and here the species in question is the
liquid. Γ represents the vapor-liquid mass transfer due to phase change, a couple between the
vapor core and liquid wick. It also exists in the annulus to pass heat energy from the boundary
into the core, through the wick.

𝑚̇ = 𝜌Δ(𝑣𝜙 𝐴𝜙,𝑒 ) + 𝜌Δ(𝑣𝑧 𝐴𝑧,𝑒 ) − Γ

(102)

This is the mass balance of the liquid flow entering the space only occupied by liquid and
considers changes in both velocity and area across the control volume. Based on the definition of
the species fraction in terms of area in (80), the effective area of a species can be defined as in
(103), with z used as an example dimension.

𝐴𝑒,𝑧,𝑖 =

𝑓𝑖 𝐴𝑒,𝑧 𝛥𝑧
𝛿𝑧

(103)

And using the isotropy assumption defined in (81) and (82), the ratio of effective to
geometric volume is equal to the cube root of the species fraction, which simplifies to the value
shown in (104).
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𝐴𝑒,𝑧,𝑖 =

𝑓𝑖 𝐴𝑒,𝑧
𝑓𝑖

1
3

2
3

= 𝑓𝑖 𝐴𝑒,𝑧

(104)

When this is substituted into (102) as the liquid species’ effective cross-sectional flow area,
the result includes the constant property, density, the constant user input, area, the variable that
is solved in other equations, velocity, the mass transfer phase change defined in (103), and the
liquid fraction.

2

2

𝑚̇ = 𝜌𝐴𝑒,𝑧 Δ (𝑣𝜙 𝑓𝑙3 ) + 𝜌𝐴𝑒,𝑧 Δ (𝑣𝑧 𝑓𝑙3 ) − Γ

Γ=

𝑄̇
ℎ𝑓𝑔

(105)

(106)

The mass transfer due to phase change is defined as the heat rate entering the node,
divided by the latent heat of vaporization. This yields a mass flow rate of fluid that can be
vaporized with that much heat. In the evaporator sections, the liquid regions are losing this heat
(-) and the vapor regions are gaining it (+). In the condenser sections, the signs are switched.
Similarly, when calculating the mass transfer due to phase change, the liquid and vapor section
have opposite signs.
When (105) is converted into a differential equation, the density cancels out and the
equation becomes the liquid equation of continuity used in Blinky and shown in (107). The vapor
equation of continuity is the standard cylindrical form, shown in (108).
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2
2
𝜕
1 𝜕
𝜕
Γ
(𝑓𝑙 ) = −
(𝑣𝜙 𝑓𝑙3 ) − (𝑣𝑧 𝑓𝑙3 ) −
𝜕𝑡
𝑟 𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑧
𝑉𝑔

(107)

𝜕
𝜕
1 𝜕
𝜕
1
Γ
(𝜌) = − (𝜌𝑣𝑟 ) −
(𝜌𝑣𝜙 ) − (𝜌𝑣𝑧 ) − 𝜌𝑣𝑟 −
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑟
𝑟 𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑧
𝑟
𝑉𝑔

(108)

The equations of motion did not require substantial alterations for Blinky. The most
notable difference was that Bird automatically substitutes the equation of continuity into the
equation of motion’s velocity substantial derivative. In the incompressible form of the equations,
the continuity equation’s left-hand side is 0, so it simply cancels half of the substantial derivative’s
terms. Because the equation of continuity is not in a form that allows for a more convenient
equation of motion, its substitution was omitted here.
Additionally, because the terms from many different forms of equations are grouped into
the same derivatives, sometimes those terms do not share the same constants. When this happens,
the constants are noted inside of the derivative as 𝑥̆, which denotes a constant term with respect
to that partial derivative. In the program, they are indexed at (i,j,k,t) (the active node) while the
variables that are being differentiated will have a +1 or -1 on the relevant indices.
The liquid equations of motion are given in (109) for the azimuthal direction, and (110) for
the axial direction.

𝜕
𝜇 𝜕
𝜌 𝜕
1 𝜕
𝜕
𝜕2
2𝜇 𝜕 2
2
(
)
(𝑣
)
(𝑣
)
(𝑣
)
(𝑣
)
(𝑣
)
(𝑣 )
𝜌
=
−
−
𝑝 −𝜌
𝑣 +𝜇 2 𝜙 + 2
𝜕𝑡 𝜙
𝑟 𝜕𝑟 𝜙
𝑟 𝜕𝜙 𝜙
𝑟 𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑧 𝑧 𝜙
𝜕𝑟
𝑟 𝜕𝜙 2 𝜙
+𝜇

𝜌

(109)

𝐹𝜙
𝜕2
𝜇 𝜕2
𝜇
(𝑣𝑧 ) − 2 𝑣𝜙 + 𝜌𝑔𝜙 +
(𝑣
)
+
𝜙
2
𝜕𝑧
𝑟 𝜕𝜙𝜕𝑧
𝑟
𝑉𝑔

𝜕
𝜇 𝜕
𝜌 𝜕
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕2
𝜇 𝜕2
(𝑣𝑧 ) =
(𝑣𝑧 ) −
(𝑣 )
(𝑣𝜙 𝑣𝑧 ) − 𝜌 (𝑣𝑧2 ) − (𝑝) + 𝜇 2 (𝑣𝑧 ) + 2
𝜕𝑡
𝑟 𝜕𝑟
𝑟 𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑟
𝑟 𝜕𝜙 2 𝑧
+ 2𝜇

𝜕2
𝜇 𝜕2
𝐹𝑧
(
)
(𝑣𝜙 ) + 𝜌𝑔𝑧 +
𝑣
+
𝑧
2
𝜕𝑧
𝑟 𝜕𝜙𝜕𝑧
𝑉𝑔
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(110)

The vapor equations of motion are given in (111) for the radial direction, (112) for the
azimuthal direction, and (113) for the axial direction.

𝜕
𝜕
4̆
𝜇
1 𝜕
1̆
𝜇
𝜕
(𝜌𝑣𝑟 ) = (−𝜌𝑣𝑟2 − 𝑝 +
𝑣𝑟 ) +
(−𝜌𝑣𝜙 𝑣𝑟 −
𝑣𝜙 ) + (−𝜌𝑣𝑧 𝑣𝑟 )
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑟
3𝑟
𝑟 𝜕𝜙
3𝑟
𝜕𝑧
+

(111)

𝜕2 4
1 𝜕2
𝜕2
𝜕2 1 ̆
𝜇
𝜕2 1
(
)
(
)
(
𝜇
̆𝑣
)
+
𝜇
̆𝑣
+
𝜇
̆𝑣
+
(
𝑣
)
+
( 𝜇̆𝑣 )
𝑟
𝑟
𝜕𝑟 2 3 𝑟
𝑟 2 𝜕𝜙 2
𝜕𝑧 2
𝜕𝑟𝜕𝜙 3 𝑟 𝜙
𝜕𝑟𝜕𝑧 3 𝑧

1 2 4𝜇
𝐹𝑟
+ 𝜌𝑣𝜙
− 2 𝑣𝑟 + 𝜌𝑔𝑟 +
𝑟
3𝑟
𝑉𝑔
𝜕
𝜕
𝜇̆
1 𝜕
7 𝜇̆
𝜕
𝜕2
2
(𝜌𝑣𝜙 ) = (−𝜌𝑣𝑟 𝑣𝜙 + 𝑣𝜙 ) +
(−𝜌𝑣𝜙
−𝑝+
𝑣𝑟 ) + (−𝜌𝑣𝑧 𝑣𝜙 ) + 2 (𝜇̆𝑣𝜙 )
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑟
𝑟
𝑟 𝜕𝜙
3𝑟
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑟
+

(112)

1 𝜕2 4
𝜕2
1 𝜕2 1
1 𝜕2 1
(𝜇
)
(
𝜇
̆𝑣
)
+
̆𝑣
+
(
𝜇
̆𝑣
)
+
( 𝜇̆𝑣 )
𝜙
𝑟 2 𝜕𝜙 2 3 𝜙
𝜕𝑧 2
𝑟 𝜕𝑟𝜕𝜙 3 𝑟
𝑟 𝜕𝜙𝜕𝑧 3 𝑧

𝐹𝜙
1
𝜇
− 𝜌𝑣𝑟 𝑣𝜙 − 2 𝑣𝜙 + 𝜌𝑔𝜙 +
𝑟
𝑟
𝑉𝑔
𝜕
𝜕
𝜇̆
1 𝜕
𝜕
1̆
𝜇
𝜕2
(𝜌𝑣𝑧 ) = (−𝜌𝑣𝑟 𝑣𝑧 + 𝑣𝑧 ) +
(−𝜌𝑣𝜙 𝑣𝑧 ) + (−𝜌𝑣𝑧2 − 𝑝 +
𝑣𝑟 ) + 2 (𝜇̆𝑣𝑧 )
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑟
𝑟
𝑟 𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑧
3𝑟
𝜕𝑟
+

1 𝜕2
𝜕2 4
𝜕2 1
1 𝜕2 1
(
)
𝜇
̆𝑣
+
(
𝜇
̆𝑣
)
+
(
𝜇
̆𝑣
)
+
( 𝜇̆𝑣 ) + 𝜌𝑔𝑧
𝑧
𝑟 2 𝜕𝜙 2
𝜕𝑧 2 3 𝑧
𝜕𝑟𝜕𝑧 3 𝑟
𝑟 𝜕𝜙𝜕𝑧 3 𝜙

+

𝐹𝑧
𝑉𝑔

(113)

The fundamental equation of energy in terms of temperature, given by Bird, was shown in
(3) in the Introduction. The liquid equation of energy shown in (114) is the standard form of (3)
when grouped into terms by derivative. It assumed incompressibility and no radial velocity or
changes in the radial direction, so the entire radial equation of motion was able to be neglected.
Newton’s Law of Viscosity was used to define the viscous stress, τ, and Fourier’s Law of Heat
Conduction was used to solve for the heat flux and incorporate temperature into the equation,
which was the goal to solve for. The term with the pressure derivative with respect to temperature
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𝑇 𝜕𝜌

(defined here as the isobaric compressibility), 𝜌 𝜕𝑇 , could be set to zero for fluids with constant
density. Although this was originally assumed, the liquid equations behaved far better when this
term was not omitted, so it was retained.

(114)

̆
𝜕
𝑇
𝜕𝜌
(𝜌𝑐
̆𝑝 𝑇 + (
) 𝑝)
𝜕𝑡
𝜌 𝜕𝑇
=

̆
1𝜕
1 𝜕
𝑇
𝜕𝜌
(𝑘̆𝑇 − 2𝜇𝑣
̆𝜙 𝑣𝜙 ) −
(𝜌𝑐
̆𝑝 𝑇𝑣𝜙 + (
) 𝑝𝑣𝜙 )
𝑟 𝜕𝑟
𝑟 𝜕𝜙
𝜌 𝜕𝑇

̆
𝜕
𝑇
𝜕𝜌
𝜕2
𝑘 𝜕2
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(
)
(
)
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̆𝑝 𝑇𝑣𝑧 + (
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𝑇 + 𝑘 2 (𝑇)
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𝜌 𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑟
𝑟 𝜕𝜙 2
𝜕𝑧
2

2

2

𝜕𝑣𝜙
𝜕𝑣𝜙
𝜕𝑣𝑧 2 2𝜇 𝜕𝑣𝜙
𝜇 𝜕𝑣𝑧 2
+𝜇 (
) +𝜇 (
) + 2 (
) + 2 (
) +𝜇 (
)
𝜕𝑟
𝜕𝑟
𝑟
𝜕𝜙
𝑟
𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑣𝑧 2 2𝜇 𝜕𝑣𝑧 𝜕𝑣𝜙
𝜇 2
+ 2𝜇 (
) +
(
)(
) + 2 𝑣𝜙
𝜕𝑧
𝑟 𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑧
𝑟

The vapor equation of energy had the most changes between the standard, incompressible
derivation and the equation needed for a compressible vapor. Because the equation of energy in
terms of temperature was derived from the equation of internal energy using the assumption of
incompressibility, this derivation had to start from that point. (115) shows the equation of change
for internal energy from (Bird, Stewart, & Lightfoot, 2007). (114) is the definition of the
substantial derivative.

𝐷𝜌𝑢
= −(𝛁 ∙ 𝑞) − 𝑝(𝛁 ∙ 𝐯) − (𝛕: 𝛁𝐯)
𝐷𝑡

(115)

𝐷𝜌𝑢
𝜕𝜌𝑢
=
+ (𝛁 ∙ 𝜌𝑢𝐯)
𝐷𝑡
𝜕𝑡

(116)
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The pressure term in (115) is the “reversible rate of internal energy increase per unit
volume by compression” (Bird, Stewart, & Lightfoot, 2007). It is omitted immediately in an
incompressible derivation but was necessary in this heat pipe model due to the significant effects
of compression. Additionally, Bird’s derivation included many thermodynamic relationships that
were used with the assumption of incompressibility, so terms were omitted through that process.
The following equations define the definitions that were later substituted into the equation of
energy, and those substitutions will be shown subsequently.

𝑢 =ℎ−

𝑑ℎ = (

𝑝
𝜌

𝜕ℎ
𝜕ℎ
) 𝑝 𝑑𝑇 + ( ) 𝑑𝑃
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑝 𝑇

(117)
(118)

1
𝜕𝜌
𝜕ℎ
𝜕ℎ
1
( ) 𝑝 𝑑𝑇 + ( ) 𝑑𝑃 = 𝑐𝑝 𝑑𝑇 + − 𝑇 ( ) 𝑑𝑃 = 𝑑ℎ
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑝 𝑇
𝜌
𝜕𝑇
[
𝑝]

(119)

𝐷ℎ
𝐷𝑇
1 𝑇 𝜕𝜌
𝐷𝑃
= 𝑐𝑝
+[ + 2( ) ]
𝐷𝑡
𝐷𝑡
𝜌 𝜌 𝜕𝑇 𝑝 𝐷𝑡

(120)

When (117) is substituted into (115), (121) shows the first point in which the
incompressibility assumption makes an impact. The density is factored out of the substantial
derivative, but when left in, the chain rule creates two substantial derivatives, one for density and
one for enthalpy. Enthalpy is a useful property that is determined in the sodium subroutine for
the constant value with the density substantial derivative. The enthalpy within the substantial
derivative could be left as it is in (116) to solve, but the goal of this derivation is to end up in a form
that can solve for temperature, so the enthalpy must be substituted with (120).
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𝜌

𝜌 [𝑐𝑝

𝜌𝑐𝑝

𝐷ℎ
𝐷𝜌 𝐷𝑝
+ℎ
−
= −(𝛁 ∙ 𝑞) − 𝑝(𝛁 ∙ 𝐯) − (𝛕: 𝛁𝐯)
𝐷𝑡
𝐷𝑡 𝐷𝑡

(121)

𝐷𝑇
1 𝑇 𝜕𝜌
𝐷𝑃
𝐷𝜌 𝐷𝑝
]+ℎ
+[ + 2( ) ]
−
= −(𝛁 ∙ 𝑞) − 𝑝(𝛁 ∙ 𝐯) − (𝛕: 𝛁𝐯)
𝐷𝑡
𝜌 𝜌 𝜕𝑇 𝑝 𝐷𝑡
𝐷𝑡 𝐷𝑡

(122)

𝐷𝑇 𝐷𝑃 𝑇 𝜕𝜌 𝐷𝑃
𝐷𝜌 𝐷𝑝
+
+ ( )
+ℎ
−
= −(𝛁 ∙ 𝑞) − 𝑝(𝛁 ∙ 𝐯) − (𝛕: 𝛁𝐯)
𝐷𝑡 𝐷𝑡 𝜌 𝜕𝑇 𝑝 𝐷𝑡
𝐷𝑡 𝐷𝑡

(123)

𝐷𝑇 𝑇 𝜕𝜌 𝐷𝑃
𝐷𝜌
+ ( )
+ℎ
= −(𝛁 ∙ 𝑞) − 𝑝(𝛁 ∙ 𝐯) − (𝛕: 𝛁𝐯)
𝐷𝑡 𝜌 𝜕𝑇 𝑝 𝐷𝑡
𝐷𝑡

(124)

𝜌𝑐𝑝

The isobaric compressibility can be approximated as -1 if the vapor is an ideal gas, but
based on the sodium properties, it was clear that sodium was not sufficiently ideal for this
assumption. The isobaric compressibility was then added as a function in the sodium property file
and is defined in Chapter 3. Finally, the terms in (124) could be expanded and grouped by
derivative, just like the other equations. Newton’s Law of Viscosity was used to define the viscous
stress, τ, and Fourier’s Law of Heat Conduction was used to solve for the heat flux and incorporate
temperature into the equation. The final form of the vapor energy equation is shown in (125).
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(125)

̆
𝜕
𝑇
𝜕𝜌
(𝜌𝑐
̆𝑝 𝑇 + (
) 𝑝 + ℎ̆ 𝜌)
𝜕𝑡
𝜌 𝜕𝑇
=

̆
̆
𝜕
𝑇
𝜕𝜌
4 𝜇̆
𝑘
𝜇̆
(−𝑣𝑟 (𝜌𝑐
̆𝑝 𝑇 + (
) 𝑝 + ℎ̆ 𝜌 + 𝑝̆ +
𝑣̆𝑟 ) + 𝑇 − 2 𝑣̆𝜙 𝑣𝜙 )
𝜕𝑟
𝜌 𝜕𝑇
3𝑟
𝑟
𝑟

+

̆
1 𝜕
𝑇
𝜕𝜌
8 𝜇̆
𝜇̆
(−𝑣𝜙 (𝜌𝑐
̆𝑝 𝑇 + (
) 𝑝 + ℎ̆ 𝜌 + 𝑝̆ −
𝑣̆𝑟 ) − 2 𝑣̆𝜙 𝑣𝑟 )
𝑟 𝜕𝜙
𝜌 𝜕𝑇
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𝑟

+
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𝜕
𝑇
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3
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3
𝜕𝑟
𝜕𝑧
𝜇 𝜕𝑣𝑧 𝜕𝑣𝑟
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𝜇 2
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(
)(
)+2 (
)(
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𝑟 𝜕𝑟
𝜕𝑧
3 𝑟 𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑧
𝑟 𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑧
𝑟
𝑟
+

4𝜇 2
𝑣
3 𝑟2 𝑟

Blinky was written in C++ per the recommendation of Los Alamos National Laboratory
model developers. This is partly because it was originally intended to be a part of the MOOSE
suite. It consists of the main program, Blinky, as well as three required library files. These are the
sodium property functions, the mesh geometry calculator, and the heat pipe indexing class. The
sodium property functions provide the sodium property data necessary to solve the governing
equations. They are defined extensively in Chapter 3. The mesh geometry calculator was designed
for the metal screen mesh commonly used in Los Alamos National Laboratory alkali metal heat
pipes. It evaluates the necessary parameters (mesh volume and mesh hole site density) to
incorporate the wick into Blinky’s equations. The heat pipe indexing class creates a new data type
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called HeatPipeIndex that functions as a 4D array in terms of r, φ, z, and t. It assigns the secondto-last node (n) in the φ direction the value of node 1 and assigns node 1 the value of the last node
(n+1). This creates the boundary condition wrapping effect described in Section 4.2. It also assigns
node 0 in the r direction the value of node 1 at 180 degrees away from (opposite of) node 1 at the
same azimuthal point. The complete code files for the main program and each of the three
supporting libraries are included in the appendices for reference and posterity.

Figure 14
Operational Diagram of Blinky in Nuclear Reactor Analysis

Note. This details the inputs and outputs of a transient reactor analysis, and how the multiple
programs use information from each other to create a better analysis.
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One of the two most important parts of this code was its ability to couple to a thermal
software so that nuclear reactors cooled by heat pipes could be modeled completely, especially for
cases with more extreme temperature and heat profiles across the reactor (and therefore also the
heat pipes). A diagram of the interactions between Blinky, a thermal program, and a neutronics
program is shown in Figure 14. The premise of Blinky’s design was based on the input from
designers and analysts at Los Alamos National Laboratory, especially AJ Fallgren, who had
coupled the Los Alamos National Laboratory-developed nuclear transport code, MCNP, with the
commercial FEA software used for thermal and structural analysis, Abaqus, using a Python script.
The ultimate goal of this work was to be scripted into the same scheme, so Blinky was built to
speak easily to Abaqus. It requires some user inputs outside of the MCNP and Abaqus suite, such
as the mesh properties and heat pipe dimensions, but otherwise simply uses the dimensional,
temperature, and heat pipe values from the other programs.
Figure 15 shows how the communication between the thermal program ideally functions.
Currently most nuclear reactor researchers approximate heat pipes in Abaqus as a cylindrical void
with a high-conductivity boundary condition. This works well enough for steady, standard
operation, but would not change with transience as it is supposed to, or generally function as a
heat pipe. To fill this modeling void, Blinky’s priority output is a temperature boundary condition
that Abaqus can use to bound the reactor. This temperature from Blinky serves as a replacement
for the high thermal conductivity boundary condition. Blinky only evaluates the fluid’s heat
transfer and motion, leaving the shell to the Abaqus model.
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Figure 15
Heat Pipe/Nuclear Reactor Numerical Interface

Note. The grey nodes are the solid wall (shell) in contact with the heat pipe working fluid. They
are the subject nodes in a thermal (Abaqus) model (right side of figure), but the boundary nodes
in Blinky (left side of figure). The blue nodes are the fluid within the heat pipe which touches the
outer surface; the furthest nodes in Blinky’s analysis. They are the subject in Blinky (left side of
figure), but the boundary nodes in a thermal (Abaqus) model (right side of figure).
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The nodes on the interface between the Abaqus reactor model and the Blinky heat pipe
fluid model are either active nodes or boundary nodes depending on which program it is in
reference to. Regardless, nodes on both sides of the interface are used in both programs. Abaqus
provides the temperature boundary condition to Blinky by sharing its outer node temperature
data, and Blinky provides the temperature boundary nodes to Abaqus by sharing its radially
outermost liquid annulus nodes. These temperatures are evaluated in each program and then
used in the other, resulting in a highly iterative process.
At this time, Blinky’s inputs must be collected in a separate file to couple with Abaqus or
another thermal program. The inputs are uniquely designed to accept nodal values rather than
the standard input of functions, which will allow for the Abaqus data to be directly used in Blinky.
However, the inputs are not perfectly structured for coupling, because the desired thermal code
and the method of programming used to couple them impact how they should be coded. Blinky is
intended to remain available for all possible coupling options due to the changing needs and
capabilities of modern analysis software. While the ultimate goal is to couple Blinky to a thermal
program or integrate it into a heat pipe program that already has this capability, such as Sockeye
or THROHPUT, the goal of this work was simply to demonstrate Blinky’s ability to use the data it
could receive from a thermal program (boundary temperature and incident heat rate or heat flux)
to generate and return data (boundary temperature) that can be used in the thermal program, and
to analyze the azimuthal changes within the heat pipe and from axially- and azimuthally-variable
boundary conditions and heat inputs. The scope of work did not include coupling Blinky but
would have been well-served if Los Alamos National Laboratory had sufficient funding for a
software engineer to create the python code which could couple it to Abaqus. Instead, the SAFE30 data is used to simulate the inputs from a thermal program, and Blinky simply runs using
them.
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5
5.1

Results

SAFE-30 Comparisons
To validate Blinky’s heat pipe simulation, the data from SAFE-30 was used as a point of

comparison. In the SAFE-30 experiments, a sodium heat pipe was tested with a transient heat
rate into the evaporator that increased for the first half of the experiment and decreased for the
second half. It was tested in a vacuum chamber for over six hours and five thermocouples placed
on the outer wall of the heat pipe were monitored. Electrical heaters were placed around the
evaporator section of the heat pipe and the electrical current and voltage were measured as a
function of time as the heat was applied. The heat rate out of the condenser end of the heat pipe
was determined by calculating the radiant heat transfer between the condenser heat pipe wall and
the cooled vacuum chamber walls. The measured heat flow into the evaporator and out of the
condenser during the SAFE-30 experiments were used to define the mass transfer due to phase
change. Figure 16 shows the experimental setup as it was applied to Blinky.
The data from SAFE-30 were set as the boundary conditions, representing the values that
would be passed to Blinky from an external, coupled thermal program. Blinky then operated for
the input time period of 0.1s (divided into much smaller computational time steps to ensure
stability) and converged on an internal profile. These profiles are shown in Figure 17, Figure 18,
Figure 19, Figure 20, and Figure 21 as 0.1s segments from the SAFE-30 heat pipe experiment. The
segments were separated by 30-minute intervals starting from a point distinctly after the startup
phase was complete and the heat pipe was in standard operation, 7200s. Blinky was not intended
to simulate startup where sodium is still in a solid phase. This is due to the complexity of the
startup physics and the many current programs that already simulate it exceptionally well, such
as THROHPUT.
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Figure 16
SAFE-30 Experiment Diagram and Reported Values

Note. 1D, axially dependent configuration of the SAFE-30 experimental geometry and incident
heat rates. Internal nodes were set to 50 for best approximation. Heat arrows not to scale.

The 0.1s segments represent an iteration of a thermal code’s nuclear reactor analysis, with
boundary nodes’ temperatures and heat fluxes defined as inputs to Blinky. Blinky then output the
temperature profile at the radially outermost liquid nodes, which are the solid blue lines in Figure
17, Figure 18, Figure 19, Figure 20, and Figure 21. This temperature profile and that of the vapor
nodes (bright red line with thick dashes) are plotted against the local vapor temperature profile
determined by HTPIPE for the same experimental point in time (green line with medium dashes),
and against the five axials points of thermocouple data from the SAFE-30 experiment (red/brown
line with x’s as each data point). The evaporator/condenser boundary is denoted by the vertical
line at 0.43m.
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Additionally, 2D contour plots are presented for the temperature, pressure, density, and
velocities in Figures 23-28 for one selected time step. 9000s was chosen due to the smoothness
of the SAFE-30 thermocouple reference data, and because of its more average temperature range.

Figure 17
Axial Temperature Profile for SAFE-30 Wall Clock t=7200s
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Note. Comparison of Blinky internal temperature profile for liquid and vapor nodes against
HTPIPE simulation and SAFE-30 experiment’s thermocouples (Exp TC). Error bars reflect an
estimated 1% uncertainty of Type C thermocouples used in SAFE-30 experiment (Reid, Sena, &
Martinez, 2000).
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Figure 18
Axial Temperature Profile for SAFE-30 Wall Clock t=9000s
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Note. Comparison of Blinky internal temperature profile for liquid and vapor nodes against
HTPIPE simulation and SAFE-30 experiment’s thermocouples (Exp TC). Error bars reflect an
estimated 1% uncertainty of Type C thermocouples used in SAFE-30 experiment (Reid, Sena, &
Martinez, 2000).
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Figure 19
Axial Temperature Profile for SAFE-30 Wall Clock t=10800s
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Note. Comparison of Blinky internal temperature profile for liquid and vapor nodes against
HTPIPE simulation and SAFE-30 experiment’s thermocouples (Exp TC). Error bars reflect an
estimated 1% uncertainty of Type C thermocouples used in SAFE-30 experiment (Reid, Sena, &
Martinez, 2000).
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Figure 20
Axial Temperature Profile for SAFE-30 Wall Clock t=12600s
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Note. Comparison of Blinky internal temperature profile for liquid and vapor nodes against
HTPIPE simulation and SAFE-30 experiment’s thermocouples (Exp TC). Error bars reflect an
estimated 1% uncertainty of Type C thermocouples used in SAFE-30 experiment (Reid, Sena, &
Martinez, 2000).
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Figure 21
Axial Temperature Profile for SAFE-30 Wall Clock t=14400s
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Note. Comparison of Blinky internal temperature profile for liquid and vapor nodes against
HTPIPE simulation and SAFE-30 experiment’s thermocouples (Exp TC). Error bars reflect an
estimated 1% uncertainty of Type C thermocouples used in SAFE-30 experiment (Reid, Sena, &
Martinez, 2000).
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Figure 22
Temperature Distribution (r, z) for SAFE-30 Wall Clock t=7200s

Note. The temperature distribution shows a seemingly small change between the liquid and vapor
regions (located at R=8.7mm), but a large gradient and drop at the end of the condenser. The
vapor and liquid within the heat pipe are almost isothermal for most of the length of the heat pipe,
as expected for saturated flow.
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Figure 23
Temperature Distribution (r, z) for SAFE-30 Wall Clock t=9000s

Note. The temperature distribution shows a significant difference between the liquid and vapor
regions (located at R=8.7mm).
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Figure 24
Pressure Distribution (r, z) for SAFE-30 Wall Clock t=9000s

Note. The pressure shows a significant difference between the liquid and vapor regions (located
at R=8.7mm).
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Figure 25
Density Distribution (r, z) for SAFE-30 Wall Clock t=9000s

Note. The density distribution reflects the 10,000-factor difference between the liquid and vapor
regions (located at R=8.7mm) that overshadows every other physical phenomenon. Unlike the
temperature and pressure, the density is grossly different between the liquid and vapor phases,
even at the same thermodynamic state (saturation).
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Figure 26
Radial Velocity Distribution (r, z) for SAFE-30 Wall Clock t=9000s

Note. This plot partially calibrates the others because the radial velocity is 0.0 m/s in the liquid
nodes (R=8.7 – 11.05mm). Interestingly, the radial velocity peaks at the centerline of the vapor
core, possibly indicating bifurcating or other nonuniform flow.
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Figure 27
Azimuthal Velocity Distribution (r, z) for SAFE-30 Wall Clock t=9000s

Note. Due to the lack of boundary conditions that would drive azimuthal flow, it is physically
sensible that the azimuthal velocity should be at or close to 0.0 m/s. The azimuthal velocity is
nonzero at the centerline of the vapor core, possibly indicating bifurcating or other nonuniform
flow. Only two azimuthal nodes were used for this simulation because the heat pipe wall
temperature distribution is set to be axisymmetric.
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Figure 28
Axial Velocity Distribution (r, z) for SAFE-30 Wall Clock t=9000s

Note. The axial flow is the most likely to be of note in this configuration. The liquid velocity was
initialized as a fixed, -0.1m/s value and the vapor velocity was initialized with 0m/s on the ends
and 100m/s in the center to drive the flow in an expected way. It settled such that the small return
velocity in the liquid is nearly negligible, and the close-proximity vapor nodes slowed slightly due
to the nearly stationary neighboring flow.

The temperature data in Figures 17-21 show good agreement between Blinky’s results, the
HTPIPE vapor temperature approximation, and the SAFE-30 thermocouple data. The error bars
denote a +/-1% difference, and all values fall within this range. This demonstrates that Blinky is
capable of modeling the basic SAFE-30 experiment within the experimental error range. The
liquid temperature is the nearest to the boundary and therefore the most easily verifiable. But all
the internal behavior calculated from Blinky is determined exclusively by formulas and principles
and has not been validated experimentally. Without experimental results to define the internal
behavior of an alkali metal heat pipe, analysts attempt to approximate the most likely behavior
given the information available. There is currently no experimental data available that shows the
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internal temperature, heat flux, velocity, local pressure, or phase of the fluid inside an alkali metal
heat pipe and this limits the ability to compare the internal predictions of these variables to actual
experimental data. This has been a significant impairment since THROHPUT in 1988. The
internal flow predicted by Blinky does, however, provide a good match with the temperature
profile measured on the surface of the heat pipe during the SAFE-30 experiments as shown in
Figures 17-21.
In addition to the good agreement with expected results, the radial and azimuthal velocity
plots revealed a potentially noteworthy effect: very small non-axial velocities at the innermost
vapor nodes. The axial velocity decidedly dominates the flow, and the azimuthal and radial
velocities in the innermost nodes are small enough to be neglected but form a flow path of
potential interest. The radial and azimuthal velocities were both initialized to 0.1 in the vapor
regions, and -0.1 in the liquid regions to avoid errors due to zero-valued initial conditions. While
the outer nodes’ azimuthal and radial velocities were dampened during the simulation or
maintained a magnitude of 0.1m/s or less, the two innermost radial nodes experienced increased
velocities up to ten times larger than the initial values. These values are still less than 1% of the
axial flow so are arguably negligible and likely the consequence of computational uncertainty or
truncation errors, but their pattern resembled a flow path that would occur if the heat pipe was
exposed to azimuthally nonuniform heating. The azimuthal velocities flow in opposing directions
on each side (the right side flows counterclockwise and the left side flows clockwise), and the
radial velocities flow inwards from the outside of the pipe towards the center. This could be simple
error, the natural path of azimuthal input induced flow preserved with trivial values, or glimpses
of physical phenomena that are not otherwise characterized in a heat pipe analysis due to the lack
of azimuthal variations, such as large-scale eddies. If there is any possibility of the unique internal
flow phenomena, it should be investigated further through further modeling with Blinky and
experimentation.
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It is conspicuous in the 1D plots and obvious in the 2D plots that the temperature and
pressure drop most noticeably in the last few nodes of the condenser region. While HTPIPE’s data
was produced using only the input heat and evaporator exit temperature (approximately equal to
the temperature at second node), Blinky used the thermocouple data as boundary conditions, and
therefore would respond to the SAFE-30 data regardless of whether it was physically correct or
erroneous. The thermocouple and Blinky data trend together, even occasionally opposing the
HTPIPE data, and they drop at the condenser end in 4 out of 5 of the time steps. Consequentially,
the temperature and pressure drop at the end of the condenser could be the physical behavior of
the heat pipe that HTPIPE could not consider, or it could be the result of some combination of
errors or uncertainties from the SAFE-30 experiment.
The most likely behavior that would be present in an experiment but not accounted for in
the 1D HTPIPE program is condenser pooling. The lead of the SAFE-30 experiment, Reid, fills his
heat pipes with the amount of fluid required to saturate the wick with liquid during nominal
operation, plus 20%. This results in additional liquid buildup in the condenser during nominal
operation, called condenser pooling. Overfilling is done to ensure that the heat pipe does not dry
out, which would result in operational failure and generally destroys the heat pipe. It also does
not significantly diminish the effectiveness of the heat pipe. Having a buildup of liquid at the end
of the condenser is known to cause the temperature and pressure profiles to drop off at the
location of the pool.
If this effect is due to experimental error, it would likely be the result of thermocouple
uncertainty. The thermocouple data from the SAFE-30 experiment (“Exp TC” in the plot legend)
was limited in quantity and accuracy. There were only 5 thermocouples placed on a heat pipe of
956 cm2, which meant there was no redundancy or even a well-defined profile. The thermocouples
had a variation in readouts prior to beginning the heat addition of approximately +/- 2 K in the
experiment, which indicates a possible calibration error. Additionally, the Type C thermocouples
that were used are not common enough to have many available data sheets, so common
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thermocouple uncertainty was assumed: 1% of the readout. This is reflected in the error bars of
each of the thermocouple data points in the 1D plots. Based on these error bars, the temperature
profile on the surface of the SAFE-30 sodium heat pipe could have been flat in every time point
shown except for 7200s, because moving all of the points to the maximum or minimum
temperature would still be within the error bars. But at 7200s, that condenser drop was larger
than the +/-1% error bar, signifying a greater likelihood that although experimental uncertainty
and errors could be affecting the temperature curve shapes, the condenser drop is most likely
reflecting the physical response to condenser pooling.
In addition to the thermocouple measurements, another possible source of error is the
sampling rate of the data. Although this is due to the experiment, it would not be reflected in the
experimental data, but would impact Blinky’s operation due to the high-fidelity modeling. Blinky
is designed to compute the heat pipe behavior on a time scale equivalent to the time step used in
a thermal program. This is likely on the order of seconds or fractions of seconds, so the SAFE-30
thermocouple and heat data was interpolated to get the values at these smaller steps.
Unfortunately, the available data seemed to have been taken at different time intervals for each
thermocouple and heat, so they did not line up in time. The time steps varied from 2-11 minutes
in length, meaning it is possible that the smaller time steps used in Blinky did not actually reflect
the physical operation at that moment in time, because the data used was assumed to linearly fall
between points that could be as much as 6600 times larger than the time step used for
computation. Therefore, it will be exciting to see how Blinky performs with a similarly highfidelity nuclear reactor thermal model providing the input data.
It is important to note that while a computational coupling would place the boundary
nodes directly in contact with Blinky’s outermost fluid nodes, that was not the case for SAFE-30.
Because current thermal analyses include the heat pipe shell in their structure, it was important
to omit the shell from the model in Blinky. There are likely some errors in the heat transfer, and
consequentially the temperature, of Blinky’s internal nodes relative to the thermocouple data as
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a consequence of neglecting the 0.165cm (approximately 1/16”) thick stainless-steel shell. This
will not be an issue in a coupled simulation.
The first purpose of Blinky is to take the boundary conditions and incident heat from an
outside source (ultimately a thermal model) and iterate with that source for a piece-by-piece
transient analysis that could use information from previous pieces as initial conditions for the
next. This work sought to demonstrate the Blinky could take the SAFE-30 data as boundary
conditions and incident heat rates and return the outermost temperature profile (the liquid curves
in the 1D plots, and the largest R in the 2D plots), which could be used as a boundary condition
for a future coupled thermal code. This data shows that it has succeeded heartily at this goal,
providing physically sensible temperature profiles that follow the boundary conditions well.
The second purpose of Blinky is to model azimuthal flow in a heat pipe and analyze the
operation of a heat pipe with variable incident heat rates and temperatures in any direction. The
radial and azimuthal velocities were both set to small but nonzero initial values and allowed to
dissipate due to the lack of forces which would drive those flows. Figure 26 and Figure 27 show
that the radial and azimuthal velocities both mostly dissipated but had small values at the
centerline. The insignificant non-axial flow past the center node validates the common heat pipe
analysis approach to use 1D models in nominal flow, such as this configuration of the SAFE-30
experiment. The small centerline values might be indicating some bifurcation or other
nonuniform flow that would be likely in a high-speed, two-phase, enclosed system such as a heat
pipe. Future experiments will hopefully be able to confirm or deny this hypothesis.
In the meantime, three cases are presented which seek to demonstrate the functionality
and use of azimuthal variations within the heat pipe analysis. All three take the same incident heat
flux and simply distribute it in a nonuniform way either axially or azimuthally across the
evaporator. The condenser is left unaffected for these cases. It was important that the heat
entering the heat pipe did not change from the SAFE-3o reported value to ensure that the heat
pipe would operate in the same way but would experience a property gradient due to the
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nonuniform flow and transport drivers. In the intended applications, these nonuniform heats will
be significantly different, usually greater, than the nominal incident heat. However, the other
boundary and input conditions from the thermal program would change with the different heat
as well, and that could not be approximated given only the SAFE-30 data. Therefore, the same
overall operation as in the SAFE-30 data was assumed, with the only change being the distribution
of heat and boundary temperature.
The heat fluxes from SAFE-30 at the time point being modeled were weighted with a
fractional or ratio value that defined the distribution. For example, to demonstrate an increasing
ramp of incident heat, the first node would be assigned a weight of zero, the second node a weight
of 0.5, and the third node a weight of 1. This would function as a ratio, in which the heat at each
node is equal to the incident heat times the weight, divided by the sum of all weights. Additionally,
the midpoint of each boundary node was the location of the incident heat, with internal nodes
using interpolations between the midpoints to approximate the precise heat they would
experience. Therefore, the heat was defined at the midpoints such that a linear extrapolation to
the endpoints would result in the desired minimum and maximum values.
The boundary temperature needed to be varied according to the incident heat
distributions, so was assigned the same weight as the corresponding heat flux. The parameters of
this weighting were varied until the average temperature across the distribution was equal to the
SAFE-30 thermocouple value it was based on. This was necessary to ensure that the constant
temperature boundary condition could be sufficiently similar to the SAFE-30 experiment
baseline. This way all other variables would be controlled and only the temperature and heat
distribution on the boundary would be varied from the SAFE-30 experiment.
5.2

Axial Variation of Incident Heat and Temperature

5.2.1 Sinusoidal Axial Distribution
The first nonuniform case explores a common heat profile found in nuclear reactors: a
sinusoidal distribution along the axis with nearly zero watts on either end and a maximum at the
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center. While most reactors differ from this at least slightly, it is a common approximation for
reactor axial profiles. Using the weighting method noted in Section 5.1, the incident heat was
divided into 5 equally spaced nodes and the heat flux was weighted to create a discrete sinusoidal
distribution. The configuration is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29
SAFE-30 Heat Input Distributed Sinusoidally Across the Evaporator

Note. The Qin values reported in Reid, Sena, & Martinez (2000) were distributed in a sine
distribution across the evaporator, resulting in the Q in fractions shown at each boundary input
node. Heat arrows not to scale.

With these inputs, the temperature and axial velocity were calculated and are shown in the
following figures. The pressures, densities, and other two velocities were also calculated but were
omitted because the pressure plot has the same trend as the temperature plot but with a different
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scale, the density plot’s range does not allow for distinction in the more relevant vapor range, and
the radial and azimuthal velocities changed minimally from the SAFE-30 baseline cases. The plots
are shown for only one azimuthal node, because the most likely variations of interest are in the zdirection and the azimuthal variations should be minimal.

Figure 30
Temperature Distribution (r, z) from Sine Inputs for SAFE-30 Wall Clock t=9000s

Note. The temperature distribution reflects the localized incident heat in the evaporator. This heat
dissipates across the liquid region and is notably lessened in the vapor and condenser sections.
Compared to Figure 23, the temperature distribution of the baseline SAFE-30 simulation, the
entire heat pipe seems a little bit hotter. This sinusoidal boundary condition also leads to a cool
pocket of fluid at the evaporator end of the heat pipe that extends to the pipe wall.
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Figure 31
Axial Velocity Distribution (r, z) from Sine Inputs for SAFE-30 Wall Clock t=9000s

Note. The axial velocity is again the dominating direction of flow. Only slight variations from the
SAFE-30 baseline distribution can be noted as a result of the sine distribution of heat and
temperature on the heat pipe surface, indicating that the axial flow smooths out these variations
along the heat pipe.

The temperature and axial velocity profiles of the heat pipe experiencing a sine
distribution of incident heat and temperature begin to demonstrate the impact of nonuniform
surface conditions on a heat pipe. By definition, the same amount of heat is entering the heat pipe
as was entering the SAFE-30 baseline cases, but it experiences much hotter and colder nodes in
the evaporator, especially the liquid region, compared to Figure 23. It demonstrates the
considerable smoothing of temperature nonuniformities within the heat pipe due to the heat and
mass transfer spreading it along the pipe, ultimately leaving the condenser in approximately the
same state as it was in the SAFE-30 baseline cases. The smoothing is driven by the strong velocity
profile in Figure 31 which is negligibly impacted by the nonuniform surface conditions. This shows
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that nonuniformities are most likely to impact the regions they are in direct contact with, but the
heat pipe will be able to adjust given enough space.
This does not necessarily bode well for concerns over dryout, though, as the boiling limit
is caused by excessive heat input vaporizing liquid faster than it can be replaced by new liquid and
building up in the vapor that cannot move heat as effectively as the liquid. If a localized region
will maintain such a temperature gradient within the liquid region as Figure 30 indicates, then
surface nonuniformities are more likely to flirt with the boiling limit than the uniform distribution
approximations would suggest.
Additionally, the shape of the temperature profile offered some insight into Blinky’s
capabilities for modeling double-ended heat pipes, a heat pipe design with one evaporator and
two condensers, one on each end. These are popular options for designs that can benefit from
them and being able to model them would be a tremendous boon. The left side of Figure 30 reveals
a cold spot resulting from the minimal applied heat in that area and the flow direction pulling the
nearby heat further away from it. Further investigation may reveal that heat is lost to the
environment at that point, but such an investigation is beyond Blinky’s current scope.
5.3

Azimuthal Variation of Incident Heat and Temperature
The azimuthal variations were of the greatest interest for Blinky, as no other alkali metal

heat pipe programs or experiments have investigated these effects. The first case simulated the
actual configuration of the SAFE-30 experiment if the heat rate in was not approximated as a
single value, but as multiple values applied at multiple points, which was how the experiment
truly worked with the cartridge heaters. The second case simulated a possible configuration of a
nuclear reactor’s heat distribution if a neighboring heat pipe failed, as discussed in Chapter 2, but
at a lower overall heat than a failure scenario would truly result in.
5.3.1 SAFE-30 Actual Azimuthal Distribution
Although the actual SAFE-30 experiment did have an axially- and azimuthally-variable
incident heat rate, the reported temperature and heat values were only axially-dependent. The
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experimental setup had 4 cartridge heaters that together applied the Qin heat rate reported in Reid,
Sena, & Martinez (2000). This case investigated what the internal heat pipe behavior might have
looked like during the experiment without assuming a uniform incident heat rate. The case
configuration is shown in Figure 32, where four of the six boundary nodes have an applied heat,
and the two nodes on top do not apply any heat. Each of the four cartridge heaters was assigned
an equal fraction of the total heat rate given by the combination of them. These experiments are
important for the modeling of a cascade heat pipe failure in the reactor and it is important that
the computer predictions from Blinky can predict an azimuthal variation in temperature based on
nonaxisymmetric heating.
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Figure 32
Actual SAFE-30 Experimental Configuration with Azimuthally-Distributed Incident Heat

Note. The Qin values reported in Reid, Sena, & Martinez (2000) were attributed evenly to each of
the 4 cartridge heaters, resulting in ¼ of Qin at each boundary input node.

Like in the previous section, only the temperature plots are presented as they are the most
notable and relevant of the calculated data. The axial velocity is the same as in the SAFE-30
baseline cases because nothing was changed on the r-z plane between the baseline and this case.
The most significant distinctions are on the r-φ plane, which is cross-sectional cuts at various
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points along the heat pipe length. The temperature data is presented at five of these such cuts in
the following figures so that the azimuthal profiles can be observed.

Figure 33
Temperature Distribution (r, φ) at z=0.12m for Azimuthally-Variable SAFE-30 Wall Clock
t=9000s

Note. The temperature distribution reflects the localized incident heat in the evaporator. This heat
dissipates across the liquid region and is lessened in the vapor region. This cut is taken near the
top of the evaporator. The peak value of temperature applied as a boundary condition occurs at
180 degrees.
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Figure 34
Temperature Distribution (r, φ) at z=0.24m for Azimuthally-Variable SAFE-30 Wall Clock
t=9000s

Note. 10% further down the heat pipe, the temperature has dropped and is especially smoothing
out at the core. The coldest point of the heat pipe is the same magnitude as at the previous cut,
but the hottest point is slightly less here.
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Figure 35
Temperature Distribution (r, φ) at z=0.36m for Azimuthally-Variable SAFE-30 Wall Clock
t=9000s

Note. This is the last cut in the evaporator. The temperature continues smoothing, with hot spots
and cold spots appearing less extreme, indicating homogeneity.
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Figure 36
Temperature Distribution (r, φ) at z=0.48m for Azimuthally-Variable SAFE-30 Wall Clock
t=9000s

Note. This is the first cut in the condenser. Boundary conditions here are axially and azimuthally
uniform, and the flow has smoothed out the internal responses to the evaporator nonuniformities.
The hot spot at 0/360°, where no heat was applied in the evaporator, confirms that the evaporator
boundary conditions now dominate the internal behavior.
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Figure 37
Temperature Distribution (r, φ) at z=0.96m for Azimuthally-Variable SAFE-30 Wall Clock
t=9000s

Note. The bottom of the condenser behaves the same as the top of the condenser. Uniform
conditions in this region result in uniform internal behavior.

This case is possibly the most important to demonstrate the impacts of azimuthal
boundary conditions and azimuthally-dependent internal behavior on the overall effect of heat
pipe performance and operation. This is the true configuration of the SAFE-30 experiment, while
the baseline cases presented previously are the approximations of that experiment which are
currently used by researchers. It is clear how different this temperature profile is, even with the
evaporator conditions and net heat transfer the same as the baseline conditions. Therefore, the
consequences of the azimuthally-dependent boundary conditions should not be neglected when
considering the behavior of the fluid, especially when that behavior could affect the boiling limit
and consequentially the continued successful operation of the heat pipe. While the effects of
nonuniform azimuthal heating were very apparent in the evaporator section, the vapor flow
becomes almost isothermal by the time it reaches the condenser section.
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5.3.2 Simulating Azimuthally Uneven Heating in a Reactor
This case served the purpose of representing a heat distribution like one that might be
found in a reactor. Nominal nuclear reactor operation inherently contains hot spots and heat
profiles but Figure 7 was used as a basis to define a heat distribution that a heat pipe might be
exposed to if its neighbor in a nuclear reactor failed. As previously mentioned, this distribution
did not affect the total heat entering the heat pipe because the rest of the conditions used from
the SAFE-30 data are dependent on that incident heat flux. In addition, maintaining that heat
ensured that this case would investigate only an uneven heating and boundary condition
distribution by holding all other conditions constant.
As shown in Figure 38, the heat was applied in four places. In an ideal simulation, the heat
would be applied in significantly more locations so that the heat distribution is less discrete. The
heat applied to the bottom left of the heat pipe (boundary node 3) is double that of the heat applied
to the top right of the heat pipe (boundary node 1). The nodes between these two (boundary nodes
2 and 4) were assumed to have less than linear incident heat, so were assigned 1.25 times the top
right incident heat value. This gave a total ratio distribution of 1, 1.25, 2, 1.25, which wrapped back
to 1.
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Figure 38
One Form of Reactor Configuration with Failed Neighboring Heat Pipes

Note. Layout of a possible situation in a reactor in which a neighboring heat pipe to the lower left
of the image were to fail. Heat would build up around that area at twice the rate of the opposite
side, with some additional heat between the two, representing an exponential distribution
azimuthally. Heat addition arrows not to scale.

Like in the previous section, only the temperature plots are presented as they are the most
notable and relevant of the calculated data. The axial velocity is the same as in the SAFE-30
baseline cases because nothing was changed on the r-z plane between the baseline and this case.
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The most significant distinctions are on the r-φ plane, which is cross-sectional cuts at various
points along the heat pipe length. The temperature data is presented at five of these such cuts in
the following figures so that the azimuthal profiles can be observed.

Figure 39
Temperature Distribution (r, φ) at z=0.12m of Failed Heat Pipe Reactor Simulation for SAFE30 Wall Clock t=9000s

Note. The temperature distribution reflects the localized incident heat in the evaporator. This heat
dissipates much less across the liquid region and into the vapor region compared to previous
nonuniform profiles, likely because of the higher maximum heat. Note the scale has a 20K higher
maximum but the same minimum, indicating and even more aggressive temperature distribution
and therefore greater propensity for dryout. This cut is taken near the top of the evaporator.
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Figure 40
Temperature Distribution (r, φ) at z=0.24m of Failed Heat Pipe Reactor Simulation for SAFE30 Wall Clock t=9000s

Note. 10% further down the heat pipe, the temperature has dropped and is especially smoothing
out at the same rate for all radial values, unlike the other cases. Both the coldest and hottest points
of the heat pipe have smoothed closer to a uniform temperature.
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Figure 41
Temperature Distribution (r, φ) at z=0.36m of Failed Heat Pipe Reactor Simulation for SAFE30 Wall Clock t=9000s

Note. This is the last cut in the evaporator. The temperature continues smoothing, with hot spots
and cold spots appearing less extreme, indicating homogeneity.
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Figure 42
Temperature Distribution (r, φ) at z=0.48m of Failed Heat Pipe Reactor Simulation for SAFE30 Wall Clock t=9000s

Note. This is the first cut in the condenser. Boundary conditions here are axially and azimuthally
uniform, and the flow has smoothed out the internal responses to the evaporator nonuniformities.
The striped gradients are likely a nonphysical artifact from plotting only 8 azimuthal nodes
compared to the previous case’s 18.
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Figure 43
Temperature Distribution (r, φ) at z=0.96m of Failed Heat Pipe Reactor Simulation for SAFE30 Wall Clock t=9000s

Note. The bottom of the condenser behaves the same as the top of the condenser. Uniform
conditions in this region result in uniform internal behavior.

This case is used to distinguish between forms of azimuthally varying boundary conditions
on a heat pipe by comparison to the previous case. This case has a much larger peak heat at a
single point and smaller heat rates around the rest of the heat pipe, while the SAFE-30 azimuthally
varying condition simply compresses the heat flux into 2/3 of the azimuthal area and the rest is
unheated. Both cases can occur in reactors. The SAFE-30 case could demonstrate the behavior of
a heat pipe on the edge of the reactor with fuel only surrounding 2/3 of it and the remaining area
is surrounded by structural material. This case simulates a neighboring heat pipe failure such as
that shown in the bottom left case of Figure 7, the reactor temperature distribution with two failed
heat pipes. In it, the middle heat pipe has a significantly greater temperature on its right side but
a nominal temperature on the left, and it would have matching heat rates. In one of the worstcase scenarios, the hot side of the heat pipe would have twice the incident heat rate as the other
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side, with slight increases between the two. Therefore, this case demonstrates the internal profile
of a heat pipe reacting to the additional heat not removed after a neighboring heat pipe fails. It
has the highest localized temperature and suggests the greatest likelihood of dryout, confirming
the suspicion that azimuthally varying reactor behavior has a significant impact on heat pipe
performance and cannot be neglected without a substantial factor of safety.
As an important note for generalizing the results of Blinky, this work has served the
purpose of demonstrating basic functionality through the SAFE-30 experimental data, and 3D
functionality through contrived cases of the same operational conditions with variable heat and
temperature distributions on the evaporator. In a nuclear reactor analysis, Blinky will likely be
too computationally intensive to run for nominal and uniform conditions but will be necessary in
more complex configurations. In these configurations, particularly a real failed heat pipe
simulation, the total nonuniformly-distributed incident heat rate will not be equal to the
uniformly distributed heat rate found in normal operation. The failed heat pipe simulation case
presented here had only 19% of the incident heat applied to the normally operating side, but it
would have 25% in a true simulation of cascade heat pipe failure (1/4 of the heat for 1/4 of the
nodes). The major difference is the hot side, which has 36% of the incident heat applied but would
have 50%. This is because the case presented here was normalized to 100% of the incident heat,
but a real failed heat pipe simulation would have more than 100% of the incident heat added to
the heat pipe, likely 150% or more. Boundary conditions that reflect this distribution are required
for a proper analysis and were not available for these test cases, so the normalization scheme was
the best approach to understand the azimuthally varying effects of cascade heat pipe failure on a
neighboring heat pipe until Blinky can be coupled to a reactor analysis program to provide these
boundary conditions and new cases.
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6

Conclusions

The purpose of Blinky is to simulate heat pipes in nonuniformly-heated nuclear reactors
as part of a multiphysics nuclear reactor analysis. These simulations are necessary to model the
possibility of heat pipe cascade failure in a nuclear reactor. This work served to take the first steps
towards fulfilling that purpose by creating the first sodium heat pipe model in three dimensions
to demonstrate the impact of changes in all three directions on overall operation. It also included
designing for the boundary conditions and outputs necessary to be coupled to a multiphysics
nuclear reactor analysis. It involved creating and running a transient, viscous, and multispecies
simulation of 2D, incompressible liquid and 3D, compressible vapor. This process included
defining unique geometries to approximate one species in a mixture, developing relationships and
assumptions to calculate the capillary force, researching and implementing high-temperature
liquid and vapor sodium properties at saturated and superheated states, and a truly horrendous
amount of coding. This stage of Blinky, version 52, has succeeded at completing this work’s goals,
as demonstrated in the results shown in Chapter 5.
The demonstration cases were a simulation of the SAFE-30 experiments at small time
intervals after startup and variations of this case with the incident heat flux distributed across the
evaporator. The first test case implemented the heat as an axial sine distribution. The second
implemented the heat as four discrete points of incident heat on the bottom of a hexagonal
configuration of heat pipes with the top two points left unheated, to demonstrate the actual
configuration of the SAFE-30 experiments that was approximated as a single incident heat rate
in the report. The third implemented the heat as an exponential distribution with double the heat
rate on one side of the heat pipe than on the other, and 1.25 times the small heat rate between the
two.
For the simulation of the baseline SAFE-30 experiment, Blinky’s temperature profile
agreed well with the boundary conditions. This program used only boundary conditions of the
first kind, constant temperature boundaries, because of the nature of the SAFE-30 experimental
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data. The thermocouple data was the most reliable, while the incident heat rate was determined
from the total power supplied to the heaters and the heat out was calculated as radiation heat
transfer from the condenser surface. It is clear that the incident heat will be a valuable addition
to the boundary conditions as a heat flux plus constant temperature boundary, but this work
demonstrated the 3D capabilities using the best available experimental data. It showed that the
SAFE-30 operation can be represented well in this simulation scheme and gives confidence for
future development, including expanding the boundary conditions to be of the third kind once it
is coupled with a reactor analysis for the most consistent possible boundary data.
For the axially and azimuthally varying boundary condition cases, the temperature profile
showed the most change from the baseline values as a result of the different incident heat profiles.
For lower levels of peak heating, the temperature profile smoothed out quickly. At higher peak
heat rates, the internal temperature profile persisted across more of the working fluid in all
directions. It followed the boundary conditions well but was also influenced by the flow.
Particularly in the azimuthally-nonuniform cases, the surface conditions changed immediately at
the evaporator/condenser boundary of 0.43m, or between axial nodes k = 18 and 19. However,
the temperature profile in the evaporator was influenced by the conditions in the condenser and
vice versa, as noted when observing the cross-sectional cut plots on either side of this boundary.
The temperature dissipated across the evaporator as it got closer to the condenser and was
uniform a few nodes into the condenser. This interplay between the physics of heat and mass
transfer in the fluid and the boundary conditions driving the flow were the primary goal for the
work and demonstrate both the functionality of this model and the significant impact of
azimuthally-varying boundary conditions.
One of the most interesting results was the small radial and azimuthal velocities in the
center of the vapor core even with no external forces that would drive this flow. From the
initialized velocities, they grew and changed direction to reflect circular flow paths that were
present in the azimuthally varying conditions which did have external forces driving this radial
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and azimuthal flow. While it could simply be errors, it is also possible that it is a physically
negligible ghost of the flow path visible only when azimuthal variations are considered, therefore
not a real phenomenon, but a product of the computational scheme accurately adjusting the
uniform initial conditions to the physically correct flow pattern in this geometry. It could also
point to turbulent eddies along the vapor centerline, where the velocity would be the greatest, that
are too small to be captured completely with this node sizing. These possibilities should be
investigated further, as they may reveal additional azimuthally impactful phenomena which could
influence future heat pipe design and analysis.
As a final comparison between other available sodium heat pipe operation data, the
temperature profile from Sockeye’s SAFE-30 validation (Hansel, Berry, Andrs, Kunick, &
Martineau, 2021) was compared to Blinky’s. Figure 44 shows the liquid and vapor temperature
profiles calculated by Blinky, the SAFE-30 experimental thermocouple data (provided with
estimated error bars), and the liquid, vapor, and heat pipe shell temperature profiles calculated
by Sockeye.
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Figure 44
Blinky/Sockeye Temperature Profile Comparison at SAFE-30 Wall Clock t=9600s
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Note. Comparison of Blinky internal temperature profile for liquid and vapor nodes against
Sockeye’s internal temperature profile for liquid and vapor (based on data from Hansel, Berry,
Andrs, Kunick, & Martineau (2021)), and SAFE-30 experiment’s thermocouples (Exp TC). Error
bars reflect ideal 1% error of Type C thermocouples used in SAFE-30 experiment (Reid, Sena, &
Martinez, 2000).

Figure 44 shows the temperature profile in the liquid annular layer and wick and in the
vapor channel that are predicted by Blinky based on the SAFE-30 experimental data at 9600
seconds. Blinky applied the measured temperature at the wall as a boundary condition and used
the heat flux at the evaporator and condenser wall to determine the amount of liquid sodium
converted into vapor, or the vapor converted back to liquid. This method for handling boundary
conditions of the third kind is also employed in HTPIPE and THROUPUT. The temperature
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profiles within the liquid layers and vapor channel predicted by Blinky lie within the error bars of
the measured thermocouple readings from SAFE-30. Blinky simulated the flow for 100 ms
resulting in a stable velocity and temperature distribution within the heat pipe that matched the
boundary conditions from SAFE-30 data.
By analyzing the heat pipe behavior at 9,600 seconds, it is possible to compare with the
published temperature predictions from Sockeye. The Sockeye simulation was initiated at 8,000
seconds and allowed to run for an additional 27 minutes of simulation time to reach 9,600
seconds. The heat input at the evaporator and the heat output at the condenser from the SAFE30 experiment were applied during this 27-minute period and the resulting surface temperature
distribution computed by Sockeye was compared to the SAFE-30 thermocouple data at 9,600
seconds. The agreement is good and the predicted outer shell temperature remained within the
error bars for the measured temperatures.
The sockeye data shows a significant drop in temperature at the condenser end. The
sparsity of thermocouples at the condenser end of the heat pipe prevents verification of this in the
SAFE-30 data at the heat pipe surface. Both Blinky and Sockeye predict an internal flow structure
that can match well with the experimental data. The key difference between these two computer
programs lies in the ability of Blinky to predict temperature and other variables within the heat
pipe as a function of (r, φ, z, t). As a result, Blinky can be used to analyze time-dependent cascade
heat pipe failure resulting from non-axisymmetric heating. This is a task that Sockeye was not
designed to do.
To summarize the novel work and successes at this stage of Blinky’s development, Section
6.1 describes the Novel Concepts. Based on the progress made during this work, Section 6.2
provides an outline of valuable updates and modifications that could enhance Blinky’s ability to
fulfill its entire purpose, and possibly additional goals. These will hopefully serve as
recommendations for people who may be interested in pursuing further development of this
research.
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6.1

Novel Concepts
The first novel concept was the method of building Blinky to couple with an additional

program or programs modeling a nuclear reactor. Both Sockeye and Athena are part of program
suites (MOOSE and RELAP5) that were designed specifically for this coupling. THROHPUT has
also been integrated into a larger computational environment to make this coupling easier. But
Blinky takes the special step of treating the boundary conditions as nodes in a separate mesh that
be interpolated to fit against the Blinky cylindrical nodalization. Other models generally specify
inputs at static points, which may even include functions that would allow for nonuniform
boundary conditions, but only in the axial direction. Ultimately this static input approach is more
convenient when using the program for analyzing a single heat pipe but would limit the reactor
phenomena that could be captured in a coupled analysis.
Additionally, Blinky has the advantage of being accessible to any thermal software that
could be coupled to another model through separate coupling code. MCNP and Abaqus have
already been coupled in this way, so Blinky was developed predominantly based on the
recommendations and needs expressed by researchers using this multiphysics approach. Where
other heat pipe models may be unable to couple to certain thermal programs, Blinky has the
framework to couple to any thermal programs that can output the temperatures and heat fluxes
for a set of nodes on the heat pipe/reactor boundary.
The second and most important novel concept is the azimuthally-varying boundary
conditions and azimuthally-variable internal flow. There are currently no 3D alkali metal heat
pipe models because past analysis efforts have been dedicated to ensuring no computational
power is spent on complexity that can be neglected. Therefore, heat pipe models were developed
only to the level that was needed for their intended application. It was not until recently that the
azimuthal variations rose to significance, when cascade heat pipe failure became a common
concern for the licensing of advanced reactors. While THROHPUT in 1988 and HPTAM in 1995
had reduced computational power due to the technological capabilities, they prioritized startup
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and the best 2D, transient alkali metal heat pipe models. This was revolutionary in its time as well,
considering heat pipe models were 1D and steady-state. Even some newer heat pipe models are
only 1D or pseudo 2D. But as Mueller & Tsvetkov (2020) demonstrated, all three dimensions are
becoming more relevant and the ability to run simulations with fewer assumptions has increased.
Blinky is the first to demonstrate a high-fidelity 3D analysis and will hopefully serve as the
foundation for future developments, just as the past heat pipe models did for it.
The final novel contribution by this work was not anticipated at the onset but was deemed
necessary about halfway through the process. This is the compilation of high fidelity, high
temperature sodium data in the saturated and superheated range into a function library. This
library was designed to be usable by other programs and will hopefully offer improvements to
computational analyses involving sodium of all kinds.
The sodium property improvements were deemed necessary in response to the errors and
assumptions found in the existing property data that weas used and recommended. Between the
errors in Fink & Leibowitz (1995) and the piecework approach to sodium properties in other heat
pipe models, any results calculated using these uncertain properties would be inevitably uncertain
itself. The properties were not as high of a priority for past models as the novel physics they sought
to implement, so approximations were acceptable. The most glaring assumption was used in both
THROHPUT and HPTAM, where the vapor flow behaves as an ideal gas. With the dimer and
tetramer fractions of sodium vapor as well as the vapor compressibility that both models assumed
for their governing equations, it was important that Blinky have a consistent assumption of
compressibility even in its properties. The functions created based on the data from Fink &
Leibowitz (1995) and Stone et al. (1965) were verified independently from Blinky. Both reports
had also validated their recommended property formulas against experimental data or other
commonly used formulas to determine the best fit. Although the Fink and Stone properties do not
line up at the vapor saturated/superheated interface, meaning they cannot be used together, they
have collectively created an exceptional sodium heat pipe analysis with reduced uncertainty.
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6.2

Future Work
The modifications and updates suggested here are not in the original scope of work and

are recommended for future developments.
The next important step for Blinky is to couple it to a nuclear reactor multiphysics analysis.
This will need to be performed by an engineer or computer scientist familiar with the input and
output sections of the reactor analysis programs, such as Abaqus and MCNP. Blinky is already set
up to accept arbitrary temperature distributions for a data file or other source and all
thermodynamic data within the heat pipe is available at each time step. The programmer would
need to create a routine which communicates the inputs and outputs between the programs, and
Blinky would need some basic modifications of the input set to ensure that those communications
are successful. Once this is complete, the temperature and heat rate or flux boundary conditions
could be used together in a boundary condition of the third kind, which would improve the heat
pipe’s response to its primary driving force: heat. Additionally, but less importantly, a skilled
programmer could likely optimize Blinky for shorter run times and further clean up the code.
A particularly fundamental contribution to Blinky’s further development would be more
detailed sodium heat pipe experiments. 33 and 26 years ago, Hall and Tournier both noted the
need for more and better high-temperature heat pipe experiments in their dissertations. They
were particularly interested in data for the internal behavior of the alkali metal heat pipes,
particularly to characterize the startup physics. While Blinky benefitted greatly from SAFE-30,
which was published only 21 years ago, there are still many areas of improvement and further
investigation that could be explored. Most notably, more temperature sensors could be placed in
both the axial and azimuthal directions to increase the certainty of the temperature
measurements. Additionally, both the heat out and in could be measured more precisely with heat
flux sensors, and preferably with variable distributions in the axial and azimuthal directions.
Some low-temperature heat pipe experiments have successfully used internal sensors to measure
the internal behavior of the heat pipe. If this is possible at the sodium heat pipe temperatures, the
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knowledge gained would be pivotal to advancing heat pipe models. All of the current alkali metal
heat pipe models are still waiting on experimental data to validate their internal behavior. With
some bias for the merit of azimuthal variations, the primary recommendation would be
experiments with minimal uncertainty in their measurements and with azimuthally varying cases
that can validate Blinky.
A more direct addition to Blinky is inclusion of the limit/failure flags and modes. The five
limits have varying degrees of complexity, with the simplest being the sonic limit. The speed of
sound is already calculated in the sodium subroutine, but it was not tested and modified to ensure
accuracy beyond the recommendation of Fink & Leibowitz (1995) because it was only used for
evaluating the empirical time step stability. Therefore, to have confidence in the sonic limit, both
variables in the sonic limit equation, the speed of sound and the internal velocity, would need to
be validated more. It could be implemented without these checks but would be unreliable as a
limit flag. In addition to the simplicity, the sonic limit would be a valuable first limit flag because
it only occurs at heat extremes relative to the temperature but is still commonly experienced in
application. The sonic limit should ultimately be a limit mode that the heat pipe can enter if the
limit is reached and would be the simplest to implement because it is self-correcting. Even so, the
self-correction requires the addition of choked flow limitations within the vapor of the heat pipe.
The most important limit flag and mode to incorporate would be the boiling limit. It is the
primary cause of irreversible heat pipe failure and was the concern that prompted the
development of Blinky when researchers began considering cascade heat pipe failure and
azimuthally localized dryout. It will be imperative that the boiling limit is at least flagged in future
work, but the formula will likely need to be modified due to the multiple dimensions of flow that
can prevent it. Ideally, the boiling limit could have its own mode in the future and researchers
could learn how to recover failing heat pipes before they are damaged, but this will likely need to
be created by a boiling heat transfer specialist.
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The biggest modification to Blinky would likely be to introduce startup to its operation.
The modeling of startup requires the thermodynamic properties of solid sodium and compressed
liquid sodium into the program. This would make a big difference by giving Blinky the history of
the entire heat pipe operation so it can better understand the heat flux. It would also be best
performed by using the same concepts and models as existing heat pipe programs use for their
startup, or by integrating Blinky into those existing heat pipe programs. Both options would be a
tremendous undertaking also requiring a computer scientist or software engineer, and someone
who understands the heat pipe codes being referenced or integrating Blinky. There is likely the
greatest benefit to integrating Blinky into an existing heat pipe code such as THROHPUT. They
have had 5-30 years of development and progress that can benefit Blinky, and they will likely be
able to incorporate this 3D, high-fidelity model effectively and increase their capabilities as a winwin.
Another simpler addition would be inclusion of noncondensible gases. This feature would
be most limited by the lack of experimental data available for validation, or for guidance on how
to best set up a case. Without even knowing which noncondensible gas to use, how much should
be used, or how that would change the amount of sodium used, even an unvalidated test case
would not determine the success of this inclusion. It would also require an additional set of
property data which could be readily available or extremely difficult to come by. And it would
require an additional set of equations in every node for this additional species, but the governing
equations are well-equipped to handle this addition and would likely only need to be modified
slightly.
Like the noncondensible gases, incorporating additional working fluids would require
obtaining and implementing their data, and also knowing a good test case to run for that fluid.
This property data could be as difficult as sodium, which required extensive research and testing
of multiple data sources before finding the best possible properties, and then implementing them
as a function library. It could also be already available as a function library in C++ if others have
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used the properties at high temperatures as well. For the test cases, Merrigan, Keddy, & Sena
(1985) is a popular and reliable choice for heat pipes with lithium, which would be the next desired
working fluid. There seem to have been many more heat pipe experiments with lithium, and even
THROHPUT was first tested with lithium in Hall (1988).
Finally, a desirable but likely unnecessary addition would be to define a crescent annular
wick. This is the most commonly used wick for sodium heat pipes because it is easier to
manufacture without having to hold it in place, and actually facilitates greater liquid flow than the
concentric annular heat pipe modeled in Blinky. The radial dimensions of the wick would be
functions that are dependent on the azimuthal orientation, such that the wick could be against the
wall on one side of the heat pipe and double the thickness on the other side. It was not
incorporated because it would likely require fairly small azimuthal nodes to function properly,
which would require significantly more computational time and power. It also likely has a
minimal impact to the actual performance of the heat pipe.
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Appendix 1 Sodium Property Subroutine
/****************************************************************************
*
* Sodium Properties - Saturated and Superheated
*

Saturated Properties from Fink and Leibowitz (1995) ANL/RE-95/2

*

"Thermodynamic and Transport Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" ANL

*

Superheated Properties from Stone, Ewing, et. al (1965) NRL Report 6241

*

"High-Temperature Properties of Sodium" NRL

*

Superheated Property Extrapolation confirmed by Meisl and Shapiro (1960) R60FPD358-A

*

"Thermodynamic Properties of Alkali Metal Vapors and Mercury" GE

*
****************************************************************************/

#include <cmath>
#include <string>
#include "sodium.h"

/****************************************************************************
*
* Critical Parameters:
*

T_crit = 2503.7 +/- 12 [K]

*

P_crit = 25.64 +/- 0.4 [MPa]

*

rho_crit = 219 +/- 20 [kg/m3]

*
****************************************************************************/
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void Sodium::SetTemperature(double T) {
if (T > 0 && T <= T_CRIT) {
Temp = T;
}
}

void Sodium::SetPastTemperature(double T_past) {
if (T_past > 0 && T_past <= T_CRIT) {
Temp_past = T_past;
}
}

void Sodium::SetPressure(double P) {
if (P > 0 && P <= P_CRIT*(1.0e6)) {
Press = P;
}
}

void Sodium::SetDensity(double rho) {
Dens = rho;
}
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double Sodium::GetTemperature() {
return Temp;
}

double Sodium::GetPastTemperature() {
return Temp_past;
}

double Sodium::GetPressure() {
return Press;
}

double Sodium::GetDensity() {
return Dens;
}

double Sodium::Pressure() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the pressure of a liquid or vapor.
* Inputs: T[K], rho[kg/m3]
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* Output: P [Pa]
*
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, phase, z, M, p_diff;

phase = Phase();

if (phase == 1) {
value = SaturationPressure();
}
else if (phase == 2) {
value = SaturationPressure();
}
else if (phase == 3) {
PressureVaporStone();
}
return(value);
}

double Sodium::PressureCore() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the pressure of vapor in the core.
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* Inputs: T[K], rho[kg/m3]
* Output: P [Pa]
*
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, phase;

phase = Phase();

if (phase == 1) {
value = PressureVaporStone();
}
else if (phase == 2) {
value = PressureVaporStone();
}
else if (phase == 3) {
PressureVaporStone();
}
return(value);
}

double Sodium::Density(double fl, double fm) {
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/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the density of a liquid or vapor.
* Inputs: T[K], rho[kg/m3] or fl[NDM] and fm[NDM] (for x), P[Pa]
* Output: rho [kg/m3]
*
*
****************************************************************************/
double value, phase, x, rho_l, rho_v;

phase = Phase();

if (phase == 1) {
value = DensityLiquid();
}

else if (phase == 2) {
if (fl > 0.) {
x = Quality(fl, fm);
}
else if (fl == 0.) {
x = Quality();
}
rho_l = DensityLiquid();
rho_v = DensityVapor();
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value = ((1./rho_l)*(1-x)) + ((1./rho_v)*x); // Lever Rule - DOES NOT APPLY TO
DENSITY, ONLY SPECIFIC VOLUME #DistributiveProperty
value = 1./value;
}

else if (phase == 3) {
value = Dens; // Use what we already have calculated from Continuity Equation
}

return(value);
}

double Sodium::Enthalpy(double fl, double fm) {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the enthalpy of a liquid or vapor.
* Inputs: T[K], rho[kg/m3] or fl[NDM] and fm[NDM] (for x), P[Pa]
* Output: h [kJ/kg]
*
*
***************************************************************************/
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double value, phase, x, h_l, h_v, T, B, Bprime, C, Cprime, D, Dprime, h_0, v_molar;

phase = Phase();

if (phase == 1) {
value = EnthalpyLiquid();
}

else if (phase == 2) {
if (fl > 0.) {
x = Quality(fl, fm);
}
else if (fl == 0.) {
x = Quality();
}
h_l = EnthalpyLiquid();
h_v = EnthalpyVapor();
value = (h_l*(1-x)) + (h_v*x); // Lever Rule
}

else if (phase == 3) {
value = EnthalpyVapor();
}

return(value);
}
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double Sodium::EnthalpyCore() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the enthalpy of vapor in the core.
* Inputs: T[K], P[Pa]
* Output: h [kJ/kg]
*
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, phase;

phase = Phase();

if (phase == 1) {
value = EnthalpyVapor();
}

else if (phase == 2) {
value = EnthalpyVapor();
}
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else if (phase == 3) {
value = EnthalpyVapor();
}

return(value);
}

double Sodium::SpecificHeatCapacityP(double fl, double fm) {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the specific heat capacity at constant pressure of a liquid or vapor.
* Inputs: T[K], rho[kg/m3] or fl[NDM] and fm[NDM] (for x), P[Pa]
* Output: c_p [kJ/kgK]
*
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, phase, x, cp_l, cp_v;

phase = Phase();

if (phase == 1) {
value = HeatCapacityPLiquid();
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}

else if (phase == 2) {
if (fl > 0.) {
x = Quality(fl, fm);
}
else if (fl == 0.) {
x = Quality();
}
cp_l = HeatCapacityPLiquid();
cp_v = HeatCapacityPVapor();
value = (cp_l*(1-x)) + (cp_v*x); // Lever Rule
}

else if (phase == 3) {
value = HeatCapacityPVaporStone();
}

return(value);
}

double Sodium::SpecificHeatCapacityPCore() {
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/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the specific heat capacity at constant pressure of a vapor.
* Inputs: T[K], P[Pa]
* Output: c_p [kJ/kgK]
*
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, phase;

phase = Phase();

if (phase == 1) {
value = HeatCapacityPVapor();
}

else if (phase == 2) {
value = HeatCapacityPVapor();
}

else if (phase == 3) {
value = HeatCapacityPVaporStone();
}

return(value);
}
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double Sodium::ThermalConductivity(double fl, double fm) {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the thermal conductivity of a liquid or vapor.
* Inputs: T[K], rho[kg/m3] or fl[NDM] and fm[NDM] (for x), P[Pa]
* Output: k [W/m*K]
*
*
****************************************************************************/
double value, phase, x, k_l, k_v;

phase = Phase();

if (phase == 1) {
value = ThermalConductivityLiquid();
}

else if (phase == 2) {
if (fl > 0.) {
x = Quality(fl, fm);
}
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else if (fl == 0.) {
x = Quality();
}
k_l = ThermalConductivityLiquid();
k_v = ThermalConductivityVapor();
value = ((1./k_l)*(1-x)) + ((1./k_v)*x); // Lever Rule
value = 1./value;
}

else if (phase == 3) {
value = ThermalConductivityVapor();
}

return(value);
}

double Sodium::ThermalConductivityCore() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the thermal conductivity of a vapor.
* Inputs: T[K], P[Pa]
* Output: k [W/m*K]
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*
*
****************************************************************************/
double value, phase;

phase = Phase();

if (phase == 1) {
value = ThermalConductivityVapor();
}

else if (phase == 2) {
value = ThermalConductivityVapor();
}

else if (phase == 3) {
value = ThermalConductivityVapor();
}

return(value);
}

double Sodium::Viscosity(double fl, double fm) {
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/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the viscosity of a liquid or vapor.
* Inputs: T[K], rho[kg/m3] or fl[NDM] and fm[NDM] (for x), P[Pa]
* Output: mu [Ps*s]
*
*
****************************************************************************/
double value, phase, x, mu_l, mu_v;

phase = Phase();

if (phase == 1) {
value = ViscosityLiquid();
}

else if (phase == 2) {
if (fl > 0.) {
x = Quality(fl, fm);
}
else if (fl == 0.) {
x = Quality();
}
mu_l = ViscosityLiquid();
mu_v = ViscosityVapor();
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value = ((1./mu_l)*(1-x)) + ((1./mu_v)*x); // Lever Rule
value = 1./value;
}

else if (phase == 3) {
value = ViscosityVapor();
}

return(value);
}

double Sodium::ViscosityCore() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the viscosity of a vapor.
* Inputs: T[K], P[Pa]
* Output: mu [Ps*s]
*
*
****************************************************************************/
double value, phase;
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phase = Phase();

if (phase == 1) {
value = ViscosityVapor();
}

else if (phase == 2) {
value = ViscosityVapor();
}

else if (phase == 3) {
value = ViscosityVapor();
}

return(value);
}

double Sodium::IsobaricCompressibility() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Numerically calculate the compressibilty term: (drho/dT).
* Inputs: T[K], rho[kg/m3]
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* Output: What it says. [kg/m3*K]
*
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, radius, T_high, T_low, M, z, rho_high, rho_low;

radius = 0.5;
T_high = Temp + radius;
T_low = Temp - radius;
M = MolarMass();
z = Compressibility();
rho_high = (Press * M) / (1000. * z * R_UNIVERSAL * T_high);
rho_low = (Press * M) / (1000. * z * R_UNIVERSAL * T_low );

value = (rho_high-rho_low)/(T_high-T_low);

return(value);
}
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int Sodium::Phase() {
/***************************************************************************
*
* Use T[K] and P[Pa] to assess fluid's state.
* 0 = Solid
* 1 = Subcooled Liquid
* 2 = Saturated Liquid/Vapor Mixture
* 3 = Superheated Vapor
* 4+ = You're Screwed (Invalid)
*
***************************************************************************/
int value;
double T_sat, radius, low_radius, rho_sat;

radius = 0.01;
low_radius = 0.05;
T_sat = SaturationTemperature();
rho_sat = DensityVapor();

if ( Temp < (T_sat*(1.-low_radius)) ) {
value = 1; }
else if ( (Temp <= (T_sat*(1.+radius))) && (Temp >= (T_sat*(1.-low_radius))) && ( (Dens >=
(rho_sat*(1.-radius))) || (Dens < 1.0e-35) ) ) {
value = 2; }
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else if ( Temp > (T_sat*(1.+radius)) || (Dens < (rho_sat*(1.-radius))) ) {
value = 3; }
else {
value = 4; }

return(value);
}

double Sodium::MolarMass() {
/***************************************************************************
*
* Determine Molecular Weight with respect to monomer, dimer, and tetramer fraction.
* Inputs: T[K->R], P[Pa->atm]
* Output: [g/mol]
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, T, M, P, k2, k4, k2p, N1p, N2p;

T = Temp * (9./5.);
M = M_BASE;
P = Press / 101325.;
k2 = std::pow( 10., (-4.3249 + (7204.2/T)) );
k4 = std::pow( 10., (-10.6798 + (16325/T)) );
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k2p = k2 + (3*k4*std::pow(P,2.)) - (2*k2*k4*std::pow(P,3.));
N1p = ( std::sqrt(1. + (4*k2p*P) ) - 1. )/( 2.*k2p*P );
N2p = k2p * std::pow(N1p, 2.) * P;
value = (N1p*M_BASE) + (N2p*2*M_BASE);

return(value);
}

double Sodium::Compressibility() {
/***************************************************************************
*
* Determine Compressibilty Factor (z) to correct Ideal Gas Law.
* Inputs: T[K], rho [kg/m3]
* Output: NDMGVR$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$f
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, M, v_molar, T, B, C, D;

M = M_BASE;

// [g/mol] previously MolarMass() but Stone's data better lines up with

M1=M_BASE
v_molar = MolarVolume(); // [ft3/"lbmol"]
T = Temp * (9./5.);
B = CoefficientB(); // [ft3/mol]
C = CoefficientC(); // [(ft3/mol)2]
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D = CoefficientD(); // [(ft3/mol)3]

value = 1 + (B/v_molar) + (C/std::pow(v_molar, 2.)) + (D/std::pow(v_molar, 3.));

return(value /*AQA*/);
}

double Sodium::Quality(double fl, double fm) {
/***************************************************************************
*
* Determine Quality (x) to apply Lever Rule for under the saturation dome.
* Inputs: liquid volume fraction, mesh volume fraction, T[K]
* Secondary: T[K] -> rho_sat,l and rho_sat,v
* Output: NDM
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, fvx, rhof, rhog;

fvx = (1. - fl - fm)/(1. - fm); // Volume of just vapor (no liquid or mesh) to Volume with liquid
and vapor (all fluids, no mesh)
rhof = DensityLiquid();
rhog = DensityVapor();

value = 1./( 1. + ((rhof/rhog)*((1./fvx)-1.)) ); // Derived
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//value = (fvx * vf)/(vg - (fvx*(vg-vf))); // El-Wakil Volume Fraction to Mass Fraction
return(value);
}

double Sodium::Qualityv() {
/***************************************************************************
*
* Determine Quality (x) to apply Lever Rule for under the saturation dome.
* Inputs: Density, T[K]
* Secondary: T[K] -> rho_sat,l and rho_sat,v
* Output: NDM
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, rhof, rhog;

rhof = DensityLiquid();
rhog = DensityVapor();

value = ( rhog * (rhof-Dens) ) / ( Dens * (rhof-rhog) ); // Derived

return(value);
}
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double Sodium::MolarVolume() {
double value;
value = M_BASE/(1000.*Dens); // [m3/mol] or [m3/"gmol"]
value = value * (1/std::pow(0.3048, 3.)) * 453.592; // [ft3/"lbmol"]
return(value);
}

double Sodium::MolarVolumeVap() {
double value, rho_v;
rho_v = DensityVapor();
value = M_BASE/(1000.*rho_v); // [m3/mol] or [m3/"gmol"]
value = value * (1/std::pow(0.3048, 3.)) * 453.592; // [ft3/"lbmol"]
return(value);
}

double Sodium::CoefficientB() {
double value, T;
T = Temp * (9./5.);
value = -T * std::pow( 10., (-4.3519 + (6755.3/T)) ); // [ft3/mol]
return(value);
}
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double Sodium::CoefficientC() {
double value, T;
T = Temp * (9./5.);
value = std::pow( 10., (-0.6137 + (10839./T)) ); // [(ft3/mol)2]
return(value);
}

double Sodium::CoefficientD() {
double value, T;
T = Temp * (9./5.);
value = -std::pow( 10., (-0.0995 + (13539./T)) ); // [(ft3/mol)3]
return(value);
}

double Sodium::CoefficientBprime() {
double value, T;
T = Temp * (9./5.);
value = std::pow( 10., (-4.3519 + (6755.3/T)) ) * ( ((1/T)*6755.3*std::log(10.)) - 1. ); //
[ft3/molR]
return(value);
}

double Sodium::CoefficientCprime() {
double value, T;
T = Temp * (9./5.);
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value = -std::pow( 10., (-0.6137 + (10839./T)) ) * ( (1/std::pow(T,2.)) * 10839. * std::log(10.)
); // [(ft3/molR)2]
return(value);
}

double Sodium::CoefficientDprime() {
double value, T;
T = Temp * (9./5.);
value = std::pow( 10., (-0.0995 + (13539./T)) ) * ( (1/std::pow(T,2.)) * 13539. * std::log(10.)
);; // [(ft3/molR)3]
return(value);
}

double Sodium::CoefficientBprimeprime() {
double value, T;
T = Temp * (9./5.);
value = -std::pow( 10., (-4.3519 + (6755.3/T)) ) * (1./std::pow(T,3.)) *
std::pow((6755.3*std::log(10.)), 2.); // [ft3/molR2]
return(value);
}

double Sodium::CoefficientCprimeprime() {
double value, T;
T = Temp * (9./5.);
value = std::pow( 10., (-0.6137 + (10839./T)) ) * ( (1/std::pow(T,2.)) * 10839. * std::log(10.) ) *
( (std::log(10.)*10839./std::pow(T,2.)) + (2./T) ); // [(ft3/molR2)2]
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return(value);
}

double Sodium::CoefficientDprimeprime() {
double value, T;
T = Temp * (9./5.);
value = -std::pow( 10., (-0.0995 + (13539./T)) ) * ( (1/std::pow(T,2.)) * 13539. * std::log(10.) )
* ( (std::log(10.)*13539./std::pow(T,2.)) + (2./T) ); // [(ft3/molR2)3]
return(value);
}

double Sodium::ThermalConductivityLiquid() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the thermal conductivity as a function of T[K].
* The result is returned in units of [W/mK].
* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 2.1 pg. 181
* Valid for all temperatures.
*
***************************************************************************/
double value;
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value = 124.67 - (0.11381*Temp) + ((5.5226e-5)*std::pow(Temp,2.)) - ((1.1842e8)*std::pow(Temp,3.));

return(value);
}

double Sodium::ThermalConductivityVapor() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the thermal conductivity as a function of T[K].
* The result is returned in units of [W/mK].
* E. L. Dunning, "The Thermodynamic and Transport Properties
* of Sodium and Sodium Vapor," ANL-6246, 34 pages, 1960.
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, a0, a1, a2, a3, u;

a0 = 0.001384845252224;
a1 = 0.04557611288173;
a2 = -0.051095475334113;
a3 = 0.039207880714568;
u = Temp/2573.0; // Nondimensionalized temperature
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value = a0 + (a1*u) + (a2*std::pow(u,2.)) + (a3*std::pow(u,3.));

return(value);
}

double Sodium::ViscosityLiquid() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the dynamic viscosity as a function of T[K].
* The result is returned in units of [Pa*s].
* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 2.2 pg. 207
* Valid for T = [371, 2500]K; out-of-range is not defined.
*
***************************************************************************/
double value;

value = std::exp(-6.4406 - (0.3958*std::log(Temp)) + (556.835/Temp) );

return(value);
}
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double Sodium::ViscosityVapor() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the dynamic viscosity as a function of T[K].
* The result is returned in units of [Pa*s].
* 1. E. L. Dunning, "The Thermodynamic and Transport Properties
*

of Sodium and Sodium Vapor," ANL-6246, 34 pages, 1960.

* 2. C.S. Lee, D. I. Lee, and C. F. Bonilla, "Calculation of the
*

Thermodynamic and Transport Properties of Sodium, Potassium,

*

Rubidium, and Cesium Vapors to 3000 K," Nuclear Engineering

*

and Design, 10, 83-114, 1969.

* 3. L. A. Bromley and C. R. Wilke, "Viscosity Behavior of Gases,"
*

Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, vol 43, no 7, 1641 - 1648,

*

July 1951.

*
***************************************************************************/
double value, A, A2, c1, c2, k2, x1, x2, v, mu1, mu2, phi_12, phi_21;

A = 22.98976928e-3;
A2 = 45.98e-3;

// Monomer atomic weight [kg/mol]

// Dimer atomic weight [kg/mol]

c1 = -4.2229;
c2 = 4027.6868;
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k2 = std::pow(10.0, (c1 + (c2/Temp))) / 101325.0;
x1 = ( std::sqrt(1.0 + 4.0 * k2 * Press) - 1.0 ) / (2.0 * k2 * Press); // Mole fraction of monomer

x2 = 1.0 - x1; // Fraction of the sodium that is dimer
v = (4.53 * std::pow(343., 0.667) * std::pow(Temp, 0.782) * (1.0e-7)) / 2273.;
mu1 = v * std::sqrt(A*1.0e3);
mu2 = v * std::sqrt(A2*1.0e3);
phi_12 = std::sqrt(2./( 1. + (A/A2) ));
phi_21 = std::sqrt(2./( 1. + (A2/A) ));

value = (mu1 / (1. + ((x2/x1)*phi_12) )) + (mu2 / (1. + ((x1/x2)*phi_21)) );

return(value);
}

double Sodium::DensityLiquid() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the liquid density as a function of T[K].
* The result is returned in units of [kg/m3].
* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 1.3.1 pg. 86
* Valid for T = [371, 2503.7]K; out-of-range is not defined.
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*
***************************************************************************/
double value, f, g, h;

f = 275.32; // [kg/m3/]
g = 511.58; // [kg/m3/]
h = 0.5; // NDM
value = RHO_CRIT + (f*(1.-(Temp/T_CRIT))) + (g*std::pow( ((1.-(Temp/T_CRIT))), h));

return(value);
}

double Sodium::TempDerivativeOfDensityL() {
double value, f, g, h;

f = 275.32; // [kg/m3/]
g = 511.58; // [kg/m3/]
h = 0.5; // NDM
value = -(f/T_CRIT) - (g * h * std::pow( (1.-(Temp/T_CRIT)), (h-1.)) / T_CRIT );
return(value);

}
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double Sodium::DensityVapor() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the vapor density as a function of T[K].
* The result is returned in units of [kg/m3].
* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 1.3.1 pg. 86
* Valid for T = [371, 2503.7]K; out-of-range is not defined.
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, deltaH_v, gamma_sigma, rho_liquid;

deltaH_v = EnthalpyOfVaporization();
gamma_sigma = TempDerivativeOfPressure();
rho_liquid = DensityLiquid();
value = std::pow( ( (1000.*deltaH_v/(Temp*gamma_sigma)) + (1./rho_liquid) ),-1.);

return(value);
}

double Sodium::TempDerivativeOfDensityV() {
double a, b, c, value, deltaH_v, ddeltaH_v, /*gamma_sigma, dgamma_sigma,*/ rho_liquid,
drho_liquid, rho_vapor;
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a = 11.9463;
b = -12633.73;
c = -0.4672;
deltaH_v = EnthalpyOfVaporization(); // [kJ/kg]
ddeltaH_v = TempDerivativeOfEnthalpyOfVaporization(); // [kJ/kgK]
/*gamma_sigma = TempDerivativeOfPressure(); // [Pa/K]
dgamma_sigma = TempDerivativeOfTempDerivativeOfPressure(); // [Pa/K2]*/
rho_liquid = DensityLiquid(); // [kg/m3]
drho_liquid = TempDerivativeOfDensityL(); // [kg/m3K]
rho_vapor = DensityVapor(); // [kg/m3]

/*value = -std::pow(rho_vapor,(-2)) * ( (ddeltaH_v/(Temp*gamma_sigma)) ((deltaH_v*(gamma_sigma+(Temp*dgamma_sigma))) / std::pow((Temp*gamma_sigma),2)) (std::pow(rho_liquid,(-2))*drho_liquid) ); */
/*value = -std::pow(rho_vapor,-2.) * ((( ( (ddeltaH_v*(c-(b/Temp))) - (deltaH_v*(1./Temp)*(
std::pow((c-(b/Temp)),2.)+(b/Temp) )) )/(
std::pow(Temp,c)*std::exp(a+(b/Temp))*std::pow((c-(b/Temp)),2.) ) )/1000000.) drho_liquid/std::pow(rho_liquid,2.) );*/
value = -std::pow(rho_vapor,2.) * (( ( (ddeltaH_v*(c-(b/Temp))) - (deltaH_v*(1./Temp)*(
std::pow((c-(b/Temp)),2.)+(b/Temp) )) )/(
1000.*std::pow(Temp,c)*std::exp(a+(b/Temp))*std::pow((c-(b/Temp)),2.) ) ) drho_liquid/std::pow(rho_liquid,2.) );
return(value);
}
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double Sodium::SurfaceTensionLiquid() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the liquid surface tension as a function of T[K].
* The result is returned in units of [N/m].
* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 1.6 pg. 170
* Valid for T = [371, 2503.7]K; out-of-range is not defined.
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, sigma_0, n;

sigma_0 = 240.5; // [mN/m]
n = 1.126; // NDM
value = sigma_0 * std::pow( (1.-(Temp/T_CRIT)),n);

return(value/1000.);
}

double Sodium::SpeedOfSoundLiquid() {
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/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the liquid speed of sound as a function of T[K].
* The result is returned in units of [m/s].
* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 1.4.3 pg. 140
* Valid for T = [371, 2503.7]K; out-of-range is not defined.
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, rho_liquid, beta_S;

rho_liquid = DensityLiquid();
beta_S = CompressibilityAdiabaticLiquid(); // liquid adiabatic compressibility

if (Temp <= 1773.) {
value = 2660.7 - (0.37667*Temp) - ((9.0356e-5)*std::pow(Temp,2.)); }
else if (Temp > 1773.) {
value = 1./std::sqrt(rho_liquid*beta_S); }

return(value);
}

double Sodium::CompressibilityAdiabaticLiquid() {
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/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the adiabatic compressibility of the liquid as a function
* of T[K] and T_past[K]. The result is returned in units of 1/Pa.
* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 1.4.1 pg. 122
* Valid for T = [371, 2503.7]K; out-of-range is not defined.
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, b, beta_sm, theta;

b = 3.2682;
beta_sm = 1.717e-4; // [1/MPa] adiabatic compressibility at the melting point
theta = (Temp-T_MELT)/(T_CRIT-T_MELT); // NDM temperature
value = beta_sm*(1.+(theta/b))/(1.-theta);

return(value/(1e6));
}

double Sodium::CompressibilityAdiabaticVapor() {

/***************************************************************************
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*
* Calculate the adiabatic compressibility of the vapor as a function
* of T[K] and T_past[K]. The result is returned in units of 1/Pa.
* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 1.4.1 pg. 126
* Valid for T = [371, 2503.7]K; out-of-range is not defined.
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, beta_T, Cp, Cv;

beta_T = CompressibilityIsothermalVapor();
Cv = HeatCapacityVVapor();
Cp = HeatCapacityPVapor();
value = beta_T*(Cv/Cp);

return(value);
}

double Sodium::CompressibilityIsothermalLiquid() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the isothermal compressibility of the liquid as a function
* of T[K] and T_past[K]. The result is returned in units of 1/Pa.
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* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 1.4.1=2 pg. 133
* Valid for T = [371, 2503.7]K; out-of-range is not defined.
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, beta_S, gamma_sigma, E, F, rho_liquid, drho_liquid, C_sigma, alpha_sigma;

beta_S = CompressibilityAdiabaticLiquid();
gamma_sigma = TempDerivativeOfPressure();
C_sigma = HeatCapacitySaturationL();
rho_liquid = DensityLiquid();
drho_liquid = TempDerivativeOfDensityL();

alpha_sigma = -(1./rho_liquid)*drho_liquid; // coefficient of thermal expansion along the
saturation curve
value = (
(beta_S*C_sigma*1000.)+((Temp/rho_liquid)*alpha_sigma*(alpha_sigma+(beta_S*gamma_s
igma))) ) / ( (C_sigma*1000.) ((Temp/rho_liquid)*gamma_sigma*(alpha_sigma+(beta_S*gamma_sigma))) );

return(value);
}

double Sodium::CompressibilityIsothermalVapor() {
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/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the isothermal compressibility of the vapor as a function
* of T[K] and T_past[K]. The result is returned in units of 1/MPa.
* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 1.4.1 pg. 136
* Valid for T = [371, 2503.7]K; out-of-range is not defined.
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, alpha_vapor, gamma_V;

alpha_vapor = ThermalExpansionVapor();
gamma_V = ThermalPressureCoeff();
value = alpha_vapor/gamma_V;

return(value);
}

double Sodium::ThermalExpansionLiquid() {

/**************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the volumetric liquid thermal expansion coefficient as a function
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* of T[K] and T_past[K]. The result is returned in nondimensional units.
* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 1.3.2 pg. 96
* Valid for T = [371, 2503.7]K; out-of-range is not defined.
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, alpha_sigma, rho_liquid, drho_liquid, beta_T, gamma_sigma;
rho_liquid = DensityLiquid();
drho_liquid = TempDerivativeOfDensityL();
alpha_sigma = -(1./rho_liquid)*drho_liquid; // coefficient of thermal expansion along the
saturation curve
gamma_sigma = TempDerivativeOfPressure();
beta_T = CompressibilityIsothermalLiquid();
value = alpha_sigma + (beta_T*gamma_sigma);

return(value);
}

double Sodium::ThermalExpansionVapor() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the volumetric vapor thermal expansion coefficient as a function
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* of T[K] and T_past[K]. The result is returned in nondimensional units.
* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 1.3.2 pg. 96
* Valid for T = [371, 2503.7]K; out-of-range is not defined.
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, alpha_sigma, rho_vapor, drho_vapor, gamma_sigma, gamma_V, T;
rho_vapor = DensityVapor();
drho_vapor = TempDerivativeOfDensityV();
alpha_sigma = -(1./rho_vapor)*drho_vapor; // coefficient of thermal expansion along the
saturation curve
gamma_V = ThermalPressureCoeff();
gamma_sigma = TempDerivativeOfPressure();
value = alpha_sigma/(1. - (gamma_sigma/gamma_V));

return(value);
}

double Sodium::TestTempDerivDensityV() {
double value, rho_vapor, gamma_sigma, gamma_V;
rho_vapor = DensityVapor();
gamma_sigma = TempDerivativeOfPressure();
gamma_V = ThermalPressureCoeff();
value = -rho_vapor*(1-(gamma_sigma/gamma_V));
return(value);
}
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double Sodium::HeatCapacityPLiquid() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the liquid specific heat capacity at constant pressure as a
* function of T[K] and T_past[K]. The result is returned in units of [kJ/kg*K].
* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 1.1.2 pg. 13
* Valid for T = [371, 2503.7]K; out-of-range is not defined.
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, C_sigma, alpha_liquid, gamma_sigma, rho_liquid;

alpha_liquid = ThermalExpansionLiquid();
gamma_sigma = TempDerivativeOfPressure();
rho_liquid = DensityLiquid();
C_sigma = HeatCapacitySaturationL();
value = C_sigma + ((Temp*alpha_liquid*gamma_sigma)/(1000.*rho_liquid));

return(value);
}
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double Sodium::HeatCapacityPVapor() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the vapor specific heat capacity at constant pressure as a
* function of T[K] and T_past[K]. The result is returned in units of [kJ/kg*K].
* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 1.1.2 pg. 13
* Valid for T = [371, 2503.7]K; out-of-range is not defined.
*
***************************************************************************/
// double value, phase, x, cp_l, cp_v, T, B, Bprime, Bprimeprime, C, Cprime, Cprimeprime, D,
Dprime, Dprimeprime, cp_0, v_molar, alpha, beta, gamma;
double value, C_sigma, alpha_vapor, gamma_sigma, a, b, c, rho_vapor;

/* T = Temp * (9./5.);
B = CoefficientB();
Bprime = CoefficientBprime();
Bprimeprime = CoefficientBprimeprime();
C = CoefficientC();
Cprime = CoefficientCprime();
Cprimeprime = CoefficientCprimeprime();
D = CoefficientD();
Dprime = CoefficientDprime();
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Dprimeprime = CoefficientDprimeprime();
cp_0 = 0.21598 + (6.053*std::exp(-37280./T)); // Stone Equation 8
v_molar = MolarVolume(); // [ft3/"lbmol"]
alpha = std::pow( (1. + ((1./v_molar)*(B+(T*Bprime))) +
((1./std::pow(v_molar,2.))*(C+(T*Cprime))) + ((1./std::pow(v_molar,3.))*(D+(T*Dprime))) ),
2.);
beta = 1. + (2.*B/v_molar) + (3.*C/std::pow(v_molar, 2.)) + (4.*D/std::pow(v_molar, 3.));
gamma = ( ((T*Bprimeprime)+(2.*Bprime)) +
((1./(2.*v_molar))*((T*Cprimeprime)+(2.*Cprime))) + ((1./(3.*std::pow(v_molar,
2.)))*((T*Dprimeprime)+(2.*Dprime))) );
value = cp_0 - (R_IMPERIAL/M_BASE) + ((R_IMPERIAL/M_BASE)*alpha/beta) (((R_IMPERIAL*T)/(v_molar*M_BASE))*gamma); // [btu/lb*F] Stone Equation 17
value = value*1.05506*(1/0.453592)*(9./5.); // [kJ/kg*K] */

alpha_vapor = ThermalExpansionVapor();
gamma_sigma = TempDerivativeOfPressure();
rho_vapor = DensityVapor();
C_sigma = HeatCapacitySaturationV();
value = C_sigma + ((Temp*alpha_vapor*gamma_sigma)/(1000.*rho_vapor));

return(value);
}

double Sodium::HeatCapacityPVaporStone() {
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/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the vapor specific heat capacity at constant pressure as a
* function of T[K]. The result is returned in units of [kJ/kg*K].
* Stone
* Valid for T = [371, 2503.7]K; out-of-range is not defined.
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, T, B, Bprime, Bprimeprime, C, Cprime, Cprimeprime, D, Dprime, Dprimeprime,
cp_0, v_molar, alpha, beta, gamma;

T = Temp * (9./5.);
B = CoefficientB();
Bprime = CoefficientBprime();
Bprimeprime = CoefficientBprimeprime();
C = CoefficientC();
Cprime = CoefficientCprime();
Cprimeprime = CoefficientCprimeprime();
D = CoefficientD();
Dprime = CoefficientDprime();
Dprimeprime = CoefficientDprimeprime();
cp_0 = 0.21598 + (6.053*std::exp(-37280./T)); // Stone Equation 8
v_molar = MolarVolume(); // [ft3/"lbmol"]
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alpha = std::pow( (1. + ((1./v_molar)*(B+(T*Bprime))) +
((1./std::pow(v_molar,2.))*(C+(T*Cprime))) + ((1./std::pow(v_molar,3.))*(D+(T*Dprime))) ),
2.);
beta = 1. + (2.*B/v_molar) + (3.*C/std::pow(v_molar, 2.)) + (4.*D/std::pow(v_molar, 3.));
gamma = ( ((T*Bprimeprime)+(2.*Bprime)) +
((1./(2.*v_molar))*((T*Cprimeprime)+(2.*Cprime))) + ((1./(3.*std::pow(v_molar,
2.)))*((T*Dprimeprime)+(2.*Dprime))) );
value = cp_0 - (R_IMPERIAL/M_BASE) + ((R_IMPERIAL/M_BASE)*alpha/beta) (((R_IMPERIAL*T)/(v_molar*M_BASE))*gamma); // [btu/lb*F] Stone Equation 17
value = value*1.05506*(1/0.453592)*(9./5.); // [kJ/kg*K]

return(value);
}

double Sodium::HeatCapacityVLiquid() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the liquid specific heat capacity at constant volume as a
* function of T[K] and T_past[K]. The result is returned in units of [kJ/kg*K].
* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
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* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 1.1.2 pg. 17
* Valid for T = [371, 2503.7]K; out-of-range is not defined.
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, Cp, beta_S, beta_T;

Cp = HeatCapacityPLiquid();
beta_S = CompressibilityAdiabaticLiquid();
beta_T = CompressibilityIsothermalLiquid();
value = Cp*(beta_S/beta_T);

return(value);
}

double Sodium::HeatCapacityVVapor() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the vapor specific heat capacity at constant volume as a
* function of T[K] and T_past[K]. The result is returned in units of [kJ/kg*K].
* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 1.1.2 pg. 18
* Valid for T = [371, 2503.7]K; out-of-range is not defined.
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*
***************************************************************************/
double value, Cp, alpha_vapor, gamma_V, rho_vapor;

Cp = HeatCapacityPVapor();
alpha_vapor = ThermalExpansionVapor();
gamma_V = ThermalPressureCoeff();
rho_vapor = DensityVapor();
value = Cp - ((Temp*alpha_vapor*gamma_V)/(1000.*rho_vapor));

return(value);
}

double Sodium::PressureVaporStone() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the pressure of a vapor.
* Virial Equation's compressibility term, from Stone.
* Inputs: T[K], z, M [g/mol], rho [kg/m3], P (guess) [Pa]
* Output: P [Pa]
*
*
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***************************************************************************/
double value, z, M, p_diff;

do {
z = Compressibility(); // [NDM]
M = MolarMass(); // [g/mol]
value = (z * 1000.*Dens * R_UNIVERSAL * Temp)/M;
p_diff = 2.*std::abs(value-Press)/(value+Press);
Press=value;
} while (p_diff >= 0.005);

return(value);
}

double Sodium::SaturationPressure() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the vapor pressure as a function of T[K].
* The result is returned in units of [Pa].
* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 1.2.1 pg. 55
* Valid for T = [400, 2503.7]K; out-of-range is not defined.
*
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***************************************************************************/
double value;

value = std::exp( 11.9463 - (12633.73/Temp) - (0.4672*std::log(Temp)) );

return(value*(1.0e6));
}

double Sodium::SaturationTemperature() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the boiling temperature as a function of P[Pa].
* The result is returned in units of [K].
* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 1.2.1 pg. 55
* Valid for T = [400, 2503.7]K; out-of-range is not defined.
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, a, b, c, P;

a = 7.8270;
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b = 11275;
c = 4.6192e5;
P = Press/(1.0e6);

value = (2*c)/( -b + std::sqrt(std::pow(b,2.) + (4*a*c) - (4*c*std::log(P))) );

return(value);
}

double Sodium::EnthalpyLiquid() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the enthalpy of the saturated liquid
* The result is returned in units of [kJ/kg].
* Stone page 14
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, T;

T = Temp * (9./5.);
value = (0.389352*T) - ((0.552955e-4)*T*T) + ((0.113726e-7)*T*T*T) - 29.023;
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value = value*1.05506*(1/0.453592); // [kJ/kg]

return(value);
}

double Sodium::EnthalpyVapor() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the enthalpy of saturated or superheated vapor
* The result is returned in units of [kJ/kg].
* Stone page 19
*
***************************************************************************/
double value, T, B, Bprime, C, Cprime, D, Dprime, h_0, v_molar;

T = Temp * (9./5.);
B = CoefficientB();
Bprime = CoefficientBprime();
C = CoefficientC();
Cprime = CoefficientCprime();
D = CoefficientD();
Dprime = CoefficientDprime();
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h_0 = 2005.15 + (0.21598*T) + (12172.*std::exp(-43830./T)); // Stone Equation 6

v_molar = MolarVolume();

value = h_0 + ( (R_IMPERIAL*T/M_BASE) * ( ((1/v_molar)*(B-(T*Bprime))) +
((1/std::pow(v_molar, 2.))*(C-((T/2.)*Cprime))) + ((1/std::pow(v_molar, 3.))*(D((T/3.)*Dprime))) ) ); // [btu/lb] Stone Equation 15
value = value*1.05506*(1/0.453592); // [kJ/kg]

return(value);
}

double Sodium::ANLEnthalpyVapor() {
double value, H_l, deltaH_v;
deltaH_v = EnthalpyOfVaporization();
H_l = EnthalpyLiquid();
if(Temp <= 2000.) {
value = H_l + deltaH_v; }
else if(Temp > 2000.) {
value = 2128.4 + (0.86496*Temp) + (0.5*deltaH_v); }
return(value);
}
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double Sodium::EnthalpyOfVaporization() {

/***************************************************************************
*
* Calculate the enthalpy of vaporization as a function of T[K].
* The result is returned in units of [kJ/kg].
* Argonne National Lab ANL/RE-95/2: "Thermodynamic and Transport
* Properties of Sodium Liquid and Vapor" Section 1.2.3 pg. 65
* Valid for T = [371, 2503.7]K; out-of-range is not defined.
*
***************************************************************************/
double value;

value = (393.37*(1.-(Temp/T_CRIT))) + (4398.6*std::pow( (1.-(Temp/T_CRIT)),0.29302 ));

return(value);
}

double Sodium::TempDerivativeOfPressure() { // [Pa/K] gamma_sigma
// partial derivative of the pressure with respect to the temperature along the saturation curve
double value, a, b, c;

a = 11.9463;
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b = -12633.73;
c = -0.4672;
value = ( (-b/std::pow(Temp,2)) + (c/Temp) ) * std::exp(a + (b/Temp) +
(c*std::log(Temp))); // temperature derivative of the pressure
return(value*(1e6)); // Equation in MPa
}

double Sodium::TempDerivativeOfTempDerivativeOfPressure() { // [Pa/K^2]
// partial derivative of ... that :P
double value, a, b, c;

a = 11.9463;
b = -12633.73;
c = -0.4672;
value = std::pow(Temp,(c-2.)) * std::exp(a+(b/Temp)) * ( ((2.*b/Temp)-c) + std::pow( ((b/Temp)+c), 2.) );
return(value*(1e6)); // Equation in MPa
}

double Sodium::ThermalPressureCoeff() { // [Pa/K] ???? gamma_V
double value, a, b, c, d, e, gamma_crit, A, B;

if (Temp <= 1600) {
a = 8.35307;
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b = -12905.6;
c = -0.45824;
d = 2.0949e-3;
e = -5.0786e-7;
value = ( (-b/std::pow(Temp,2.)) + (c/Temp) + d + (2.*e*Temp) ) * std::exp( a + (b/Temp)
+ (c*std::log(Temp)) + (d*Temp) + (e*std::pow(Temp,2.)) ); }
else if (Temp > 1600.) {
gamma_crit = 4.6893e-1; // critical value at which the thermal pressure coefficient = the
slope of the vapor pressure curve
A = -2.5696e-2;
B = 3.5628e-4;
value = (gamma_crit + (A * std::sqrt(T_CRIT - Temp)) + (B * (T_CRIT - Temp)))/10; }
return(value*(1e6));
}

double Sodium::HeatCapacitySaturationL() { // [kJ/kg*K] C_sigma
double value, gamma_sigma, E, F, rho_liquid, dH_liquid;

gamma_sigma = TempDerivativeOfPressure();
rho_liquid = DensityLiquid();
dH_liquid = TempDerivativeOfEnthalpyL();

value = dH_liquid - (gamma_sigma/(rho_liquid*1000.));
return(value);
}
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double Sodium::HeatCapacitySaturationV() { // also C_sigma
double value, gamma_sigma, E, F, rho_vapor, T, dH_liquid, dH_sat, dH_vapor;

gamma_sigma = TempDerivativeOfPressure();
rho_vapor = DensityVapor();
dH_sat = TempDerivativeOfEnthalpyOfVaporization();
dH_vapor = dH_liquid - (0.5*dH_sat);

value = dH_vapor - (gamma_sigma/(rho_vapor*1000.));
return(value);
}

double Sodium::TempDerivativeOfEnthalpyL() {
double value, dH_sat;

dH_sat = TempDerivativeOfEnthalpyOfVaporization();
if (Temp <= 2000.) {
value = 1.6582 - ((8.479e-4)*Temp) + ((4.4541e-7)*std::pow(Temp,2.)) (2992.6*std::pow(Temp,-2.)); }
else if (Temp > 2000.) {
value = 0.86496 + (196.685/T_CRIT) - (0.5*dH_sat); }

return(value);
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}

double Sodium::TempDerivativeOfEnthalpyV() {
double value, dH_liquid, dH_sat;

dH_liquid = TempDerivativeOfEnthalpyL();
dH_sat = TempDerivativeOfEnthalpyOfVaporization();
if (Temp <= 2000.) {
value = dH_liquid + dH_sat; }
else if (Temp > 2000.) {
value = 0.86496 + (196.685/T_CRIT) + (0.5*dH_sat); }

return(value);
}

double Sodium::TempDerivativeOfEnthalpyOfVaporization() { // [kJ/kgK]
double value;

value = -(393.37/T_CRIT) - ( ((4398.6*0.29302)/T_CRIT) * pow( (1.-(Temp/T_CRIT)),
(0.29302-1.) ) );
return(value);
}
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Appendix 2 Mesh Calculator Subroutine
// mesh.cpp
// Created by Valerie Lawdensky on 5/15/19.

#include <cmath>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "mesh.h"

double MeshWireDiameter(int MNum) { // [cm]
double d;

if (MNum == 3) { d=0.063*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 4) { d=0.055*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 5) { d=0.049*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 6) { d=0.044*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 8) { d=0.039*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 10) { d=0.035*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 12) { d=0.031*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 14) { d=0.027*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 16) { d=0.024*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 18) { d=0.022*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 20) { d=0.019*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 25) { d=0.017*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 30) { d=0.015*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 35) { d=0.012*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 40) { d=0.011*2.54; }
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else if (MNum == 45) { d=0.008*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 50) { d=0.007*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 60) { d=0.006*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 70) { d=0.005*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 80) { d=0.004*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 100) { d=0.003*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 120) { d=0.003*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 140) { d=0.0027*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 170) { d=0.0024*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 200) { d=0.0019*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 230) { d=0.0017*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 270) { d=0.0014*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 325) { d=0.0012*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 400) { d=0.0011*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 450) { d=0.0011*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 500) { d=0.0009*2.54; }
else { d=0.0; }

return (d);
}

double MeshOpeningSize(int MNum) { // [cm]
double o;

if (MNum == 3) { o=0.187*2.54; }
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else if (MNum == 4) { o=0.157*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 5) { o=0.132*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 6) { o=0.111*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 8) { o=0.0937*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 10) { o=0.0787*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 12) { o=0.0661*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 14) { o=0.0555*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 16) { o=0.0469*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 18) { o=0.0394*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 20) { o=0.0331*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 25) { o=0.0278*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 30) { o=0.0234*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 35) { o=0.0197*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 40) { o=0.0165*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 45) { o=0.0139*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 50) { o=0.0117*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 60) { o=0.0098*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 70) { o=0.0086*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 80) { o=0.007*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 100) { o=0.0059*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 120) { o=0.0049*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 140) { o=0.0041*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 170) { o=0.0035*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 200) { o=0.0029*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 230) { o=0.0025*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 270) { o=0.0021*2.54; }
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else if (MNum == 325) { o=0.0017*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 400) { o=0.0015*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 450) { o=0.0012*2.54; }
else if (MNum == 500) { o=0.001*2.54; }
else { o=0.0; }

return (o);
}

double LayerSiteDensity(double MLayers, double MNum, double MLayerNum, double t_wick,
double d_vapor_core, double L) {
double C, site_density;

C = LayerCircumference(MLayers, MLayerNum, t_wick, d_vapor_core);
site_density = ((MNum/2.54)*C) * ((MNum/2.54)*L);

return(site_density);
}

double LayerCircumference(double MLayers, double MLayerNum, double t_wick, double
d_vapor_core) {
double f, d_layer, C;

f = t_wick/(MLayers-1.);
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d_layer = d_vapor_core + (MLayerNum*2.*f);
C = 3.1415926 * d_layer;

return(C); // Returns circumference of wire layer
}

double LayerVolume(double MLayers, double MNum, double MLayerNum, double t_wick,
double d_vapor_core, double L) {
double d_wire, f, d_layer, C, V;

// Gives volume of _wire_ in a layer of mesh

d_wire = MeshWireDiameter(MNum);
/* f = t_wick/(MLayers-1.);
d_layer = d_vapor_core + (MLayerNum*2.*f);
C = 3.1415926 * d_layer; */
C = LayerCircumference(MLayers, MLayerNum, t_wick, d_vapor_core);
V = 2*(MNum/2.54)*L*C * 0.25*3.1415926*std::pow(d_wire,2); // Evaluates length of wire
* cross-sectional area of wire

return(V); // Returns volume of wire in that layer
}
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Appendix 3 Cylindrical Indexing Subroutine
Created by Sarah and AJ for use in this code
#include "heatpipeindex.h"
using namespace std;

void HeatPipeIndex::change_value(int a, int b, int c, int d, double val) {
values[a][b][c][d] = val;
}

HeatPipeIndex::HeatPipeIndex(int a, int b, int c, int d) {
m = a; // Nodes in r-direction
n = b; // Nodes in phi-direction
o = c; // Nodes in z-direction
s = d; // Current time step
new_i = a;
new_j = b;
new_k = c;
new_t = d;

v2 three_d;
v1 two_d;
v0 one_d;
values.assign(m+1,three_d);
for (int k=0; k<=m; k++) {
values[k].assign(n+1,two_d);
for (int l=0; l<=n; l++) {
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values[k][l].assign(o+1,one_d);
for (int p=0; p<=o; p++) {
values[k][l][p].assign(s+1,0.0);
}
}
}
}

double HeatPipeIndex::get_time_step() {
return new_t;
}
int HeatPipeIndex::get_r() {
return new_i;
}
int HeatPipeIndex::get_phi() {
return new_j;
}
int HeatPipeIndex::get_z() {
return new_k;
}

double& HeatPipeIndex::operator()(int i, int j, int k, int t) {

new_i = i;
new_j = j;
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new_k = k;
new_t = t;

// Set new_j according to the value of the iterator, j:
if (!j) { // j == 0
new_j = n; // ...? Just looped around?
}
else if (j == n+1) {
new_j = 1; // Loop back around
}
else{
new_j = j; // Loop back around; redundant
}

// Set r (or, m) according to the value of the iterator, i:
if (n == 1 && !i) { // if there is only one azimuthal node and the radial node is not 0 (pseudoboundary)
new_i = 2;
}
else if (!i) { // i == 0

int rot = ceil(n/2.0);

if (j > rot) {
new_j = new_j-rot;
}
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else {
new_j = new_j+rot;
}
new_i = 1;
}
else {
new_i = i;
}

return values[new_i][new_j][new_k][new_t];
}

// So you can set values with () and =
double& HeatPipeIndex::operator=(const double val) {
values[new_i][new_j][new_k][new_t] = val;
return values[new_i][new_j][new_k][new_t];
}
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Appendix 4 Full Code
/*****************************************************************************
*

*

* Program: BLINKY
*

*
*

* Purpose:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* Input: 1. Boundary temperature [K]

*

*

2. Heat/Heat Fluxes [W]/[W/m2]

*

*

3. Evaporator, Adiabatic, and Condenser section lengths [cm] *

*

4. HP inner diameter, wick thickness, gap thickness [cm]

*

5. Effective pore radius [cm]

*

6. Wick mesh layers

*

*
*
*

* Output: 1. T(phi,z,t) [K]
*

*

*

2. Q_out [W]

*

*
*

* Version: 52 11/25/2021 Clean up old comments, fix ti -> t for later
*
*

t_minor steps

*

51 11/23/2021 Qout/Qcond calculated as output based on

*

conduction equation in liquid annulus

*

Remove Q_phase - it wasn't doing anything

*
*

*

*
*

50 11/20/2021 Make rho = rho_v for vapor when liquid is
neighbor otherwise artificially alters all values*
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*

*

*

because drho is physically different when it is *

*

caused by compressibility vs phase change

*

*

49 11/18/2021 Force all vapor properties to be saturated or *

*

superheated vapor - mathematical oscillations *

*

into liquid region between iterations are

*

*

exacerbated if liquid properties are used;

*

*

dampened if vapor properties are used.

*

*

48 11/17/2021 Fix property difficulties in vapor regime

*

47 11/16/2021 Radial divisions fix - i== statements

*

46 11/15/2021 Cleaned up comments and overall structure

*

45 11/13/2021 Fixi T_IC issues on some of them

*

44 11/12/2021 Troubleshooting Undefined Behavior (UB)

*
*
*

*
*

*

MOSTLY WORKING VERSION - watch out for computer *

*

memory issues. Close programs as needed.

*

43 11/12/2021 Another attempt at OOB interpolation fixes

*

42 11/12/2021 One attempt at out of bounds interpolation fixes *

*

41 11/08/2021 Q adjustment: Separate BC and internal nodes, *

*

make internal nodes smaller, independently var. *

*

var_past for minor (comp) time steps with

*

outputs saved at major time steps

*

*

39 10/10/2021 Separate BC and internal nodes,

*

*

make internal nodes smaller, independently var *

*

FAILED due to insuf mem of comp time steps

*
*

*

40 11/06/2021 Turn all computational variables into var and *

*

*

*

38 10/09/2021 Separate BC and internal nodes,

*
*

make internal nodes smaller, independently var *
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*
*
*
*
*
*

37 10/09/2021 Fix rho problem with phase check and time step *
continuity

*

36 08/17/2021 Adjust gamma and Q_phase empirically (same as 34)*
and changing diff to be var instead of pc term *
35 08/16/2021 Fix mixed 2nd order derivatives to be double
centered divided differences

*

*

34 07/21/2021 Playing with gamma phase change term

*

33 07/19/2021 Proofing vapor eqs - mostly sign errors

*

*

32 05/07/2021 Fixing unknown vapor problems

*

*

31 04/--/2021 Functional 30, assumed

*

30 11/07/2020 v_r terms in vapor eqs + radial motion eq

*

29 10/20/2020 Investigate time step stability f(nodes)

*

27 10/20/2020 Update to use new superheated properties
trying to incorporate a Q_phase change

*

fixed units; reduced dt for stability;

*

Adjusting term-at-a-time vapor to check
*

*

*

*
*

*
*
*

*
*

Copyright 2022 by Valerie Lawdensky
All Rights Reserved

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*****************************************************************************/

#include "sodium.h" // Function file for sodium material properties
#include "mesh.h"

// Function file for wick mesh lookup tables
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#include "heatpipeindex.h" // Function file for defining the circular and extended arrays to
describe polar geometries' boundary conditions
#include <fstream>
#include <iostream>
#include <iomanip>
#include <vector>
#include <time.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <cmath>
#include <algorithm>
#include <string>

int main() {

Sodium fluid;

string ver = "52-3";
string ext = ".csv";
string debug = "Debug";
debug = debug.append(ver).append(ext);
string iout = "IntermediateOutputs";
iout = iout.append(ver).append(ext);
string outq = "HeatOut";
outq = outq.append(ver).append(ext);
string outf = "Outputs";
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outf = outf.append(ver).append(ext);

std::ofstream outdebug, outintm, outheats, outfinal;
//outdebug.open(debug);
//outintm.open(iout);
outheats.open(outq);
outfinal.open(outf);

//outdebug << "Notes: " << std::endl;

// Make node geometry an input

const double PI = 3.14159265358;
double L_evaporator, L_adiabatic, L_condenser, d_shell_inner, t_annular_gap, t_wick,
r_pore, m_fluid, gmag_r, gmag_phi, gmag_z, Fmag_r, Fmag_phi, Fmag_z; // Inputs
int mesh_layers; // Inputs
double L, r_shell_inner, d_wick_outer, d_vapor_core, r_half_annular_gap, r_half_wick,
r_half_vapor_core, A_CS_gap, A_CS_wick, A_CS_core, A_S_gap_evaporator,
A_S_wick_evaporator, A_S_core_evaporator, A_S_gap_adiabatic, A_S_wick_adiabatic,
A_S_core_adiabatic, A_S_gap_condenser, A_S_wick_condenser, A_S_core_condenser,
A_S_wick, A_S_gap, A_phi_gap, A_phi_wick, V_gap_evaporator, V_wick_evaporator,
V_core_evaporator, V_gap_adiabatic, V_wick_adiabatic, V_core_adiabatic, V_gap_condenser,
V_wick_condenser, V_core_condenser, V_gap, V_wick, V_core, V_evaporator, V_adiabatic,
V_condenser, V_mesh, V_eff_wick, site_density, f_m, f_v, f_l_low, v_h, v_l; // Calculated
and required values
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/****************************************************************************************/
// Inputs

L_evaporator = 43.; // [cm]
L_adiabatic = 0.; // [cm]
L_condenser = 77.; // [cm]
d_shell_inner = 2.21; // [cm]
t_annular_gap = 0.07; // [cm]
t_wick = 0.17; // [cm]
r_pore = 0.0047; // [cm]
mesh_layers = 6; // [NDM]
double mesh_number[mesh_layers] = {100., 400., 400., 400., 60., 60.}; // NDM - from core
to shell
m_fluid = 145.; // [g]
gmag_r = 9.8;
gmag_phi = 9.8;
gmag_z = 0.0;
Fmag_r = 0.0;

// Does not include capillary force

Fmag_phi = 0.0; // Does not include capillary force
Fmag_z = 0.0;

// Does not include capillary force

int m, n, o, nin, oin, mt, nt, ot, mb, ob, s, x, xb, bb;
m = 10;

// Number of nodes in r-direction; MUST BE 3 or greater

n = 2;

// Number of nodes in phi-direction

o = 50;

// Number of nodes in z-direction
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nin = 1;

// Number of input boundary nodes in phi-direction

oin = 5;

// Number of input boundary nodes in z-direction

mt = m+2; // Number of nodes in r-direction with extra node for Taylor series on either
side
nt = n+2; // Number of nodes in phi-direction with extra node for Taylor series on either
side
ot = o+2; // Number of nodes in z-direction with extra node for Taylor series on either side

mb = m+1; // Number of real nodes and real boundary nodes
ob = o+2; // Number of real nodes and real boundary nodes
s = 6;

// Number of major time steps

x = m*n*o; // Total nodes in heat pipe
xb = mb*n*ob;

// Total heat pipe and boundary nodes

bb = (n*o) + (2*n*m); // Total boundary nodes

//outdebug << " m= ," << m << " , n= ," << n << " , o= ," << o << " , s= ," << s << std::endl;

double z_boundary_spacing[oin+1] = {0., 0.43, 0.63, 0.82, 1.01, 1.20};
double z_boundary_mdpt[oin]

= {0.216, 0.508, 0.711, 0.914, 1.09};

double T_boundary_in[nin*oin][s] = {{836.9187675, 836.9216682, 836.9245689,
836.9274697, 836.9303704, 836.9332711}, // TC1 [K]
{831.4285714, 831.4359683, 831.4433651, 831.4507619, 831.4581587,
831.4655556}, // TC2 [K]
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{833.3333333, 833.3371858, 833.3410384, 833.3448909, 833.3487434,
833.3525959}, // TC3 [K]
{835.7823129, 835.7867158, 835.7911187, 835.7955215, 835.7999244,
835.8043273}, // TC4 [K]
{809.2857143, 809.2926488, 809.2995833, 809.3065179, 809.3134524,
809.3203869}}; // TC5 [K]

double q_boundary[nin*oin][s] = {{
24598.42394, 24598.7525, 24599.08106, 24599.40962, 24599.73818, 24600.06674}, //
TC1 / boundary node1 [W/m2]
{-46979.06444, -46979.94744, -46980.83045, -46981.71346, 46982.59646, -46983.47947}, // TC2 / boundary node1 [W/m2]
{-49451.64678, -49452.57626, -49453.50574, -49454.43522, 49455.3647, -49456.29418}, // TC3 / boundary node1 [W/m2]
{-49451.64678, -49452.57626, -49453.50574, -49454.43522, 49455.3647, -49456.29418}, // TC4 / boundary node1 [W/m2]
{-49451.64678, -49452.57626, -49453.50574, -49454.43522, 49455.3647, -49456.29418}}; // TC5 / boundary node1 [W/m2]

//outdebug << "time, azimuthal, axial, index, Heat Flux [W/m2], T_b" << std::endl;
int index;
for (int t=0; t<s; ++t) {
for (int jb=0; jb<nin; ++jb) {
for (int kb=0; kb<oin; ++kb) {
index = kb + (jb*oin);
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//outdebug << t << " ," << jb << ", " << kb << " ," << index << " ," << q_boundary[index][t]
<< " ," << T_boundary_in[index][t] << std::endl;
}
}
}

double dt_floor = 1.e-9;
double dt_minor = dt_floor;

// [s] initial computational/minor time step

double tolerance = 0.001; //6.e-5;

// [NDM]

/****************************************************************************************/
// Mesh - Needs values in [cm]
L = L_evaporator + L_adiabatic + L_condenser; // [cm]
d_vapor_core = d_shell_inner - (2.*t_annular_gap) - (2.*t_wick); // [cm]

V_mesh = 0;
site_density = 0;
for (int a=0; a<mesh_layers; ++a) {
V_mesh += LayerVolume(mesh_layers, mesh_number[a], a, t_wick, d_vapor_core, L); //
[cm3] Volume of wire in single mesh layer
site_density += LayerSiteDensity(mesh_layers, mesh_number[a], a, t_wick, d_vapor_core,
L); // [openings2] Number of openings in single mesh layer
}

// Geometric Values
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L_evaporator = L_evaporator/100.; // [m]
L_adiabatic = L_adiabatic/100.;

// [m]

L_condenser = L_condenser/100.;

// [m]

d_shell_inner = d_shell_inner/100.; // [m]
t_annular_gap = t_annular_gap/100.; // [m]
t_wick = t_wick/100.;

// [m]

r_pore = r_pore/100.;

// [m]

m_fluid = m_fluid/1000.;

// [kg]

L = L_evaporator + L_adiabatic + L_condenser;
r_shell_inner = d_shell_inner/2.;

// [m]
// [m]

d_wick_outer = d_shell_inner - (2.*t_annular_gap);

// [m]

d_vapor_core = d_shell_inner - (2.*t_annular_gap) - (2.*t_wick); // [m]
r_half_annular_gap = (d_shell_inner + d_wick_outer)/4.;
r_half_wick = (d_wick_outer + d_vapor_core)/4.;
r_half_vapor_core = (d_vapor_core + 0.)/4.;

// [m]
// [m]

// [m]

A_CS_gap = 0.25 * PI * ( std::pow(d_shell_inner,2.) - std::pow(d_wick_outer,2.)
); // [m2] A_z
A_CS_wick = 0.25 * PI * ( std::pow(d_wick_outer,2.) - std::pow(d_vapor_core,2.)
); // [m2] A_z
A_CS_core = 0.25 * PI * std::pow(d_vapor_core,2.);
A_S_gap_evaporator = PI * d_shell_inner * L_evaporator; // [m2]
A_S_wick_evaporator = PI * d_wick_outer * L_evaporator; // [m2]
A_S_core_evaporator = PI * d_vapor_core * L_evaporator; // [m2]
A_S_gap_adiabatic = PI * d_shell_inner * L_adiabatic; // [m2]
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// [m2] A_z

A_S_wick_adiabatic = PI * d_wick_outer * L_adiabatic; // [m2]
A_S_core_adiabatic = PI * d_vapor_core * L_adiabatic; // [m2]
A_S_gap_condenser = PI * d_shell_inner * L_condenser; // [m2]
A_S_wick_condenser = PI * d_wick_outer * L_condenser; // [m2]
A_S_core_condenser = PI * d_vapor_core * L_condenser; // [m2]
A_S_gap = PI * 0.5*(d_wick_outer + d_shell_inner) * L; // [m2] A_r
A_S_wick = PI * 0.5*(d_vapor_core + d_wick_outer) * L; // [m2] A_r
A_phi_gap = 0.5*(d_shell_inner - d_wick_outer) * L;
A_phi_wick = 0.5*(d_wick_outer - d_vapor_core) * L;

// [m2] A_phi
// [m2] A_phi

V_gap_evaporator = A_CS_gap * L_evaporator; // [m3]
V_wick_evaporator = A_CS_wick * L_evaporator; // [m3]
V_core_evaporator = A_CS_core * L_evaporator; // [m3]
V_gap_adiabatic = A_CS_gap * L_adiabatic;

// [m3]

V_wick_adiabatic = A_CS_wick * L_adiabatic; // [m3]
V_core_adiabatic = A_CS_core * L_adiabatic; // [m3]
V_gap_condenser = A_CS_gap * L_condenser;

// [m3]

V_wick_condenser = A_CS_wick * L_condenser; // [m3]
V_core_condenser = A_CS_core * L_condenser; // [m3]
V_gap = A_CS_gap * L; // [m3]
V_wick = A_CS_wick * L; // [m3]
V_core = A_CS_core * L; // [m3]
V_evaporator = 0.25 * PI * std::pow(d_shell_inner,2.) * L_evaporator; // [m3]
V_adiabatic = 0.25 * PI * std::pow(d_shell_inner,2.) * L_adiabatic; // [m3]
V_condenser = 0.25 * PI * std::pow(d_shell_inner,2.) * L_condenser; // [m3]
// Effective Volumes - Available Fluid Space (Mesh Subtracted)
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V_mesh = V_mesh/std::pow(100.,3); // [m3]
f_m = V_mesh/V_wick; // NDM
f_v = 0.01;

// NDM - Initial guess for void fraction

f_l_low = 1e-4;

// Very low value to approximate nonzero for nearest neighbors (NN)

v_h = 100.;
v_l = 1.;

/****************************************************************************************/
// Defining Computational Parameters

double dr[m+1], r_spacing[m+1], r_mdpt[m+1];

// Node

spacing in the r-direction [m]
dr[0] = 0;
dr[m-1] = t_wick;
dr[m] = t_annular_gap;
// cout << t_annular_gap << " \t" << m << "\t" << dr[m] << std::endl;
r_spacing[0] = 0;
r_mdpt[0] = 0;
//outdebug << r_spacing[0] << " ," << r_mdpt[0] << " ," << dr[0] << std::endl;
for (int i=1; i<(m-1); i++)

{

dr[i] = (d_vapor_core/2.)/(m-2);

// Distance between point and previous

point
}
for (int i=1; i<(m+1); ++i) {
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r_spacing[i] = r_spacing[i-1] + dr[i];

// Spatial distance between

origin/datum and point
r_mdpt[i] = r_spacing[i-1] + (dr[i]/2.);
//outdebug << r_spacing[i] << " ," << r_mdpt[i] << " ," << dr[i] << std::endl;
}
//outdebug << std::endl;
double dphi = (2.*PI) / n;

// Node spacing along the angle, phi [rad]

double phi_spacing[n+1], phi_mdpt[n+1];
phi_spacing[0] = 0;
phi_mdpt[0] = 0;
for (int j=1; j<(n+1); j++)

{

phi_spacing[j] = phi_spacing[j-1] + dphi;
phi_mdpt[j] = phi_spacing[j-1] + (dphi/2.);
//outdebug << phi_spacing[j] << " ," << phi_mdpt[j] << std::endl;
}
//outdebug << std::endl;
double dz = L/o;

// Node spacing in the z-direction [m]

double z_spacing[o+1], z_mdpt[o+1];
z_spacing[0] = 0;
z_mdpt[0] = 0;
for (int k=1; k<(o+1); k++)

{

z_spacing[k] = z_spacing[k-1] + dz;
z_mdpt[k] = z_spacing[k-1] + (dz/2.);
//outdebug << z_spacing[k] << " ," << z_mdpt[k] << std::endl;
}
//outdebug << std::endl;
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double phi_boundary_spacing[nin+1] = {0., 2.*PI};
double dphi_boundary[nin+1];
dphi_boundary[0] = phi_boundary_spacing[0];

// Boundary node

spacing in the phi-direction [rad]
for (int j=1; j<(nin+1); ++j) {
dphi_boundary[j] = phi_boundary_spacing[j]-phi_boundary_spacing[j-1];
//outdebug << dphi_boundary[j] << std::endl;
}
//outdebug << std::endl;
double phi_boundary_mdpt[nin];
for (int j=0; j<nin; j++)

{

phi_boundary_mdpt[j] = phi_boundary_spacing[j] + (dphi_boundary[j+1]/2.);
//outdebug << phi_boundary_mdpt[j] << std::endl;
}
//outdebug << std::endl;
double dz_boundary[oin+1];
dz_boundary[0] = z_boundary_spacing[0];

// Boundary node spacing

in the z-direction [m]
for (int k=1; k<(oin+1); ++k) {
}
double A_node_shell_surface = dz * r_shell_inner * dphi; // [m2]

double dt = 0.1;

// Time spacing in the time-direction [s]

double time[s];
time[0] = -0.1;
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for (int c=1; c<s; c++) {
time[c] = time[c-1] + dt;
}
double dt_minor_arr[m*n*o];
int t_minor_counter = 1;
double time_minor = time[1];
double time_minor0 = 0.;

//outdebug << "delta t = " << dt << ", tolerance = " << tolerance << std::endl;

/****************************************************************************************/
// Setting Up Matrices

// Gravity and Force by Angles
double g_r[n+1], g_phi[n+1], g_z/*[o+1]*/, F_r[n+1], F_phi[n+1], F_z/*[o+1]*/;

for (int j=1; j<(n+1); ++j) {
g_r[j] = -gmag_r * cos(phi_mdpt[j]);
g_phi[j] = gmag_phi * sin(phi_mdpt[j]);
F_r[j] = -Fmag_r * cos(phi_mdpt[j]);
F_phi[j] = Fmag_phi * sin(phi_mdpt[j]);
}

g_z = gmag_z;
F_z = Fmag_z;
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// Heat And Temperature Interpolated Boundary Conditions
double T_boundary[nt*ot][s], frack, fracj, R1, R2, Q[nt*ot][s], q_out[nt*ot][s],
Q_out[nt*ot][s], Q_out_total=0./*temp1, temp2, temp3, temp4, temp5*/;
int sections[bb], jk, jbkb, jb1kb, jbkb1, jb1kb1, jbeff, jbeff1, kbeff, kbeff1, b=0;

//outdebug << "time, azimuthal, axial, z_spacing, Heat Rate [W]" << std::endl;

for (int t=0; t<s; ++t) {
for (int k=1; k<(o+1); ++k) {
if (z_spacing[k] < L_evaporator) {
sections[k] = 1;

} // Define evaporator region as "+1" in "sections"

array
else if (z_mdpt[k] >= L_evaporator && z_mdpt[k] < (L_evaporator+L_adiabatic)) {
sections[k] = 0;

} // Define adiabatic region as "0" in "sections" array

else if (z_mdpt[k] >= (L_evaporator+L_adiabatic) && z_mdpt[k] <= L) {
sections[k] = -1; } // Define condenser region as "-1" in "sections"
array
//outdebug << t << "," << j << "," << k << "," << z_spacing[k] << std::endl;
++b;
}

b=0;
}
//outdebug << A_node_shell_surface << std::endl;
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//outdebug << "time, azimuthal, axial, z_mdpt, jk, boundary azimuthal, boundary axial, z_b,
jbkb, Temperature, Heat Rate [W], Heat flux [W/m2], frac_k, frac_j, R1, R2, jb1kb, jbkb1,
jb1kb1, kbeff, kbeff+1, z_bm[kbeff], z_bm[kbeff+1], jbeff, jbeff+1, phi_bm[jbeff],
phi_bm[jbeff+1]" << std::endl;

for (int t=0; t<s; ++t) {
for (int j=1; j<(n+1); ++j) {
for (int k=1; k<(o+1); ++k) {

for (int kb=0; kb<oin; ++kb) {
if ( (z_mdpt[k] < z_boundary_mdpt[0]) || (z_mdpt[k] >= z_boundary_mdpt[kb] &&
z_mdpt[k] <= z_boundary_mdpt[kb+1]) || (z_mdpt[k] > z_boundary_mdpt[oin-1]) ) {

for (int jb=0; jb<nin; ++jb) {
if ( (phi_mdpt[j] < phi_boundary_mdpt[0]) || (phi_mdpt[j] >=
phi_boundary_mdpt[jb] && phi_mdpt[j] <= phi_boundary_mdpt[jb+1]) || (phi_mdpt[j] >
phi_boundary_mdpt[nin-1]) ) {

if ( oin==1 ) { // if there is only one boundary node
kbeff = 0;
kbeff1 = 0;
}
else if ( z_mdpt[k] < z_boundary_mdpt[0] ) { // if the real node is before the
boundary node, extrapolate
kbeff = 0;
kbeff1 = 1;
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}
else if ( z_mdpt[k] > z_boundary_mdpt[oin-1] ) { // if the real node is after the
boundary node, extrapolate
kbeff = oin-2;
kbeff1 = oin-1;
}
else {
kbeff = kb;
kbeff1 = kb+1;

}
if ( nin==1 ) { // if there is only one boundary node
jbeff = 0;
jbeff1 = 0;
}
else if ( phi_mdpt[j] < phi_boundary_mdpt[0] ) { // if the real node is before the
boundary node, extrapolate
jbeff = 0;
jbeff1 = 1;
}
else if ( phi_mdpt[j] > phi_boundary_mdpt[nin-1] ) { // if the real node is after
the boundary node, extrapolate
jbeff = nin-2;
jbeff1 = nin-1;
}
else {
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jbeff = jb;
jbeff1 = jb+1;
}

jk = k + (j*ot);
jbkb = kbeff + (jbeff*oin); // Linearized index for boundary elements
jb1kb = kbeff + (jbeff1*oin);
jbkb1 = kbeff1 + (jbeff*oin);
jb1kb1 = kbeff1 + (jbeff1*oin);

Q[jk][t] = q_boundary[jbkb][t] * A_node_shell_surface; // Overall flux converted
to heat entering that node [W/m2]
q_out[jk][t] = 0.;
Q_out[jk][t] = 0.;

//bilinear interpolation
if (oin==1) {
frack = 1;
}
else {
frack = (z_mdpt[k]-z_boundary_mdpt[kbeff])/(z_boundary_mdpt[kbeff1]z_boundary_mdpt[kbeff]);
}
if (nin==1) { // When there is only one boundary node, this interpolation scheme
has a /0 error, so should be force-ommitted
fracj = 1;
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}
else {
fracj = (phi_mdpt[j]-phi_boundary_mdpt[jbeff])/(phi_boundary_mdpt[jbeff1]phi_boundary_mdpt[jbeff]);
}

R1 = T_boundary_in[jbkb][t] + ( (T_boundary_in[jbkb1][t] T_boundary_in[jbkb][t]) * frack );
R2 = T_boundary_in[jb1kb][t] + ( (T_boundary_in[jb1kb1][t]T_boundary_in[jb1kb][t]) * frack );

T_boundary[jk][t] = R1 + ( (R2-R1) * fracj );
//outdebug << t << "," << j << "," << k << " ," << z_mdpt[k] << " ," << jk << "," << jb << " , "
<< kb << " ," << z_boundary_spacing[kb] << " , " << jbkb << " ," << T_boundary[jk][t] << ","
<< Q[jk][t] << " ," << q_boundary[jbkb][t] << " , " << frack << " , " << fracj << " , " << R1 << " ,
" << R2 << " , " << jb1kb << " , " << jbkb1 << " , " << jb1kb1 << " ," << kbeff << " ," << kbeff1 <<
" ," << z_boundary_mdpt[kbeff] << " ," << z_boundary_mdpt[kbeff1] << " ," << jbeff << " ," <<
jbeff1 << " ," << phi_boundary_mdpt[jbeff] << " ," << phi_boundary_mdpt[jbeff1] << " ," <<
z_boundary_mdpt[0] << std::endl;

break; } // breaks for jb loop once the boundary node has been reached
else { }
}

break; } // breaks for kb loop once the boundary node has been reached
else { } // Do nothing; try the next boundary input node
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}

}
}
}

// Boundary and Initial Conditions
HeatPipeIndex T(mt,nt,ot,s), T_past(mt,nt,ot,s), P(mt,nt,ot,s), vel_r(mt,nt,ot,s),
vel_phi(mt,nt,ot,s), vel_z(mt,nt,ot,s), rho(mt,nt,ot,s), rho_vapor(mt,nt,ot,s),
rho_liquid(mt,nt,ot,s), f_l(mt,nt,ot,s), P_cap(mt,nt,ot,s); // Consider Q[xb][s] here instead of
above
double T_sum;

int cd; // initial counters

//outdebug << "time, radial, azimuthal, axial, Temp [K], P [Pa], v_r [m/s], v_phi [m/s], v_z
[m/s], rho [kg/m3], f_l" << std::endl;

for (int t=0; t<s; ++t) {
for (int i=1; i<(m+2); ++i) {
for (int j=1; j<(n+1); ++j) {
for (int k=0; k<(o+2); ++k) {
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cd = k + (j*(o+2)) + (i*n*(o+2));
jk = k + (j*ot);

if ( (i!=(m+1)) && (k!=0) && (k!=(o+1)) ) { // Heat Pipe Nodes

T(i,j,k,t) = 1.*T_boundary[jk][t];
fluid.SetTemperature(T(i,j,k,t));
P(i,j,k,t) = fluid.SaturationPressure();
rho_vapor(i,j,k,t) = fluid.DensityVapor();
rho_liquid(i,j,k,t) = fluid.DensityLiquid();

if ( i<(m-1) )

{

// Vapor Region

vel_r(i,j,k,t) = 0.1;
vel_phi(i,j,k,t) = 0.1;
vel_z(i,j,k,t) = -((4.*(v_h-v_l)*k*k)/(o*o)) + ((4.*(v_h-v_l)*k)/o);
f_l(i,j,k,t) = f_l_low;

// Matrix is artifically filled in vapor region for

NN purposes
rho(i,j,k,t) = fluid.DensityVapor(); // Matrix is artifically filled in vapor for NN
purposes
}
else if ( (i==m) || (i==(m-1)) ) {

// Liquid Regions

vel_r(i,j,k,t) = -0.1;
vel_phi(i,j,k,t) = -0.01;
vel_z(i,j,k,t) = -0.1;
f_l(i,j,k,t) = 1. - f_v - f_m;

// Evaluating liquid fraction per capillary

pressure model
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rho(i,j,k,t) = fluid.DensityLiquid(); // Matrix is artifically filled in liquid for NN
purposes
}

}

else if ( (k==0 || k==(o+1)) && i==(m+1) ) { // Boundary "Corners" (adjacent
nodes - never nearest neighbors, so never used)
T(i,j,k,t) = 0;
vel_r(i,j,k,t) = 0.;
vel_phi(i,j,k,t) = 0.;

//

vel_z(i,j,k,t) = 0.;
rho(i,j,k,t) = 0.;

//
//

f_l(i,j,k,t) = f_l_low;

// Set to low value - *shouldn't* be water outside of

pipe
P(i,j,k,t) = 0.;

// Ultimately want no-change BC

}
else if (i==(m+1)) {

// Radially-Extended Boundary Nodes

T(i,j,k,t) = T_boundary[jk][t];
fluid.SetTemperature(T(i,j,k,t));
vel_r(i,j,k,t) = 0.;
vel_phi(i,j,k,t) = 0.;

//

vel_z(i,j,k,t) = 0.;

//

rho(i,j,k,t) = fluid.DensityLiquid(); //
f_l(i,j,k,t) = f_l_low;

// Set to low value - *shouldn't* be water outside

of pipe
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P(i,j,k,t) = fluid.SaturationPressure();

// Ultimately want no-change BC

}
else if ( k==0 && i!=(m+1) ) {

// Axially-Extended Evaporator Boundary

Nodes
T_sum = 0;
for (int jb=0; jb<n; ++jb) {
T_sum += T_boundary[(jb*o)][t];
}
T(i,j,k,t) = (1/n)*T_sum;
fluid.SetTemperature(T(i,j,k,t));
if (i==1)

{

// Vapor Region

vel_r(i,j,k,t) = 0.;
vel_phi(i,j,k,t) = 0.;

//

vel_z(i,j,k,t) = 0.;

//

rho(i,j,k,t) = fluid.DensityVapor(); //
}
else if (i>1) {

// Liquid Regions

vel_r(i,j,k,t) = 0.;
vel_phi(i,j,k,t) = -0.;

//

vel_z(i,j,k,t) = -0.;

//

rho(i,j,k,t) = fluid.DensityLiquid(); //
}
f_l(i,j,k,t) = f_l_low;

// Set to low value - *shouldn't* be water outside

of pipe
P(i,j,k,t) = fluid.SaturationPressure(); // Ultimately want no-change BC
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}
else if ( k==(o+1) && i!=(m+1) ) {

// Axially-Extended Condenser Boundary

Nodes
T_sum = 0;
for (int jb=1; jb<(n+1); ++jb) {
T_sum += T_boundary[((jb*o)-1)][t];
}
T(i,j,k,t) = (1/n)*T_sum;
fluid.SetTemperature(T(i,j,k,t));
if (i==1)

{

// Vapor Region

vel_r(i,j,k,t) = 0.;
vel_phi(i,j,k,t) = 0.;

//

vel_z(i,j,k,t) = 0.;

//

rho(i,j,k,t) = fluid.DensityVapor(); //
}
else if (i>1) {

// Liquid Regions

vel_r(i,j,k,t) = 0.;
vel_phi(i,j,k,t) = -0.;

//

vel_z(i,j,k,t) = -0.;

//

rho(i,j,k,t) = fluid.DensityLiquid();
}
f_l(i,j,k,t) = f_l_low;

// Set to low value - *shouldn't* be water outside

of pipe
P(i,j,k,t) = fluid.SaturationPressure(); // Ultimately want no-change BC
}
rho(1,1,0,0) = 0.;
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//outdebug << t << "," << i << "," << j << "," << k << "," << T(i,j,k,t) << "," << P(i,j,k,t) << ","
<< vel_r(i,j,k,t) << "," << vel_phi(i,j,k,t) << "," << vel_z(i,j,k,t) << "," << rho(i,j,k,t) << "," <<
f_l(i,j,k,t) << std::endl;
} // End of k loop
}
}
}

// End of j loop
// End of i loop
// End of time loop

/****************************************************************************************/
// Evaluating Bulk Terms Using MacCormack's Method
// Limit Conditions will live in here
int t, ti=0, ti_prev=0, firstminortime, d=0, e=0, iBF, iiBF, eq_tot=5, pc=0; // d is linearized
counter for all HP nodes, e is linearized counter for boundary nodes
double thk, a, sigma, Hfg, mu, cp, cv, enthalpy, drhodT, gamma, r, phase, T_sat, quality,
thkext[nt*ot], dr_temp;
double dtCFL, Re_dr, Re_dphi, Re_dz, Re_d, t_stability;
double B[eq_tot][2], E[eq_tot][2], F[eq_tot][2], G[eq_tot][2], H[eq_tot][2], I[eq_tot][2],
J[eq_tot][2], K[eq_tot][2], M[eq_tot][2], N[eq_tot][2], O[eq_tot][2],
predictor_corrector[eq_tot][2], var[eq_tot][2], diff[eq_tot], difference;
std::vector<int> Ei, Fj, Gk, Ki, Kj, Mi, Mk, Nj, Nk;
double F_cap_r, F_cap_phi, F_cap_z, c_term, d_term, h, h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, h7, h8, h9,
element_volume;
rho=0.;

double outcount=100, outmax=99; //number of minor time steps before an output dump
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//outdebug << "minor time, minor time index, time, time index, radial, azimuthal, axial,
iteration, equation, phase, quality, thk, sigma, Hfg, mu, cp, cv, drho/dT, f_l, f_m, rho, h, P, time
stability, dt, T_sat, T, gamma, B, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, M, N, O, PC1, PC2, PC3, t, f_l/rho, P, v_r,
v_phi, v_z, T, " << std::endl;
//outintm << "iteration, t_minor, t, i, j, k, phase, quality, delta time_minor, dr, dphi, dz,
t_stability, time_minor, time, r_m(i) [m], phi_m(j) [rad], z_m(k) [m], P [Pa], rho [kg/m3], f_l,
v_r [m/s], v_phi [m/s], v_z [m/s], T [K]" << std::endl;
outfinal << "iteration, t_minor, t, i, j, k, phase, quality, delta time_minor, dr, dphi, dz,
t_stability, time_minor, time, r_m(i) [m], phi_m(j) [rad], z_m(k) [m], P [Pa], rho [kg/m3], f_l,
v_r [m/s], v_phi [m/s], v_z [m/s], T [K]" << std::endl;
outheats << " t, j ,k, q_out [W/m2], Q_out/node [W], Q_out_total [W]" << std::endl;

while (time_minor <= time[s-1]) {
++outcount;

ti_prev = ti;
for (int c=0; c<s; c++) { // Determine what t value the variables should be stored to, based
on where t_minor fits into t
if (time_minor >= time[c] && time_minor < time[c+1]) {
ti = c;
break;
}
}
/*if ( ti != ti_prev ) { // Determine if the iteration is the first at that major time step, so
the t=t-1 can be applied correctly
firstminortime = 1;
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}
else {
firstminortime = 0;
}*/

for (int i=m; i>0; --i) {

// Work in HP nodes only and iterate inwards from the

annulus to start with Qin
for (int j=1; j<(n+1); ++j) {

// Work in HP nodes only

for (int k=1; k<(o+1); ++k) { // Work in HP nodes only

d = (k-1) + ((j-1)*o) + ((i-1)*n*o);
e = k + (j*ot);

if ( i<(m-1) ) { // Evaluate for vapor, compressible, possible enormous velocity
gradients, and ideal gases for dilational viscosity purposes
iBF=1;
iiBF=1;
do {
if (iBF==1 || iBF==3 || iBF==5 || iBF==7 ) {
Ei = {1, 0}; // [0] -> predictor, [1] -> corrector (opposite directions)
// H is always the same for this - 2nd order divided difference
Ki = {1, 0};
Kj = {1, 1}; // This is the inner derivative - by MacCormack, it is a centered
div dif so the terms in the precor loop are defined as such
}
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else if (iBF==2 || iBF==4 || iBF==6 || iBF==8 ) {
Ei = {0, 1};
Ki = {0, 1};
Kj = {1, 1}; // This is the inner derivative - by MacCormack, it is a centered
div dif so the terms in the precor loop are defined as such
}
/**************************************************************************
***************************/
if (iBF==1 || iBF==3 || iBF==4 || iBF==6 ) {
Fj = {1, 0};
Mi = {1, 0};
Mk = {1, 1}; // This is the inner derivative - by MacCormack, it is a centered
div dif so the terms in the precor loop are defined as such
}
else if (iBF==2 || iBF==5 || iBF==7 || iBF==8 ) {
Fj = {0, 1};
Mi = {0, 1};
Mk = {1, 1}; // This is the inner derivative - by MacCormack, it is a centered
div dif so the terms in the precor loop are defined as such
}
/**************************************************************************
***************************/
if (iBF==1 || iBF==2 || iBF==5 || iBF==6 ) {
Gk = {1, 0};
Nj = {1, 0};
Nk = {1, 1};
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}
else if (iBF==3 || iBF==4 || iBF==7 || iBF==8 ) {
Gk = {0, 1};
Nj = {0, 1};
Nk = {1, 1};
}
/**************************************************************************
***************************/
for (int precor=0; precor<2; ++precor) {

// Set t to t-1 for first predictor to use previous time step to evaluate current.
Corrector and subsequent P/Cs then use current time step to allow for actual iteration
if ( iBF==1 && precor==0 /*&& firstminortime==1*/ ) { t = ti-1; }
else

{ t = ti; }

// Define vapor fluid temperature-dependent properties for each state change by
iteration or conclusion
fluid.SetTemperature(T(i,j,k,t));
fluid.SetPastTemperature(T_past(i,j,k,t));
fluid.SetPressure(P(i,j,k,t));
fluid.SetDensity(rho(i,j,k,t));
phase = fluid.Phase();
thk = fluid.ThermalConductivityCore(); // [W/mK]
a = fluid.SpeedOfSoundLiquid();

// [m/s] (liquid?)

sigma = fluid.SurfaceTensionLiquid(); // [N/m]
Hfg = fluid.EnthalpyOfVaporization()*1000.; // [J/kg]
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// Determine (call) vapor properties
r = r_mdpt[i]; //r_half_vapor_core;
mu = fluid.ViscosityCore();

// [m]

// [N*s/m2]

cp = fluid.SpecificHeatCapacityPCore()*1000.; // [J/kg*K]
cv = fluid.HeatCapacityVVapor()*1000.; // [J/kg*K]
enthalpy = fluid.EnthalpyCore()*1000.;

// [J/kg]

drhodT = fluid.IsobaricCompressibility(); // [Pa/K]
T_sat = fluid.SaturationTemperature();
quality = fluid.Qualityv();

if

(sections[e]==1) { gamma = -(Q[e][t]/Hfg); /* [kg/s] */ }

else if (sections[e]==-1) { gamma = (Q[e][t]/Hfg); /* [kg/s] */ }
else

{ gamma = 0.0;

/* [kg/s] */ }

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
B[0][precor] = rho(i,j,k,t);
B[1][precor] = rho(i,j,k,t) * vel_r(i,j,k,t);
B[2][precor] = rho(i,j,k,t) * vel_phi(i,j,k,t);
B[3][precor] = rho(i,j,k,t) * vel_z(i,j,k,t);
B[4][precor] = ( rho(i,j,k,t) * cp * T(i,j,k,t) ) + ( enthalpy * rho(i,j,k,t) ) + (
(T(i,j,k,t)/rho(i,j,k,t)) * drhodT * P(i,j,k,t) );

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
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E[0][precor] = -( rho_vapor( (i+Ei[precor] ),j,k,t) * vel_r(
(i+Ei[precor] ),j,k,t) ) +
( rho_vapor( (i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t) * vel_r( (i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t) );
E[1][precor] = -( (rho_vapor( (i+Ei[precor] ),j,k,t) * std::pow(vel_r(
(i+Ei[precor] ),j,k,t), 2.)) + P( (i+Ei[precor] ),j,k,t) - ((4./3.)*(mu/r)*vel_r(
(i+Ei[precor] ),j,k,t)) ) +
( (rho_vapor( (i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t) * std::pow(vel_r( (i+Ei[precor]1),j,k,t), 2.)) + P( (i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t) - ((4./3.)*(mu/r)*vel_r( (i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t)) );
E[2][precor] = -( (rho_vapor( (i+Ei[precor] ),j,k,t) * vel_r(
(i+Ei[precor] ),j,k,t) * vel_phi( (i+Ei[precor] ),j,k,t)) - ((mu/r)*vel_phi( (i+Ei[precor] ),j,k,t)) )
+
( (rho_vapor( (i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t) * vel_r( (i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t) *
vel_phi( (i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t)) - ((mu/r)*vel_phi( (i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t)) );
E[3][precor] = -( (rho_vapor( (i+Ei[precor] ),j,k,t) * vel_r(
(i+Ei[precor] ),j,k,t) * vel_z( (i+Ei[precor] ),j,k,t)) - (mu/r)*vel_z( (i+Ei[precor] ),j,k,t) ) +
( (rho_vapor( (i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t) * vel_r( (i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t) *
vel_z( (i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t)) - (mu/r)*vel_z( (i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t) );
E[4][precor] = -(((vel_r( (i+Ei[precor]), j,k,t)*( (rho_vapor(i,j,k,t)*cp*T(
(i+Ei[precor]), j,k,t)) + (enthalpy*rho_vapor( (i+Ei[precor]), j,k,t)) +
( (T(i,j,k,t)/rho_vapor(i,j,k,t)) * drhodT * P(
(i+Ei[precor]), j,k,t)) + P(i,j,k,t) + ((4./3.)*(mu/r)*vel_r(i,j,k,t)) )) ( ((thk/r)*T((i+Ei[precor]), j,k,t)) - (2.*(mu/r) *
vel_phi(i,j,k,t)/*const*/ * vel_phi((i+Ei[precor]), j,k,t)) ) ) ((vel_r( (i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t)*( (rho_vapor(i,j,k,t)*cp*T(
(i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t)) + (enthalpy*rho_vapor( (i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t)) +
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( (T(i,j,k,t)/rho_vapor(i,j,k,t)) * drhodT * P(
(i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t)) + P(i,j,k,t) + ((4./3.)*(mu/r)*vel_r(i,j,k,t)) )) ( ((thk/r)*T((i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t)) - (2.*(mu/r) *
vel_phi(i,j,k,t)/*const*/ * vel_phi((i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t)) ) ) );

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
F[0][precor] = -( rho_vapor(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t) *
vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t) ) +
( rho_vapor(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t) * vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t) );
F[1][precor] = -( (rho_vapor(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t) *
vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]) ,k,t) * vel_r(i,(j+Fj[precor]) ,k,t)) +
((1./3.)*(mu/r)*vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]) ,k,t)) ) +
( (rho_vapor(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t) * vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t) *
vel_r(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t)) + ((1./3.)*(mu/r)*vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor])-1,k,t)) );
F[2][precor] = -( (rho_vapor(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t) *
std::pow(vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t), 2.)) + P(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t) ((7./3.)*(mu/r)*vel_r(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t)) ) +
( (rho_vapor(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t) *
std::pow(vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t), 2.)) + P(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t) ((7./3.)*(mu/r)*vel_r(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t)) );
F[3][precor] = -( rho_vapor(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t) *
vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]) ,k,t) * vel_z(i,(j+Fj[precor]) ,k,t) ) +
( rho_vapor(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t) * vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t) *
vel_z(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t) );
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F[4][precor] = -(((vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t)*(
(rho_vapor(i,j,k,t)*cp*T(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t)) + (enthalpy*rho_vapor(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t)) +
( (T(i,j,k,t)/rho_vapor(i,j,k,t)) * drhodT *
P(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t)) + P(i,j,k,t) - ((8./3.)*(mu/r)*vel_r(i,j,k,t)) )) +
(2.*(mu/r)*vel_phi(i,j,k,t) * vel_r(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t)) ) ((vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t)*(
(rho_vapor(i,j,k,t)*cp*T(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t)) + (enthalpy*rho_vapor(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t)) +
( (T(i,j,k,t)/rho_vapor(i,j,k,t)) * drhodT *
P(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t)) + P(i,j,k,t) - ((8./3.)*(mu/r)*vel_r(i,j,k,t)) )) +
(2.*(mu/r)*vel_phi(i,j,k,t) * vel_r(i,(j+Fj[precor])-1,k,t)) ) );

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
G[0][precor] = -( rho_vapor(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]), t) *
vel_phi(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]), t) ) +
( rho_vapor(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t) * vel_phi(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t) );
G[1][precor] = -( rho_vapor(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]), t) *
vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]) ,t) * vel_r(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]) ,t) ) +
( rho_vapor(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t) * vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t) *
vel_r(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t) );
G[2][precor] = -( rho_vapor(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]), t) *
vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]) ,t) * vel_phi(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]) ,t) ) +
( rho_vapor(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t) * vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t) *
vel_phi(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t) );
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G[3][precor] = -( (rho_vapor(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]), t) *
std::pow(vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]) ,t), 2.)) + P(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]) ,t) ((1./3.)*(mu/r)*vel_r(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]) ,t)) ) +
( (rho_vapor(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t) *
std::pow(vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t), 2.)) + P(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t) ((1./3.)*(mu/r)*vel_r(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t)) );
G[4][precor] = -((vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]), t)*(
(rho_vapor(i,j,k,t)*cp*T(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]), t)) + (enthalpy*rho_vapor(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]) ,t)) +
( (T(i,j,k,t)/rho_vapor(i,j,k,t)) * drhodT *
P(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]) ,t)) + P(i,j,k,t) + ((4./3.)*(mu/r)*vel_r(i,j,k,t)) )) (vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t)*(
(rho_vapor(i,j,k,t)*cp*T(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t)) + (enthalpy*rho_vapor(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t))
+
( (T(i,j,k,t)/rho_vapor(i,j,k,t)) * drhodT *
P(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t)) + P(i,j,k,t) + ((4./3.)*(mu/r)*vel_r(i,j,k,t)) )) );

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
H[0][precor] = 0.;
H[1][precor] = (4./3.)*mu*( vel_r((i+1),j,k,t) - 2.*vel_r(i,j,k,t) + vel_r((i1),j,k,t) );
H[2][precor] = mu*( vel_phi((i+1),j,k,t) - 2.*vel_phi(i,j,k,t) + vel_phi((i1),j,k,t) );
H[3][precor] = mu*( vel_z((i+1),j,k,t) - 2.*vel_z(i,j,k,t) + vel_z((i-1),j,k,t) );
H[4][precor] = thk*( T((i+1),j,k,t) - 2.*T(i,j,k,t) + T((i-1),j,k,t) ) +
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vel_r((i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t), 2.)) +
std::pow(vel_phi((i+Ei[precor]), j,k,t) vel_phi((i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t), 2.) +
std::pow(vel_z((i+Ei[precor]), j,k,t) vel_z((i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t), 2.) );

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
I[0][precor] = 0.;
I[1][precor] = mu*( vel_r(i,(j+1),k,t) - 2.*vel_r(i,j,k,t) + vel_r(i,(j-1),k,t) );
I[2][precor] = (4.*mu/3.)*( vel_phi(i,(j+1),k,t) - 2.*vel_phi(i,j,k,t) +
vel_phi(i,(j-1),k,t) );
I[3][precor] = mu*( vel_z(i,(j+1),k,t) - 2.*vel_z(i,j,k,t) + vel_z(i,(j-1),k,t) );
I[4][precor] = thk*( T(i,(j+1),k,t) - 2.*T(i,j,k,t) + T(i,(j-1),k,t) ) +
mu*( std::pow(vel_r(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t) vel_r(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t), 2.) +
((4./3.)*std::pow(vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t) vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t), 2.)) +
std::pow(vel_z(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t) vel_z(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t), 2.) );

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
J[0][precor] = 0.;
J[1][precor] = mu*( vel_r(i,j,(k+1),t) - 2.*vel_r(i,j,k,t) + vel_r(i,j,(k-1),t) );
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J[2][precor] = mu*( vel_phi(i,j,(k+1),t) - 2.*vel_phi(i,j,k,t) + vel_phi(i,j,(k1),t) );
J[3][precor] = (4.*mu/3.)*( vel_z(i,j,(k+1),t) - 2.*vel_z(i,j,k,t) + vel_z(i,j,(k1),t) );
J[4][precor] = thk*( T(i,j,(k+1),t) - 2.*T(i,j,k,t) + T(i,j,(k-1),t) ) +
mu*( std::pow(vel_r(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]), t) vel_r(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t), 2.) +
std::pow(vel_phi(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]), t) vel_phi(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t), 2.) +
((4./3.)*std::pow(vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]), t) vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t), 2.)) );

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
K[0][precor] = 0.;
K[1][precor] = (1.*mu/6.) * ( vel_phi( (i+1),(j+1),k,t) - // 1/3 in the equation,
*1/4 from centered divided dif (1/2 is in the first predictor_corrector step)
vel_phi( (i-1),(j+1),k,t) vel_phi( (i+1),(j-1),k,t) +
vel_phi( (i-1),(j-1),k,t) );
K[2][precor] = (1.*mu/6.) * ( vel_r( (i+1),(j+1),k,t) vel_r( (i-1),(j+1),k,t) vel_r( (i+1),(j-1),k,t) +
vel_r( (i-1),(j-1),k,t) );
K[3][precor] = 0.;
K[4][precor] = 0.;
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/************************************************************************
*****************************/
M[0][precor] = 0.;
M[1][precor] = (1.*mu/6.) * ( vel_z( (i+1),j,(k+1),t) vel_z( (i-1),j,(k+1),t) vel_z( (i+1),j,(k-1),t) +
vel_z( (i-1),j,(k-1),t) );
M[2][precor] = 0.;
M[3][precor] = (1.*mu/6.) * ( vel_r( (i+1),j,(k+1),t) vel_r( (i-1),j,(k+1),t) vel_r( (i+1),j,(k-1),t) +
vel_r( (i-1),j,(k-1),t) );
M[4][precor] = 0.;

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
N[0][precor] = 0.;
N[1][precor] = 0.;
N[2][precor] = (1.*mu/6.) * ( vel_z(i,(j+1),(k+1),t) vel_z(i,(j-1),(k+1),t) vel_z(i,(j+1),(k-1),t) +
vel_z(i,(j-1),(k-1),t) );
N[3][precor] = (1.*mu/6.) * ( vel_phi(i,(j+1),(k+1),t) vel_phi(i,(j-1),(k+1),t) vel_phi(i,(j+1),(k-1),t) +
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vel_phi(i,(j-1),(k-1),t) );
N[4][precor] = ( -(8.*mu/3.)*( (vel_phi(i,(j+Nj[precor]),k,t) vel_phi(i,(j+Nj[precor]-1),k,t)) *
(vel_z(i,j,(k+Nk[precor]),t) - vel_z(i,j,(k+Nk[precor]-1),t)) ))
+
( (4.*mu)*( (vel_z(i,(j+Nj[precor]),k,t) - vel_z(i,(j+Nj[precor]-1),k,t))
*
(vel_phi(i,j,(k+Nk[precor]),t) - vel_phi(i,j,(k+Nk[precor]-1),t))
));

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
element_volume = r*dr[i]*dphi*dz;
O[0][precor] = -((1./r)*rho_vapor(i,j,k,t)*vel_r(i,j,k,t)) (gamma/element_volume);

// mass transfer flow rate/volume of cell -> Density flow rate

O[1][precor] = - ((4./3.)*( mu/std::pow(r,2.)) * vel_r(i,j,k,t) ) +
( rho_vapor(i,j,k,t) * std::pow(vel_phi(i,j,k,t), 2.) / r ) +
( rho_vapor(i,j,k,t) * g_r[j] ) +
( F_r[j]/element_volume );
O[2][precor] = -( mu * vel_phi(i,j,k,t) / std::pow(r,2.) ) ( (1./r) * rho_vapor(i,j,k,t) * vel_r(i,j,k,t) * vel_phi(i,j,k,t) ) +
( rho_vapor(i,j,k,t) * g_phi[j] ) +
( F_phi[j]/element_volume );
O[3][precor] = ( rho_vapor(i,j,k,t) * g_z ) +
( F_z/element_volume );
O[4][precor] = -((1./r) * P(i,j,k,t) * vel_r(i,j,k,t)) +
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((mu/std::pow(r,2.)) * std::pow( vel_phi(i,j,k,t), 2. )) +
((4./3.) * (mu/std::pow(r,2.)) * std::pow( vel_r(i,j,k,t), 2. ));

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
for (int f=0; f<5; ++f) { // FUNCTION[#/5 equations][predictor or
corrector]
predictor_corrector[f][precor] = (E[f][precor]/dr[i]) +
(F[f][precor]/(r*dphi)) + (G[f][precor]/dz) + (H[f][precor]/std::pow(dr[i],2.)) +
(I[f][precor]/std::pow( (r*dphi), 2.)) + (J[f][precor]/std::pow(dz,2.)) +
(K[f][precor]/(2.*r*dr[i]*dphi)) + (M[f][precor]/(2.*dr[i]*dz)) + (N[f][precor]/(2.*r*dphi*dz))
+ O[f][precor];

//outdebug << time_minor << " , " << t_minor_counter << " ," << time[t] << " , " << t << " , "
<< i << " , " << j << " , " << k << " , " << iBF << " , " << f << " , " << phase << " ," << quality <<
" ," << thk << " ," << sigma << " ," << Hfg << " ," << mu << " ," << cp << " ," << cv << " ," <<
drhodT << " ," << f_l(i,j,k,t) << " , , " << rho_vapor(i,j,k,t) << " ," /* << r << " ," << mu << " ,"
<< thk << " ," << cp << " ," << drhodT << " , "*/ << enthalpy << " , " << P(i,j,k,t) << " , " <<
t_stability << " , " << dt_minor << " , " << T_sat << " ," << T(i,j,k,t) << " ," << gamma << " ,"
<< B[f][precor] << " , " << E[f][precor] << " , " << F[f][precor] << " , " << G[f][precor] << " , "
<< H[f][precor] << " , " << I[f][precor] << " , " << J[f][precor] << " , " << K[f][precor] << " , "
<< M[f][precor] << " , " << N[f][precor] << " , " << O[f][precor] << " , " <<
predictor_corrector[f][precor] << " , ";

predictor_corrector[f][precor] = dt_minor * predictor_corrector[f][precor];
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//outdebug << predictor_corrector[f][precor] << " , ";

/**********************************************************************
****/
if (precor==0) { // Corresponds to predictor equation
predictor_corrector[f][precor] = B[f][precor] +
predictor_corrector[f][precor];
//outdebug << predictor_corrector[f][precor] << " , ";
if (f!=4) {
//outdebug << std::endl;
}
else { }
}

else if (precor==1) { // Corresponds to corrector equation
predictor_corrector[f][precor] = 0.5*( B[f][precor] + B[f][0] +
predictor_corrector[f][precor] );
//outdebug << predictor_corrector[f][precor] << " , ";
if (f!=4) {
//outdebug << std::endl;
}
else { }
} // Defines predictor and corrector equations

/**********************************************************************
****/
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}

// End of f (system of equations: rho(), vel_r(), vel_phi(), vel_z(), T())

loop

if (iBF==1 && precor==0 /*&& firstminortime==1*/) { // First predictor
equation based around t-1 (t)
rho_vapor(i,j,k,(t+1)) = predictor_corrector[0][precor];
vel_r(i,j,k,(t+1)) = predictor_corrector[1][precor] / rho_vapor(i,j,k,(t+1));
vel_phi(i,j,k,(t+1)) = predictor_corrector[2][precor] / rho_vapor(i,j,k,(t+1));
vel_z(i,j,k,(t+1)) = predictor_corrector[3][precor] / rho_vapor(i,j,k,(t+1));
T_past(i,j,k,(t+1)) = T(i,j,k,t);
T(i,j,k,(t+1)) = ( predictor_corrector[4][precor] (enthalpy*rho_vapor(i,j,k,(t+1))/*var*/) - ((T(i,j,k,t)/rho_vapor(i,j,k,(t+1))) * drhodT *
P(i,j,k,(t+1))) ) / (rho_vapor(i,j,k,(t+1))/*const*/*cp);
rho(i,j,k,(t+1)) = rho_vapor(i,j,k,(t+1));
fluid.SetTemperature(T(i,j,k,t+1));
fluid.SetDensity(rho(i,j,k,t+1));
P(i,j,k,(t+1)) = fluid.PressureVaporStone();
rho(i,j,k,(t+1)) = rho_vapor(i,j,k,(t+1));

//outdebug << t+1 << " , " << rho(i,j,k,t+1) << " , " << P(i,j,k,(t+1)) << ", " << vel_r(i,j,k,t+1) <<
" , " << vel_phi(i,j,k,t+1) << " , " << vel_z(i,j,k,t+1) << " , " << T(i,j,k,t+1) << " , " << std::endl;

var[0][precor] = rho(i,j,k,(t+1));
var[1][precor] = vel_r(i,j,k,(t+1));
var[2][precor] = vel_phi(i,j,k,(t+1));
var[3][precor] = vel_z(i,j,k,(t+1));
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var[4][precor] = T(i,j,k,(t+1));

}
else

{ // All corrector and subsequent predictor equations based around

t (t+1)
rho_vapor(i,j,k,t) = predictor_corrector[0][precor];
vel_r(i,j,k,t) = predictor_corrector[1][precor] / rho_vapor(i,j,k,t);
vel_phi(i,j,k,t) = predictor_corrector[2][precor] / rho_vapor(i,j,k,t);
vel_z(i,j,k,t) = predictor_corrector[3][precor] / rho_vapor(i,j,k,t);
T_past(i,j,k,t) = T(i,j,k,t);
T(i,j,k,t) = ( predictor_corrector[4][precor] (enthalpy*rho_vapor(i,j,k,t)/*var*/) - ((T(i,j,k,t)/rho_vapor(i,j,k,t)) * drhodT * P(i,j,k,t)) ) /
(rho_vapor(i,j,k,t)/*const*/*cp);
rho(i,j,k,t) = rho_vapor(i,j,k,t);
fluid.SetTemperature(T(i,j,k,t));
fluid.SetDensity(rho(i,j,k,t));
P(i,j,k,t) = fluid.PressureVaporStone();

//outdebug << t << " , " << rho(i,j,k,t) << " , " << P(i,j,k,t) << ", " << vel_r(i,j,k,t) << " , " <<
vel_phi(i,j,k,t) << " , " << vel_z(i,j,k,t) << " , " << T(i,j,k,t) << " , " << std::endl;

var[0][precor] = rho(i,j,k,t);
var[1][precor] = vel_r(i,j,k,t);
var[2][precor] = vel_phi(i,j,k,t);
var[3][precor] = vel_z(i,j,k,t);
var[4][precor] = T(i,j,k,t);
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} // Defines predictor and corrector equations

/************************************************************************
**/

// Stability
dtCFL = 1./( (std::abs(vel_r(i,j,k,t))/dr[i]) + (std::abs(vel_phi(i,j,k,t))/dphi) +
(std::abs(vel_z(i,j,k,t))/dz) + a*std::sqrt( std::pow((1./dr[i]), 2.) + std::pow((1./dphi), 2.) +
std::pow((1./dz), 2.) ) );
Re_dr = (rho(i,j,k,t)*std::abs(vel_r(i,j,k,t))*dr[i])/mu;
Re_dphi = (rho(i,j,k,t)*std::abs(vel_phi(i,j,k,t))*dphi)/mu;
Re_dz = (rho(i,j,k,t)*std::abs(vel_z(i,j,k,t))*dz)/mu;
Re_d = std::min( Re_dr, Re_dphi );
Re_d = std::min( Re_d, Re_dz );
t_stability = (0.9*dtCFL)/(1.+(2./Re_d));

dt_minor_arr[d] = (std::round( (0.1*t_stability)*1.e9 ))/1.e9;

/************************************************************************
**/

}

// End of for precor loop -- populates both predictor_corrector for all 5

equations
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//outdebug << " , , , , , , ";

for (int f=0; f<5; ++f) {
diff[f] = std::abs( (var[f][1] - var[f][0]) / var[f][0] );

//outdebug << diff[f] << " , ";
}
if (iBF < 8) {
++iBF;
++iiBF;
}
else if (iiBF ==100) { //
//outdebug << std::endl;
break;
}

//
//

else {
iBF = 1;
++iiBF;
}
difference = *std::max_element(diff, diff+4);

//outdebug << difference << " , " << std::endl;

} while (difference > tolerance && iBF!=1);
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//outintm << iBF << " , " << t_minor_counter << " , " << t << " ," << i << " , " << j
<< " , " << k << " ," << phase << " ," << quality << " ," << dt_minor << " ," << dr[i] << " , " <<
dphi << " ," << dz << " ," << t_stability << " , " << time_minor << " ," << time[t] << " ," <<
r_mdpt[i] << " , " << phi_mdpt[j] << " , " << z_mdpt[k] << " , " << P(i,j,k,t) << " , " <<
rho(i,j,k,t) << " , , " << vel_r(i,j,k,t) << " , " << vel_phi(i,j,k,t) << " , " << vel_z(i,j,k,t) << " , " <<
T(i,j,k,t) << " , " << std::endl;

if (outcount > outmax) {
outfinal << iiBF << " , " << t_minor_counter << " , " << t << " ," << i << " , " <<
j << " , " << k << " ," << phase << " ," << quality << " ," << dt_minor << " ," << dr[i] << " , " <<
dphi << " ," << dz << " ," << t_stability << " , " << time_minor0 << " ," << time[t] << " ," <<
r_mdpt[i] << " , " << phi_mdpt[j] << " , " << z_mdpt[k] << " , " << P(i,j,k,t) << " , " <<
rho(i,j,k,t) << " , 0 , " << vel_r(i,j,k,t) << " , " << vel_phi(i,j,k,t) << " , " << vel_z(i,j,k,t) << " , "
<< T(i,j,k,t) << " , " << std::endl;
}

} // End of vapor solution section

if ( (i==m) || (i==(m-1)) ) { // Evaluate for liquid, incompressible, no enormous
velocity gradients
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iBF=1;
iiBF=1;
do {
if (iBF==1 || iBF==3 || iBF==5 || iBF==7 ) {
Ei = {1, 0}; // [0] -> predictor, [1] -> corrector (opposite directions)
// H is always the same for this - 2nd order divided difference
Ki = {1, 0};
Kj = {1, 1}; // This is the inner derivative - by MacCormack, it is a centered
div dif so the terms in the precor loop are defined as such
}
else if (iBF==2 || iBF==4 || iBF==6 || iBF==8 ) {
Ei = {0, 1};
Ki = {0, 1};
Kj = {1, 1}; // This is the inner derivative - by MacCormack, it is a centered
div dif so the terms in the precor loop are defined as such
}
/**************************************************************************
***************************/
if (iBF==1 || iBF==3 || iBF==4 || iBF==6 ) {
Fj = {1, 0};
Mi = {1, 0};
Mk = {1, 1}; // This is the inner derivative - by MacCormack, it is a centered
div dif so the terms in the precor loop are defined as such
}
else if (iBF==2 || iBF==5 || iBF==7 || iBF==8 ) {
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Fj = {0, 1};
Mi = {0, 1};
Mk = {1, 1}; // This is the inner derivative - by MacCormack, it is a centered
div dif so the terms in the precor loop are defined as such
}
/**************************************************************************
***************************/
if (iBF==1 || iBF==2 || iBF==5 || iBF==6 ) {
Gk = {1, 0};
Nj = {1, 0};
Nk = {1, 1};
}
else if (iBF==3 || iBF==4 || iBF==7 || iBF==8 ) {
Gk = {0, 1};
Nj = {0, 1};
Nk = {1, 1};
}
/**************************************************************************
***************************/
for (int precor=0; precor<2; ++precor) {

if ( iBF==1 && precor==0 /*&& firstminortime==1 */) { t = ti-1; }
else

{ t = ti; }

// Define liquid fluid temperature-dependent properties for each state change
by iteration or conclusion
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fluid.SetTemperature(T(i,j,k,t));
fluid.SetPastTemperature(T_past(i,j,k,t));
fluid.SetPressure(P(i,j,k,t));
thk = fluid.ThermalConductivity(f_l(i,j,k,t), f_m); // [W/mK]
a = fluid.SpeedOfSoundLiquid();

// [m/s] (liquid?)

sigma = fluid.SurfaceTensionLiquid(); // [N/m]
Hfg = fluid.EnthalpyOfVaporization()*1000.; // [J/kg]
fluid.SetDensity(rho(i,j,k,t));
phase = fluid.Phase();

// Determine (call) liquid properties
mu = fluid.Viscosity(f_l(i,j,k,t), f_m);

// [N*s/m2]

cp = fluid.SpecificHeatCapacityP(f_l(i,j,k,t), f_m)*1000.; // [J/kg*K]
cv = fluid.HeatCapacityVLiquid()*1000.; // [J/kg*K]
enthalpy = fluid.Enthalpy(f_l(i,j,k,t), f_m)*1000.;

// [J/kg]

drhodT = fluid.IsobaricCompressibility(); // [Pa/K]
T_sat = fluid.SaturationTemperature();
quality = fluid.Quality();

// Capillary Force and Gamma Definition
c_term = 3. * std::pow(r_pore,2.);
if (i==(m-1)) {
if

// Wick

(sections[e]==1) { gamma = (Q[e][t]/Hfg); /* [kg/s] */ }

else if (sections[e]==-1) { gamma = -(Q[e][t]/Hfg); /* [kg/s] */ }
else

{ gamma = 0.0;
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/* [kg/s] */ }

r = r_half_wick;

// [m]

d_term = -( (6.*(1-f_l(i,j,k,t)-f_m)) / (PI*site_density) ) * V_wick;
h = std::cbrt( -(d_term/2.) + std::sqrt(
(std::pow((d_term/2.),2.)+std::pow((c_term/3.),3.)) ) ) + std::cbrt( -(d_term/2.) - std::sqrt(
(std::pow((d_term/2.),2.)+std::pow((c_term/3.),3.)) ) );
P_cap(i,j,k,t) = (4.*sigma*h) / (std::pow(r_pore,2.)+std::pow(h,2.));
F_cap_r

= P_cap(i,j,k,t) * A_S_wick * std::pow(f_l(i,j,k,t),(2./3.));

F_cap_phi = P_cap(i,j,k,t) * A_phi_wick * std::pow(f_l(i,j,k,t),(2./3.));
F_cap_z

= P_cap(i,j,k,t) * A_CS_wick * std::pow(f_l(i,j,k,t),(2./3.));

dr_temp = t_wick;
}
else if (i==m) {

// Annular Gap

gamma = 0.0;

// [kg/s]

r = r_half_annular_gap;

// [m]

d_term = -( (6.*(1-f_l(i,j,k,t)-f_m)) / (PI*site_density) ) * V_wick;
h = std::cbrt( -(d_term/2.) + std::sqrt(
(std::pow((d_term/2.),2.)+std::pow((c_term/3.),3.)) ) ) + std::cbrt( -(d_term/2.) - std::sqrt(
(std::pow((d_term/2.),2.)+std::pow((c_term/3.),3.)) ) );
P_cap(i,j,k,t) = (4.*sigma*h) / (std::pow(r_pore,2)+std::pow(h,2.));
F_cap_r

= P_cap(i,j,k,t) * A_S_gap * std::pow(f_l(i,j,k,t),(2./3.));

F_cap_phi = P_cap(i,j,k,t) * A_phi_gap * std::pow(f_l(i,j,k,t),(2./3.));
F_cap_z

= P_cap(i,j,k,t) * A_CS_gap * std::pow(f_l(i,j,k,t),(2./3.));

thkext[e] = thk; // Set thermal conductivity of radially outermost node to an
array for later access in calculating heat out
dr_temp = t_annular_gap;
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}

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
B[0][precor] = f_l(i,j,k,t);
B[1][precor] = vel_phi(i,j,k,t);
B[2][precor] = vel_z(i,j,k,t);
B[3][precor] = ( rho(i,j,k,t) * cp * T(i,j,k,t) ) + ( (T(i,j,k,t)/rho(i,j,k,t)) * drhodT
* P(i,j,k,t) );
/************************************************************************
*****************************/
E[0][precor] = 0.;
E[1][precor] = (mu/r)*( vel_phi( (i+Ei[precor]), j,k,t) vel_phi( (i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t) );
E[2][precor] = (mu/r)*( vel_z( (i+Ei[precor]), j,k,t) vel_z( (i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t) );
E[3][precor] = (1./r)*( (thk*T((i+Ei[precor]), j,k,t)) - (2*mu *
vel_phi(i,j,k,t)/*const*/ * vel_phi((i+Ei[precor]), j,k,t)) ) (1./r)*( (thk*T((i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t)) - (2*mu *
vel_phi(i,j,k,t)/*const*/ * vel_phi((i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t)) );

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
F[0][precor] = ( vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]) ,k,t) *
std::pow(f_l(i,(j+Fj[precor]) ,k,t), (2./3.)) ) 260

( vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t) * std::pow(f_l(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t),
(2./3.)) );
F[1][precor] = - ( (rho_liquid(i,j,k,t) * std::pow(vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]) ,k,t),
2.)) + P(i,(j+Fj[precor]) ,k,t) ) +
( (rho_liquid(i,j,k,t) * std::pow(vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t), 2.)) +
P(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t) );
F[2][precor] = -rho_liquid(i,j,k,t)*( ( vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]) ,k,t) *
vel_z(i,(j+Fj[precor]) ,k,t) ) ( vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t) * vel_z(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t) ) );
F[3][precor] = -((vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t)*(
(rho_liquid(i,j,k,t)*cp*T(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t)) + ( (T(i,j,k,t)/rho_liquid(i,j,k,t)) * drhodT *
P(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t)) + P(i,j,k,t) )) (vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t)*(
(rho_liquid(i,j,k,t)*cp*T(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t)) + ( (T(i,j,k,t)/rho_liquid(i,j,k,t)) * drhodT *
P(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t)) + P(i,j,k,t) )) );

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
G[0][precor] = ( vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]) ,t) *
std::pow(f_l(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]) ,t), 2./3.) ) ( vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t) * std::pow(f_l(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t),
2./3.) );
G[1][precor] = -rho_liquid(i,j,k,t)*( ( vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]) ,t) *
vel_phi(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]) ,t) ) ( vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t) * vel_phi(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t) ) );
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G[2][precor] = -( (rho_liquid(i,j,k,t) * std::pow(vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]) ,t),
2.)) + P(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]) ,t) ) +
( (rho_liquid(i,j,k,t) * std::pow(vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t), 2.)) +
P(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t) );
G[3][precor] = -((vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]), t)*(
(rho_liquid(i,j,k,t)*cp*T(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]), t)) + ( (T(i,j,k,t)/rho_liquid(i,j,k,t)) * drhodT *
P(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]) ,t)) + P(i,j,k,t) )) (vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t)*(
(rho_liquid(i,j,k,t)*cp*T(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t)) + ( (T(i,j,k,t)/rho_liquid(i,j,k,t)) * drhodT *
P(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t)) + P(i,j,k,t) )) );

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
H[0][precor] = 0.;
H[1][precor] = mu*( vel_phi((i+1),j,k,t) - 2.*vel_phi(i,j,k,t) + vel_phi((i1),j,k,t) );
H[2][precor] = mu*( vel_z((i+1),j,k,t) - 2.*vel_z(i,j,k,t) + vel_z((i-1),j,k,t) );
H[3][precor] = thk*( T((i+1),j,k,t) - 2.*T(i,j,k,t) + T((i-1),j,k,t) ) +
mu*( std::pow(vel_phi((i+Ei[precor]), j,k,t) vel_phi((i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t), 2.) +
std::pow(vel_z((i+Ei[precor]), j,k,t) vel_z((i+Ei[precor]-1),j,k,t), 2.) );

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
I[0][precor] = 0.;
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I[1][precor] = 2.*mu*( vel_phi(i,(j+1),k,t) - 2.*vel_phi(i,j,k,t) + vel_phi(i,(j1),k,t) );
I[2][precor] = mu*( vel_z(i,(j+1),k,t) - 2.*vel_z(i,j,k,t) + vel_z(i,(j-1),k,t) );
I[3][precor] = thk*( T(i,(j+1),k,t) - 2.*T(i,j,k,t) + T(i,(j-1),k,t) ) +
mu*( (2.*std::pow(vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t) vel_phi(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t), 2.)) +
std::pow(vel_z(i,(j+Fj[precor]), k,t) vel_z(i,(j+Fj[precor]-1),k,t), 2.) );

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
J[0][precor] = 0.;
J[1][precor] = mu*( vel_phi(i,j,(k+1),t) - 2.*vel_phi(i,j,k,t) + vel_phi(i,j,(k1),t) );
J[2][precor] = 2.*mu*( vel_z(i,j,(k+1),t) - 2.*vel_z(i,j,k,t) + vel_z(i,j,(k-1),t) );
J[3][precor] = thk*( T(i,j,(k+1),t) - 2.*T(i,j,k,t) + T(i,j,(k-1),t) ) +
mu*( std::pow(vel_phi(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]), t) vel_phi(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t), 2.) +
(2.*std::pow(vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]), t) vel_z(i,j,(k+Gk[precor]-1),t), 2.)) );

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
K[0][precor] = 0.;
K[1][precor] = 0.;
K[2][precor] = 0.;
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K[3][precor] = 0.;

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
M[0][precor] = 0.;
M[1][precor] = 0.;
M[2][precor] = 0.;
M[3][precor] = 0.;

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
N[0][precor] = 0.;
N[1][precor] = 1.*mu*( vel_z(i,(j+1),(k+1),t) -

// 2 in the equation, *1/4

from centered divided dif (1/2 is in the first predictor_corrector step)
vel_z(i,(j-1),(k+1),t) vel_z(i,(j+1),(k-1),t) +
vel_z(i,(j-1),(k-1),t) );
N[2][precor] = 1.*mu*( vel_phi(i,(j+1),(k+1),t) vel_phi(i,(j-1),(k+1),t) vel_phi(i,(j+1),(k-1),t) +
vel_phi(i,(j-1),(k-1),t) );
N[3][precor] = ( (2.*mu)*( (vel_z(i,(j+Nj[precor]),k,t) - vel_z(i,(j+Nj[precor]1),k,t)) *
(vel_phi(i,j,(k+Nk[precor]),t) - vel_phi(i,j,(k+Nk[precor]-1),t))
));
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/************************************************************************
*****************************/
element_volume = r*dr[i]*dphi*dz;
O[0][precor] = -gamma/(rho_liquid(i,j,k,t) * element_volume);

// mass

transfer flow rate/volume of cell -> Density flow rate
O[1][precor] = -( mu * vel_phi(i,j,k,t) / std::pow(r,2.) ) +
( rho_liquid(i,j,k,t) * g_phi[j] ) +
( (F_phi[j] + F_cap_phi)/element_volume );
O[2][precor] = ( rho_liquid(i,j,k,t) * g_z ) +
( (F_z + F_cap_z)/element_volume );
O[3][precor] = ((mu/std::pow(r,2.)) * std::pow( vel_phi(i,j,k,t), 2. ));

/************************************************************************
*****************************/
for (int f=0; f<4; ++f) { // FUNCTION[#/5 equations][precictor or
corrector]
predictor_corrector[f][precor] = (E[f][precor]/dr[i]) +
(F[f][precor]/(r*dphi)) + (G[f][precor]/dz) + (H[f][precor]/std::pow(dr[i],2.)) +
(I[f][precor]/std::pow( (r*dphi), 2.)) + (J[f][precor]/std::pow(dz,2.)) +
(K[f][precor]/(2.*r*dr[i]*dphi)) + (M[f][precor]/(2.*dr[i]*dz)) + (N[f][precor]/(2.*r*dphi*dz))
+ O[f][precor];

//outdebug << time_minor << " , " << t_minor_counter << " , " << time[t] << " , " << t << " , "
<< i << " , " << j << " , " << k << " , " << iBF << " , " << f << " , " << phase << " ," << quality <<
" ," << thk << " ," << sigma << " ," << Hfg << " ," << mu << " ," << cp << " ," << cv << " ," <<
drhodT << " , " << f_l(i,j,k,t) << " , " << f_m << "," << rho_liquid(i,j,k,t) << " , " << enthalpy
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<< " , " << P(i,j,k,t) << " , " << t_stability << " , " << dt_minor << " , " << T(i,j,k,t) << " , " <<
gamma << " ," << B[f][precor] << " , " << E[f][precor] << " , " << F[f][precor] << " , " <<
G[f][precor] << " , " << H[f][precor] << " , " << I[f][precor] << " , " << J[f][precor] << " , " <<
K[f][precor] << " , " << M[f][precor] << " , " << N[f][precor] << " , " << O[f][precor] << " , " <<
predictor_corrector[f][precor] << " , ";

if (f==1 || f==2) { // Used to accommodate rho_l in equation 5 (index 4)
being applied to all terms
predictor_corrector[f][precor] = (dt_minor/rho_liquid(i,j,k,t)) *
predictor_corrector[f][precor];
}
else {
predictor_corrector[f][precor] = dt_minor *
predictor_corrector[f][precor];
}
//outdebug << predictor_corrector[f][precor] << " , ";

/**********************************************************************
****/
if (precor==0) { // Corresponds to predictor equation
predictor_corrector[f][precor] = B[f][precor] +
predictor_corrector[f][precor];

//outdebug << predictor_corrector[f][precor] << " , ";
if (f!=3) {
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//outdebug << std::endl;
}
else { }
}

else if (precor==1) { // Corresponds to corrector equation
predictor_corrector[f][precor] = 0.5*( B[f][precor] + B[f][0] +
predictor_corrector[f][precor] );

//outdebug << predictor_corrector[f][precor] << " , ";
if (f!=3) {
//outdebug << std::endl;
}
else { }

} // Defines predictor and corrector equations
/**********************************************************************
****/
}

// End of f (system of equations: f_l(), vel_phi(), vel_z(), T()) loop

/************************************************************************
**/

if (iBF==1 && precor==0 /*&& firstminortime==1*/) { // First predictor
equation based around t-1 (t)
f_l(i,j,k,(t+1)) = predictor_corrector[0][precor];
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rho_liquid(i,j,k,(t+1)) = fluid.Density(f_l(i,j,k,(t+1)), f_m);

// [kg/m3]

rho(i,j,k,(t+1)) = rho_liquid(i,j,k,(t+1));
fluid.SetDensity(rho(i,j,k,(t+1)));
f_v = 1. - f_l(i,j,k,(t+1)) - f_m;
P(i,j,k,(t+1)) = fluid.Pressure();
vel_phi(i,j,k,(t+1)) = predictor_corrector[1][precor];
vel_z(i,j,k,(t+1)) = predictor_corrector[2][precor];
T_past(i,j,k,(t+1)) = T(i,j,k,t);
T(i,j,k,(t+1)) = (predictor_corrector[3][precor] ((T(i,j,k,t)/rho(i,j,k,(t+1)))*drhodT*P(i,j,k,(t+1))) ) / (rho(i,j,k,t)/*const*/*cp);

//outdebug << t+1 << " , " << rho(i,j,k,t) << " , " << f_l(i,j,k,t+1) << ", " << P(i,j,k,t+1) << " , "
<< vel_phi(i,j,k,t+1) << " , " << vel_z(i,j,k,t+1) << " , " << T(i,j,k,t+1) << " , " << std::endl;

var[0][precor] = f_l(i,j,k,(t+1));
var[1][precor] = vel_phi(i,j,k,(t+1));
var[2][precor] = vel_z(i,j,k,(t+1));
var[3][precor] = T(i,j,k,(t+1));

}
else

{ // All corrector and subsequent predictor equations based around

t (t+1)
f_l(i,j,k,t) = predictor_corrector[0][precor];
rho_liquid(i,j,k,t) = fluid.Density(f_l(i,j,k,t), f_m);
rho(i,j,k,t) = rho_liquid(i,j,k,t);
fluid.SetDensity(rho(i,j,k,t));
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// [kg/m3]

f_v = 1. - f_l(i,j,k,t) - f_m;
P(i,j,k,t) = fluid.Pressure();
vel_phi(i,j,k,t) = predictor_corrector[1][precor];
vel_z(i,j,k,t) = predictor_corrector[2][precor];
T_past(i,j,k,t) = T(i,j,k,t);
T(i,j,k,t) = (predictor_corrector[3][precor] ((T(i,j,k,t)/rho(i,j,k,t))*drhodT*P(i,j,k,t)) ) / (rho(i,j,k,t)/*const*/*cp);

//outdebug << t << " , " << rho(i,j,k,t) << " , " << f_l(i,j,k,t) << ", " << P(i,j,k,t) << " , " <<
vel_phi(i,j,k,t) << " , " << vel_z(i,j,k,t) << " , " << T(i,j,k,t) << " , " << std::endl;

var[0][precor] = f_l(i,j,k,t);
var[1][precor] = vel_phi(i,j,k,t);
var[2][precor] = vel_z(i,j,k,t);
var[3][precor] = T(i,j,k,t);

} // Defines predictor and corrector equations

/************************************************************************
**/

// Stability
dtCFL = 1./( (std::abs(vel_phi(i,j,k,t))/dphi) + (std::abs(vel_z(i,j,k,t))/dz) +
a*std::sqrt( std::pow((1./dphi), 2.) + std::pow((1./dz), 2.) ) );
Re_dphi = (rho(i,j,k,t)*std::abs(vel_phi(i,j,k,t))*dphi)/mu;
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Re_dz = (rho(i,j,k,t)*std::abs(vel_z(i,j,k,t))*dz)/mu;
Re_d = std::min( Re_dphi, Re_dz );
t_stability = (0.9*dtCFL)/(1.+(2./Re_d));

dt_minor_arr[d] = (std::round( (0.1*t_stability)*1.e9 ))/1.e9;

/************************************************************************
**/

}

// End of for precor loop -- populates both predictor_corrector for all 5

equations

//outdebug << " , , , , , , ";

for (int f=0; f<4; ++f) {

diff[f] = std::abs( (var[f][1] - var[f][0]) / var[f][0] );

//outdebug << diff[f] << " , ";
}
if (iBF < 8) {
++iBF;
++iiBF;
}
else if (iiBF ==100) { //
break;

//
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}

//

else {
iBF = 1;
++iiBF;
}
difference = *std::max_element(diff, diff+4);

//outdebug << difference << " , " << std::endl;
} while (difference > tolerance);
//outintm << iBF << " , " << t_minor_counter << " , " << t << " ," << i << " , " << j
<< " , " << k << " ," << phase << " ," << quality << " ," << dt_minor << " , ," << dphi << " ," <<
dz << " ," << t_stability << " , " << time_minor << " ," << time[t] << " ," << r_mdpt[i] << " , "
<< phi_mdpt[j] << " , " << z_mdpt[k] << " , " << P(i,j,k,t) << " , " << rho(i,j,k,t) << " , " <<
f_l(i,j,k,t) << " , , " << vel_phi(i,j,k,t) << " , " << vel_z(i,j,k,t) << " , " << T(i,j,k,t) << " , " <<
std::endl;

if (outcount > outmax) {
outfinal << iiBF << " , " << t_minor_counter << " , " << t << " ," << i << " , " <<
j << " , " << k << " ," << phase << " ," << quality << " ," << dt_minor << " , " << dr_temp << "
," << dphi << " ," << dz << " ," << t_stability << " , " << time_minor0 << " ," << time[t] << " ,"
<< r_mdpt[i] << " , " << phi_mdpt[j] << " , " << z_mdpt[k] << " , " << P(i,j,k,t) << " , " <<
rho(i,j,k,t) << " , " << f_l(i,j,k,t) << " , 0 , " << vel_phi(i,j,k,t) << " , " << vel_z(i,j,k,t) << " , " <<
T(i,j,k,t) << " , " << std::endl;
}

} // End of liquid solution section
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//++e;
}

// End of for k loop

}

// End of for j loop

//e=0;
}

// End of for i loop

// Calculate Q_out based on heat conduction at the wall

Q_out_total = 0.;
for (int j=1; j<(n+1); ++j) {
for (int k=1; k<(o+1); ++k) {

jk = k + (j*ot);

q_out[jk][t] = thkext[jk] * 0.02153 * ( T((m+1),j,k,t) - T(m,j,k,t) ) / ( t_annular_gap );
//r_mdpt[m+1] - r_mdpt[m]
Q_out[jk][t] = q_out[jk][t] * ( r_shell_inner * dphi * dz );
if (sections[k] == -1) {
Q_out_total = Q_out_total + Q_out[jk][t];
outheats << t << " ," << j << " ," << k << " ," << q_out[jk][t] << " ," << Q_out[jk][t]
<< ", " << Q_out_total << " ," << T((m+1),j,k,t) << " ," << T(m,j,k,t) << " ," << thkext[jk] << " ,"
<< t_annular_gap << " ," << r_shell_inner << " ," << dphi << " ," << dz << std::endl;
}
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}
}

// Determining the smallest minor time step based on stability criteria, adding it to the
total minor time elapsed (time_minor), then iterating up
//outdebug << std::endl;
/*//outdebug << dt_minor << " , "; */
dt_minor = dt_minor * 1.10;

// Smoothing option to ensure time step does not increase

too much
for (int c=0; c<d; c++) {
/*//outdebug << dt_minor_arr[c] << ","; */
dt_minor = std::min( dt_minor_arr[c], dt_minor);
}
/*//outdebug << std::endl; */
if ( dt_minor < dt_floor ) {
dt_minor = dt_floor;
}
time_minor = time_minor + dt_minor;
time_minor0 = time_minor0 + dt_minor;

if (outcount > outmax) {
std::cout << std::setprecision(12) << time_minor0 << " \t" << dt_minor << std::endl;
outcount = 0;
}
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t_minor_counter++;

}

// End of for t loop

/*****************************************************************************************
*************/
// Outputs!

// outfinal << "time, radial, azimuthal, axial, Temp [K], Press [Pa]" << std::endl;
int finalcounter = 0;
for (int t=0; t<s; ++t) {
for (int i=0; i<m; ++i) {

// Work outwards from core

for (int j=0; j<(n+1); ++j) {
for (int k=0; k<(o+2); ++k) {
//

outfinal << t << "," << i << "," << j << "," << k << "," << T(i,j,k,t) << "," <<

P(i,j,k,t) << std::endl;
++finalcounter;
}
}
}
finalcounter = 0;
} // end time loop

////outdebug.close();
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//outintm.close();
outfinal.close();

} // End main
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